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ABSTRACT 

Th i s di s ser ta tion examines the problem 0 f women, 

marriage, and sexuality in Melville's work. The general 

absence of female characters in his stor ies, his frequent 

depiction of horrific marriages, and his seeming reticence 

about sexuality have al1 contributed to the long-standing 

critical view that his writing reveals a deep-seated hatred 

and fear of women. In disputing these critical 

commonplaces, the study argues that Melville always 

reinforces the importance of the sexual element in human 

relations. His ideas about women, marriage, and sexuality 

are informed by his perception of a disturbing tension 

between men and women in his society, and he makes the 

paradoxes of his culture concerning gender relations central 

to his work. 

The dissertation is organized thematically to isolate 

and explore the pr imary manifestations of sexual ized human 

relations in Melville's work: desire, frustration, marriage, 

transgression, and homoeroticism. Close readings of specific 

stories, poems, and sections of novels suggest new 

interpretative traject~ries based primarily on 

considerations of how culture influences gender and sexual 

meaning. 
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The introduction surveys the tradi tion of Mel ville 

scholarship on the problem of women and sexuality. The 

sources 0 £ the' prevailing negatl ve impression concerning 

his attitudes are traced largely to the demands of the 

theoretical approaches which have dominated discussion of 

the sexual issues in Melville's writing. Evidence from 

Melville's marginalia is then offered to establish the 

ground for a more balanced view of his perceptions. Th~ 

second chapter asserts that, for Mel ville, much of the 

difficulty of human experience can be attributed to sexual 

desire. Within his work he probes the psychological nature 

of these desires, and he interrogates the cultural codes by 

which desire is regulated. The next chapter, on the 

marr iage theme, locates Mel ville within the nineteenth 

century turmoil in marriage ideologies, while chapter four 

is an analysis of the sexual transgression motif. The 

violation of cultural rules through which sexual pleasure is 

1 icensed and controlled 1s used metaphorically by Mel ville 

to represent the individual quest for personal or artistic 

freedom. The final chapter describes Mel ville's consistent 

use of figurative language ass':lciated t,iith negative 

homoeroticism to dramatize disproportionate p0t,ier relations 

between men. 



CHAPTER 1 

~He lived and worked in fear of castrating women 

and of female sexuality:"1 Some Scholarly Tales 

about Herman Melville 

8 

The "erotic in life and art~ has long been recognized 

as a major theme of Melville's work,2 but at the same time 

one of the oldest critical commonplaces and "scholarly 

legends"3 concerning Melville is that his writing reveals a 

deep-seated hatred and fear of women. This virtually 

unchallenged- article of faith in Melville scholarship is a 

key element in the two critical approaches which have been 

most directly concerned with his attitudes toward women, 

marr iage, and sexual i ty: Freudian criticism and Feminist 

criticism. Although not all psycho-biographical criticism is 

necessarily Freudian, nearly all of the studies of 

Melville's life since the 1920s have emphasized the 

apparent operation of Freudian paradigms in Melville's 

familial relationships and in his work. Some Feminist 

critics, too, have shown interest in Melville's 

representation of women, marriage, and sexuality, primarily 

be~ause they see his work as "patrlarchal,u or "dominated by 

male rather than female interests. ":5 However, both the 

Freudian model of repressions and the Feminist model of 
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oppression? tend to view sexuality in limited and reductive 

ways; they rely beavily on slender evidence from speculative 

biography,e and they often obscure or oversimplify the 

nineteentb century cultural dynamics within which Melville 

worked. Moreover, both Psycho-biographic and Feminist 

critics frequently conflate Melville with his narrators and 

fail to recognize the ironit:: distance he nearly always 

places between himsel f and his charC!-cters." For all of 

these reasons and more, the question of bow the issues 

associated with gender and sexual desire are tbematized in 

Melville's work remains open. 

Pr ior to the twen tie th century "renaissance" of 

interest in Melville, reviewers and critics often recognized 

that he was depicting women, marriage and erotic desire in 

unusual and sometimes subversive ways,~O but the 

travel/adventure genre within which Melville ostensibly did 

much of his early, popular work allowed a certain amount of 

license in the representation of white men living with 

cuI turally "other" women. 11 Typee and Omoo were the novels 

most familiar to nineteenth c~ntury readers who had any 

knowledge of Melville's work, and in the popular imagination 

he was "the man who lived among tbe cannibals" with the 

beautiful Fayaway. The imputation is clearly that he bad 

tasted the f1 e sh 0 £ is landers in both ali teral and 

figurative sense,12 and this, of course, was a notoriety he 
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detested. By 1858 he was contemptuously referring to his 

early novels as "Peedee, Hullabaloo, and Pog-Dog" (Journals 

12) . 

Despi te the acknowledged "voluptuousness"l.~ of these 

South Seas novels, however, the general paucity of women in 

Melville's work was also noted by the early critics. Julian 

Hawthorne observed in 1888 that Melville depicts a masculine 

world in his "Man-Books," and his novels "were certainly not 

meant for women" (Leyda Log II, 810). Helville himself 

declared facetiously to his neighbor, Sarah Horewood, that 

Moby-Dick was not a book for women (~ 427), but at the 

same time he was al so prais ing Sophia Hawthorne for her 

perceptive reading of it (Log, 443). Even so, the belief 

that women a~e absent from his work or of no interest or 

concern to Melville was voiced early in the Melville revival 

of the 1920s and persists to the present day.14 The supposed 

scarcity of women in Melville's work is noted by Lewis 

Mumford in his 1929 biography, and he attaches vague 

psychological significance to the fact: "Something in Herman 

Melville's life," he said, "caused him to dissociate women 

from his account of man's deepest experience" (201). Newton 

Arvin offers a similar view in 1950 (86, 129, 174), while 

Elaine Slochower makes the startling assertion that "1 

str iking tea ture of [Moby-D ick 1 is the almost complete 

absence of reference to sex" (231). Marvin Mengeling says 
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tha t with the possible exception of Mardi "Mel ville IS 

writings seem to place very little emphasis on the love of 

man and woman ll (76), and Charles J. Haberstroh, in Melville 

and Male Identll:l., advances the idea that Melville1s 

"powerful uncertainties about his ability, or even desire" 

to play the responsible masculine role caused him to shy 

away from the fictional treatment of women, whom he saw as 

entrappers (22). Haberstroh adds that Melville consistently 

projects "fear and distrust of females" in his fiction (66). 

Robert Scott Kellner follows this same line in his 1977 

dissertation with the view that Melville saw women as either 

"toads or sc6rpions." 

Taken in aggregate, there is a depressing and 

incestuous repetitiveness in all of these assertions which 

overlooks the provocati-,;e ways in which Melville does 

incorporate women and the erotic in his work, but the 

theoretical requirements of Freudian/ Psycho-biographical 

criticism militate against any revision of the perception of 

him in the popular or critical imagination. The immensely 

influential studies of Richard Chase, Herman Melville: A 

Critical Study (1949), and Newton Arvin, Herman Melville 

(1950), appearing soon after World War II, continued the 

earlier work of Raymond Weaver, Herman Melville: Mariner and 

Mystic (1921), and Lewis Mumford, Herman MelVille (1929). 

The post-war stUdies correct many of the factual errors of 
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the earlier generations of Melville biographers, but retain 

the Freudian thesis: Melville's relationship with the women 

in his family, and especially his mother and wife, carries 

over into his writing, manifesting itself as mis09yny.1~ The 

hypothesis was substantiated largely through reliance on the 

evidence which appeared to be supplied in abundance by 

Melville's novels. Richard Chase says directly that Melville 

"could seldom picture a woman without terror. His women 

seduce men from their manhood, turning them to stone or ice, 

emasculating them, making them into titans, hermaphrodites 

or children"(19).1~ Similarly, Newton Arvin's psychological 

reading emphasizes the destructive love of the mother and 

Melville's inability to enjoy a satisfactory heterosexual 

relationship (174). Thus, Arvin says that in Mardi 

"physical sexual i ty was charged through and through with 

guil t .and anxiety." The most recent cr i tical biography, by 

Edwin H. Miller (1975), is a direct descendent of the 

earlier psycho-biographical scholarship, offering basically 

only an astute expansion and development of Weaver r s 

"amateurishly Freudian. conjectures" (Milder, 

"Melville" 172) originally published in 1921. 

In response to the work of the psycho-biographical 

critics, Leon Howard and William H. Gilman suggested 

alternative readings of Melville's mother which were based 

on careful research of the available documents and 
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correspondence. Instead of a cold and materialistic woman, 

they found "a simple, domestic, and somewhat provincial 

woman in whom a Dutch prudence, bluntness, and reserve were 

softened by strong feelings of Christian charity" (Gilman, 

18). But the myth advanced by Weaver/ Mumford/ Chase/ Arvin/ 

Miller requires a female or mother-damaged Melville. In its 

details, the mother theory, the Mel v Hle myth, differs 

little between Miller's articulation of it in 1975 and 

Weaver's statement in 1929: 

As a boy, all his passionate cravings for 

sympathy, for affection, were rebuffed by [his 

mother's] haughty reserve, and recoiled within 

him. Fatherless and so mothered, he felt with 

Pierre, "that deep in him lurked some divine 

unidentifiableness, that owed no earthly kith or 

kin. Yet was this feeling entirely lonesome and 

orphan-like. He felt himself driven out an infant 

Ishmael into the desert, with no maternal Hagar to 

accompany and comfort him." In Redburn, with the 

mother image like a fury in his heart, he 

describes himself as "a sort of Ishmael." "Call me 

Ishmael," is the striking opening s~ntence of 

Hoby-Dick; and its no less striking close: "On the 

second day, a sail drew near, nearer, and picked 

me up at last. It was the devious-cruising 
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Rachael, that in her retracing search after her 

missing children, only found another orphan." Of 

his mother he is reported to have said in later 

1 i fe: "She hated me II (62). 

This view of the relation between Melville's youth and his 

work served multiple purposes for Weaver. As Robert Milder 

explains it in his cr i tical review of several "Melville 

Biographies," "the Melville revival was a battle in the 

larger campaign against Victorianism in all of its cultural 

and literary mani festations, a campaign fought on other 

fronts by H.L. Mencken and Van Wyck Brooks" (172). In this 

conflict, the mother myth has great strategic value, for 

Mel ville's mother is seen as ria symbol of convention and 

worldly pride," and her rejection of him is echoed in his 

later rejection by a complacent and materialistic Victorian 

America. Thus, Weaver found in Melville not only a 

powerful, but forgotten, literary voice but also an advocate 

for his hidden agenda, the rejection of moribund cultural 

values. Chase and Arvin no longer needed the pol i tical 

baggage of Weaver, but by the 1950s Freudian 1 i terary 

analysis had taken on a life of its own. Robert Scott 

Kellner, for example, in his 1977 University of 

Massachusetts dissertation on Toads and Scorpions: Women and 

Sex in the Writings of Herman Melville. aligns himself 
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explicitly with the "insightful and provocative studies" of 

Chase and Arvin. 

Leon Howard's 1951 Melville biography, which is linked 

like a Siamese twin to Jay Leyda's Log, offers a corrective 

to the earlier biographies since it is cautious and well

subs tan t ia ted; indeed, it is wide 1 y cons idered the 

"standard" biography. but at the same time it takes few 

risks and 0 f fers 1 i ttle insight into the fr ightening 

psychological depths of Melville" nature. 1.7 Instead, 

Howard's emphasis is on Melville's development as an artist 

and thinker, and he carefully traces his reading and its 

relation to the writing of his books (viii). Since this 

"standard" biography is now forty years old, it is badly in 

need of updating, or rather rewriting to maintain the 

emphasis on Melville's education and intellectual 

development while at the same time accounting for the 

influence of the familial context and the psychological 

complexi ty of Melville as an individual and of his worle 

Nonetheless, Psycho-biographical criticism remains a very 

powerful force in Melville scholarship, and, according to 

Martin Bickman. the mass of psychological criticism 

surrounding Melville is larger than that around any other 

American author (515). Bickman adds further that there is 

an II inherent dimension in Melville's work" because of his 

"thematic concerns" with the "complexities and self-
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confl icts in human !!!otives and actions, the psychological 

roots of reI igion and metaphysics, [and] the relation of 

language and narrative to consciousness" (516). 1e1 On this 

same line, Robert Milder asserts unequivocally that Melville 

has more to tell us about psycholo.gy than psychology can 

tell us about him" ("Knowing" 99). 

Beyond the work of the psychological critics, perhaps 

the next most important group of critical studies on 

Melvill2's attitudes toward women, marriage, and sexuality 

has been produced by varieties of Feminist criticism. Almost 

all Feminist critics writing on Melville's life or work., 

however, have responded negatively to him, al though I 

believe that both he and they share some important concerns. 

Gene Patterson-Black. suggests that Mel ville's "hatred of 

women" stems from self hatred (107), and that his "lack. of 

interest in women" is "a disinterest [which] women 

reciprocate" (108). Feminist readin·gs in general have had a 

tendency to exaggerate or oversimpl ify Melville's views or 

overplay a narrow band of elements while ignoring the 

complexi ty of his attitudes toward women, marriage, and 

sexuality, but since the rubric of "feminist criticism" has 

been appl ied so facilely to extremely diverse and 

contradictory philosophies and attitudes, it is helpful to 

remember Annette Kolodny's useful qualification of the term 

in "Dancing Through tHe Minefield:" 
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What unites and invigorates feminist literary 

criticism, then, is neither dogma nor method but 

an acute and impassioned attentiveness to the ways 

in which primarily male structures of power are 

inscribed (or encoded) within our literary 

inheritance; the consequences of that encoding 

for women--as characters, as readers, and as 

writers; and, with that, a shared analytic concern 

for the implications of that encoding not only for 

a better understanding of the past but also for an 

improved reordering of the present and future 

(62). 

At the heart of the problem, then, is male fear of sharing 

power and significance with women, and I would suggest that 

Melville is more sensitive to this concern and more able to 

articulate it than most feminist critics have allowed. For 

some women Melville is objectionable because there are few 

female characters in his work with whom a female reader can 

"relate, II and for her to identify ~i t:! a male character is 

to "identify against herself." As Wilma Garcia puts it, limy 

dilemma as a reader in search of a feminine perspective 

required me to choose either to identify myself with 

[Melville's] masculine world or remain behind as the Peguod 

set sail" (3).1~ On a more sophisticated level, Judith 
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Fryer, in The Faces of Eve: Women in the Nineteenth Century 

American Novel (1976); asserts that "the women in the 

novels of . Melville. . are not women at all, but 

images of women" (23). Isabel is "deadly because of her 

alluring yet frightening sexuality, which threatens to 

destroy the self-reliant hero. Her tragedy is inherent in 

her posture 0 f defiance to societal mores" (24). For 

Patricia Yaeger, writing in 1982, Moby-Dick is a text in 

which "man's delusive quest for economic and metaphysical 

power is described in terms of a search for the sperm whale, 

a search for the meta-creative source which the castrated 

Ahab regards as the transcendental signifier itself" (432). 

In the psychoanalytic ststem of Jacques Lacan which Yaeger 

evokes, the phallus is the "central signifier" of human 

culture. It is a sign of the biological difference between 

men and women which has also com~ to represent the 

difference between power and powerlessness. It is "the mark 

of pr i v ilege which no toni y val idates the repression of 

woman, but signifies her inferiority to man" (432). Gene 

Patterson-Black's discussion "On Herman Melville," in the 

rev is ionist anthology Introduction to Women Novel ists 

(1982), is perhaps one of the best feminist critiques of 

Melville's life and work as a whole, but she also depends 

heavily on t~e familiar psycho-biographical perspective of 

self-hatred prOjected into misanthropy and misogyny (107).~o 

Joyce Warren, in The American Narcissus: Individualism and 
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Women in Nineteenth-Century American Fiction (1984), gives a 

strong, if simple, feminist critique, again emphasizing 

Melville biography derived from the tradition of Weaver/ 

Mumford/ Chase/ Arvin/ Miller. Melville's work, she says, 

shows "a failure to grant personhood to women. II His women 

"are either little mere than animated memories--traditional 

images of femininity as conceived by men--or overpowering 

nightmare figures who threatened the autonomy of the male 

self" (115). "Woman is a beautiful abstraction, a background 

figure to be looked upon and revered but not interacted with 

as an individual. And the less she is heard from the better" 

(116). Less helpful is Wilma Garcia's Mothers and Others: 

Myths of the Female in the Works of Melville. Twain. and 

Hemingway (1984), a somewhat simplistic discussion based on 

a defunct Jungian essentialism and self-indulgently 

punctuated with poems about Melville. 

To be sure, a very small number of sympathetic articles 

have a~peared which atypically align Melville with feminist 

concerns. Kristin Herzog, for example, in Women. Ethnics. 

and Exotics: Images of Power in Mid-Nineteenth Century 

American Fiction (1983), offers a balanced discussion of her 

topic, con6luding that "the apparent dearth of women 

characters in many of Melville's works does not prove that 

women are unimportant in [his] world. Though silent and 

scarce, they provide a forceful counterpart to the male 
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world, which is judged deficient n (lOa). Lea Bertani Vozar 

Newman's brief, but. provocative, article on "Melville's 

'Bell-Tower' Revisited: A Story of Female Revenge," 

describes the story as a nrevolt against an exploitative, 

male-dominated culture n (11). More frequently, however, 

Melville seems to represent, for Feminist writers, all that 

is wrong with the received canon of American literature, and 

as a result he is typically ignored. When he is discussed at 

all it is usually in conventional Psycho-biographical terms 

which add little to existing scholarship. 

In addition to the work of the Psycho-biographical 

cr it i cs and the Feminists, the tradi tion 0 f Mel ville 

scholarship on women, marriage, and sexuality reveals two 

other critical approaches that have made small but important 

contributions. First, Melville's use of the erotic as part 

of his satiric humor and general comedic response to the 

human situation has generated several influential books and 

articles. In some ways the nineteenth century critics were 

better than modern critics in identifying analogues for his 

comedy in Renaissance extravaganza, Neoclassical sentimental 

humor, and amiable Romantic humor, since these modes are 

often mentioned in the early rev iews. In 1931, however, 

Constance Rourke did the first modern analysis of 

Melville's comedy as part of her exhaustive general study on 

Amer ican Humor. Edward Rosenberry's Mel ville and the Comic 
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Spirit (1955) was the first full-length examination, and it 

remains the central work on Melville's humor. Robert Shulman 

discussed "The Serious Function of Melville's Phallic Jokes" 

in 1961, and the possibilities for further work have not yet 

been exhausted. The efforts of Rourke, Rosenberry, and 

Shulman are specifically important in their linkage of 

Melville's comedy to American folk traditions in humor, such 

as the tall tale and the rhetorical rhythms of the working 

people with whom Mel ville labored before he took up the 

profession of author.21 As Edward H. Rosenberry notes in his 

recent review of scholarship on "Melville's Comedy and 

Tragedy," Melville was Itat home with the 'uncivilized 

laughter' of his shipmates over 'their unholy adventures, 

their tales of terror told in words of mirth'" (618). But at 

the same time it is possible that this "folk" element has 

been overestimated, for there is also an element of 

Melville's salacious humor which is heavily dependent upon 

the reader's grasp of allusions and trivia in such areas as 

reI igion, history, 11 terature, and philosophy, in addition 

to contemporary affairs and goss ip concerning New York 

literati; Woody Allen's films tax the knowledge of modern 

audiences in much the same way. Jane Mushabec, in 

Melville's Humor: A Critical Study (1981), has recently 

reexamined the issues, helpfully clarifying the literary 

influence on Melville of Rabelais, de Bergerac, Bayle, 

Jonson, Burton, Sterne, De Quincey, Lamb, Irving, and 
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others. She suggests that Melville:s novels are generally 

profound and stark, but to miss their humor (especially 

their sexual humor) is to miss their charm and brilliance 

since his fiction is full of sexual and heretical teasing, 

full of hoax, parody, and spiel. 

A second minor group in the tradition of Melville 

scholarship concerned with his representation of women and 

sexual i ty has been the theoreticians of homosexual ity in 

literature. Homoeroticism seems to be a fairly obvious 

component of Melville's work, and passages which have often 

been discussed in this regard include Queequeg's "bridegroom 

clasp" of the "wriggling" Ishmael and the "Squeeze of the 

Hand" chapter later in Moby-Dick. White-Jacket tells of the 

men of the main-top who "loaned ourselves to each other with 

all the freedom in the world," and, of course, Billy Budd in 

Melville's last novel has become "the major icon in the 

American literary homosexual pantheon. "22 Nevertheless, the 

significance of the homoeroticism is still widely debated. 

Newton Arvin was the first to suggest that Melville 

himself was fundamentally homosexual (128), and Richard 

Chase adds that there may have been a "strain of 

homosexual ism entirely inward and subdued" which led 

Melville to see "female beauty--tender, erotic, and joy 

giving--. .only in men" (295). LesLe Fiedler is of a 
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similar opinion (341-42, 348, 362-63), Leland S. Person 

remarks that "Melville r s fiction calls to mind the all

male world of the sea; his most significant human 

re 1 a tionsh ips are male-to-male" (48). Similarly, Gene 

Patterson-Black sees Melville as a "man seeking his 

satisfaction through other men" (116). Edwin Miller pursues 

the same theme of latent desire, and the most interesting 

and persuasive part of his biography of Mel ville, indeed, 

the core of it, is his discussion of the Melville-Hawthorne 

relationship. As he sees it, Melville found in Hawthorne the 

"paternal companionship" and "the ideal father no son ever 

finds." During this brief moment of kinship, Melville 

experienced a remarkable outburst of creative energy which 

produced Moby-Dick. But the "advances" of the loud, burly 

sailor made Hawthorne uncomfortable. A "crisis" ensued, 

Hawthorne "withdrew," and Melville was again left fatherless 

and betrayed: "the world closed in upon him" (44-51). This 

idea, of course, is not new, but Miller gives it convincing 

power through his knowledge of the canon, his grasp of the 

re 1 evan t scho 1 ar sh ip, and the per suas i veness of his 

rhetoric. Outside of his sections on Melville and Ha~thorne, 

however, the biography is conventional in the tradition of 

Weaver/ Mumford! Chase/ Arvin. 

Robert K. Hartin offers a useful, recent critique of 

the homosexual theme in Hero, Captain, and Stranger: Male 
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Fr iendship, Social Cri tigue, and Literary Form in the Sea 

Novels of Herman Helville, arguing that Melville 

consistently evokes a structural pattern of conflict between 

the three figures of the title which represents the struggle 

for control over people and space in the Western world. He 

is less convincing when he att2~pts to define Mel\7ille' s 

perception of homoeroticism as Hmutual masturbation," 

insisting that Melville opposed "buggery or sodomy" (63). 

Still, while most people agree that much 0 f Claggart' s 

motivation is from repressed homosexual desire for the 

"handsome sailor," what is absent from almost all of the 

direct discussions of the homosexual theme in "Billy Budd" 

and elsewhere in Melville's work is a thorough examination 

of negative homoer'oticism and the sexual politics which 

exist among and between men. 

All 0 f the cr i tics discus sed above, the Psycho

biographical critics, Feminist critics, and the theorists of 

humor and homosexuality in 1 i terature, have made valuable 

contributions to the rich tradition of pluralism in Melville 

scholarship,23 and I often draw upon their insights in 

support of my own arguments. But some have erred, I believe, 

in misunderstanding or misrepresenting Melville's attitudes 

toward women, marriage, and sexual i ty. Indeed, what was 

originally offered as critical speculation and hypothesis in 

some of these studies has become critical truth through the 
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process of sheer assertion and repetition from one 

generation of scholars to the next. Consequently, this 

cultural/gender study takes as its subject the relations 

which exist among and between men and women and the cultural 

dynamics through which ideologies concerning gender 

relations are created, deployed, enforced, disrupted, and 

changed. As Sherry B. Ortner and Harriet Whitehead pOint 

out, "gender, sexuality, and reproduction are ... symbols, 

invested with meaning by [a] society, as all symbols are" 

(1). Thus, we cannot allow a "naturalistic bias to dominate 

the field of sex and gender" (Ortner and Whitehead 1) when 

there is so much variability in the sources, processes and 

consequences of gender construction and organization. 

Consequently, Ortner and Whitehead insist, the concepts of 

male and female, sex and reproduction, must be studied 

within specific ~ocial and cultural contexts. 

The cuI tural context of Herman Hel ville's nineteenth 

century America, however, was more complex than is generally 

acknowledged in regard to gender meaning, for the period was 

dominated by an intEnse and sustained struggle to redefine 

the central value system of society. This system, as Stephen 

Greenblatt indicates, is "constituted by the general 

standards of judgment and action affirmed by the society's 

elites. At the heart of the central value system is an 

affirmati ve attitude toward au thor i ty which is endowed, 
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however indirectly or remotely, with a measure of 

sacredness" (104). Edward Shils, in Center and Periphery: 

Essays in Macrosociology, adds that these same elites, "by 

their very possession of authority, attribute to themselves 

an essential affinity with the sacred elements of society, 

of which they regard themselves as the custodians" (5). 

During Melville's lifetime, these sacred elements in 

American society are often explicitly religious, and 

cuI tural rivalry is character istically expressed through 

disputes over religious doctrine ~md practice, with each 

sect attempting to establish its claims to direct contact 

with divine sources of legitimacy and authority and to wipe 

out competing religious authorities and pockets of rivalrous 

char isma. Pr inciple among these disputes over religious 

doctr ine and practice were the debates about women, 

marriage, and sexuality, about the way in which gender was 

to be constr~cted. 

From thi:; perspective, then, I examine the complex 

interpretive problems associated with women, marriage, and 

sexuality in Melville's work ar.d erode the solid ground of 

traditional views concerning his attitudes. At the same 

time, however, I try not to translate Hel ville too far out 

of his own time and out of his own perception of what he was 

doing in his writing with women, marriage, and sexuality. 

Melville'S observations in his travel journals, the 
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mar gina 1 i a in the bo 0 ks he owned I and the actual 

representation of women, marriage, and sexuality in his 

imaginative writing all reveal an intense preoccupation with 

gender and sexualized human relations. His ideas are further 

informed by his perception of a radical disruption between 

men and women in his society which he consistently explores 

and critiques. Melville's "ambivalence" on these issues is 

often con.strued by critics in negative terms, but a more 

accurate assessment is that negative and positive 

attitudes, assertions, and episodes in Melville's work 

balance each other out in an .:lngo ing debate that lasts 

throughout his life and career as a writer. It therefore 

becomes important to discover the sources of that ambiguity 

and discern the aesthetic implications of it. 

Part of the problem with much of the existing critical 

inquiry into gender and desire in Melville's work is that it 

looks in the wrong place. Guided by a Jamesian aesthetic of 

narrative design which emph~sizes plot and 

characterization,24 many critics focus their study in those 

two areas, bot finding few or no standard marriage plots or 

conventional female characters seeking marriage in his 

novels, they assume failure on his part becau~c ~: either a 

psychological or artistic defect. 2~ Mel ville f s vision of 

human experience, however, is that it is an empty masquerade 

of "surface stratified on surface" (Pierre XXI), devoid of 
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truth and stabil i ty despi te the claims of many voices, 

religious and secular, to absolute truth. Melville 

obsessively raises the "possibility," as Milton R. Stern 

says, "of existential emptiness--of no essential identity of 

nature or man in a universe empty of God and (therefore) 

br imming with a plenitude of shifting forms, or temporary 

identities" ("Melville, Society, and Language" 437). Sexual 

nature, too, is shifting, llnstable, and treacherous, a 

source of inexplicable and irresistible motives and actions. 

Marriage is conflict and struggle centered on individual 

will and desire, and the conventional narrative device of 

the marriage plot simply reinforces bourgeois values. As 

Tony Tanner points out, marriage is "the structure that 

maintains the Structure" of bourgeois society (15). The 

foundation of it is patriarchal power and female fidelity, 

but the artificiality and weakness of the construct is not 

lost on Melville. As Paul Brodtkorb suggests in Ishmael's 

White World, Melville reads the actual as a sign, indeed, 

but as a sign of the vacancy and hollowness of the cosmos. 

So when the traditionally val ue-laden symbols of women, 

marriage, and sexuality appear in Melville's work, we must 

be prepared for radical inversions of their normative values 

or for perplexing ambiguity in the representation of them. 

Moreover, we must also be prepared to study the 

microstructures of Melville's work rather than those parts 

of the narrative desi9n where the Jamesian aesthetic has 
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taugb t us to look. I t is in the sketches, anecdotes, 

allusions, and· images, as well as in Melville's crucial 

recording of fleeting glimpses, prolonged stares, and deep 

gazes (his own and his character's) that we must look, for 

it is in this rich underlay and undercurrent of referential 

language that Melville's attitudes on this topic and theme 

can best be read. 

The sources and genesis of these complex attitudes are 

also a critical problem, fo~ the great paradox of Melville'S 

life and work is that ~hile his fiction evokes such horrific 

chasms of existential despair and epistemological doubt, in 

his everyday life he was rather conventional. Despite his 

subversi ve occupation as a professional writer of exotic 

scenes, he enjoyed a relatively normal family life, beset 

with a certain amount of tragedy and domestic friction, to 

be sure, but conventional nonetheless. There is, then, a 

radical disjunction between his psychological and aesthetic 

depth and the normalcy of his homelife (which Elizabeth 

seems to have been at pains to maintain), and, it is the 

study of his reading. his self-education in both ancient and 

modern literature and philosophy, which holds the best 

promise for sounding those depths. 2
& Isolated from 

intellectual companionship for most of his life, he 

absorbed the books he bought and borrowed, reading rapidly, 
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and marking and annotating relatively little. 27 As Walker 

Cowan points out in his analysis of Melville's marginalia, 

The books establish a coherent and accurate 

impression of his intellectual life, his 

prejudices, and his enthusiasms. The notes 

provide abundant data about the complex process 

and development of his creative imagination and 

his own views of himself and his art (xxvi). 

The marginalia are useful, then, not so much for conclusive 

evidence of sources, since so much of what he clearly 

borrowed and used from his sources is not marked at all,2B 

but rather the markings are a direct indication of his 

interests and concerns. His reading gave him an increasingly 

larger base 0 f imagery, iconography, allusion, anecdote v 

myth, and history upcn which to build in his artistry, while 

at the same time, as Cowan correctly points out, "the 

marginal ia reveal that Melville spent a lifetime thinking 

about women" (~ix). However, I differ with Cowan's opinion 

that he made "rather limited use . of (women1 in his 

fiction" and that the markings reveal the "misogynous 

nature" of "Melville's reaction to women." 

that Melville 

Cowan asserts 
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was too much bothered by the subj ect to trust 

himself to write about it. Some of these markings 

have to do with unpleasant aspects of women in 

general, their vanity, garrulity, and so on .. 

Other mark.ings censure wives in particular and 

cr i ticize family life from the point of view of 

one held captive by, but alienated from the family 

circle (xix-xx). 

In contrast to Cowan, I see a much more balanced view of 

women, marriage, and sexuality in the marginalia, with 

posi tive aspects marked as well as the negative ones Cowan 

mentions. What is uncovered by a thorough examination of 

Melville's reading is his fascination with all kinds of 

women, especially in their moments of intense emotional or 

psychological conflict. Significantly, these are also 

moments which he frequently records in his imaginative 

writing: Redburn's helpless staring at the woman pawning 

baby clothes and his useless attempts to help the starving 

family in Launcelott's-Hey come immediately to mind. 

Cer tainly, Mel ville reveals in the marginal ia a great 

delight in lubricity and the erotic in general, but at the 

same time he also shows admiration for egalitarian 

attitudes toward women, concern for the oppressed, and 

interest in the inexplicable operation of human sexual 

desire--in all of its various manifestations. 2 ' Melville is 
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a psychologist concerned with the private and social 

implications of love. Following are some selected examples 

from the marginalia which point to the nature of his 

interest. 

The Bible and classical mythology are major sources of 

Melville's imagery, and his use of these ancient texts has 

been catalogued by Nathalia Wright in Melville's Use of the 

Bible and Gail Coffler and Melville I s Classical Allusions. 

Neither of these excellent standard references, however, 

discusses the way in which· he enjoys and transmits the 

sensuality which is often found in classical and biblical 

story or the way in which he is concerned about negative, 

exploitative eroticism and the disproportionate distribution 

of power in domestic relations or human relations in 

ge~eral. Melvill~ls scattered markings of the scriptures are 

revealing in this regard. In the Old Testament, Melville 

shows particular interest in the account of Genesis 14-20 on 

the divine expunging of Sodom and Gomorrah (I,263/81-84).~o 

The two cities are a symbol 0 f violence and destruction 

which he repeatedly evokes in his work. We see it, for 

example, in reference to the dismal houses of Liverpool, the 

sinking of the Bon Homme Richard, the ash box outside the 

Black. church in New Bedford, the sound of sharks tapping the 

hull of the Pegund, and the dark thoughts of those on board 

the Fidele. He twice underlined a statement at the beginning 
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of Kings in which Adonijah is described as "David's darling" 

(I, 277/139), suggesting wry recognition of the homoerotic 

inference in the language, and he marked statements in 

Proverbs valuing women with rubies in addition to negative 

comments in the same book about "odious women" (1,293/203). 

In the New Testament, he ~ ingled out three positive 

representations of women, the whole of John 8 concerning 

Christ's defense of the woman taken in adultery (I, 328/339-

41) which Pierre cites in his midnight interview with the 

Reverend Falsgrave; the account of Mary at the garden tomb 

recorded in John 20, and the woman in travail described in 

Revelation 12 who preserves her child from the dragon. 

Curiously, considering their importance in the anti-feminism 

of traditional Christianity, Paul's strictures about women 

and marriage are not marked. 

Melville read Homer from Chapman's great work, and more 

than 260 pages of Cowan's dissertation (70 in the folio) 

were necessary to cover Melville's markings and annotations 

of it. In the Iliad, he was particularly interested in the 

personalities and characterization of Athena (II, 8/31; 

12/46;) and Minerva (II, 29/114; 33/131). Most of ~!lat he 

marked in the Odyssey concerns the relationship between 

Ulysses and the va;-ious women he met during his ten-year 

struggle to return home to Penelope after the war. The 
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sections concerning Ulysses' encounter with the archetypes 

of female evil, the Sirens (II, 54/214) and Harpies (II, 

60/238), are checked, to be sure, as is the ~'lorrific 

traverse between the monsters Scylla and Charybdis (II, 

55/217-8), which Robert Con Davis comments on so 

provocatively in The Fictional Father: Lacanian Readings of 

the Text (24). But Melville is also interested in the 

elaborate strategy of Penelope to defeat the suitors (II, 

40/159). 

There were numerous other translators and redactors of 

the classics or- of stories and plays set in ancient times 

whose work was read and marked by Melville, including 

Chaucer ("Troilus and Criseyde rr ), Shakespeare ("Troilus and 

Cressida," "Anthony and Cleopatra," "Cymbeline," and "Venus 

and Adonis"), and less well known writers like Calderon, 

whose Three Dramas incl udes a play about the encounter 

between Ulysses and Circe which seems to have some bearing 

on the late poetry such as "In a Bye Canal," and 

FitzGerald r s Polonius, in which Circe is descr ibed as 

transforming men into animal repre~entations of themselves 

{I, 554/134). 

Mel ville r s reading in Renaissance and Neo-classical 

literature was especially valuable to him in relation to the 

erotic theme; indeed, it might be argued that Melville's 
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opinions about women. marriage, and sexuality are' in many 

ways more closely related to those of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries than to his own era when sexuality was 

generally required to g,o masked and disguised most of the 

time. 31 Dryden's translation of Boccaccio, reveals markings 

on passages concerning lubricity (I, 514/519, marriage (I, 

515/521), seduction (I, 515/523), and rape (I, 516/524). We 

can look, also, at Helville's marking of Chaucer's work 

which is largely confined to the "Franklin's Tale," "Troilus 

and Cressada, If the "Romaunt of the Rose," and "Paradoxical 

Definitions of Love." The tragi-comedy of liThe Franklin's 

Tale" is the most extens ive1y annotated piece, cover ing 

about a quarter of the Chaucer section, and it is a tale 

from the so-called "marriage group" in which the problems 

and challenges of the matrimonial state are explored. During 

the absence of her husbana, Dorigen wakes a rash promise to 

Aurelius, vowing to "love him best" if he removes some black 

rocks from the coast which she perceives to be a threat to 

her husband's safe return from the wars. When he manages the 

task, she i,s horrified, and confesses to her husband. He, 

however, bound by the knightly code of ~onor, sends her to 

Arveragus, but the young squ ire deve lops a case 0 f 

conscience and returns her. The major themes of Chaucer I s 

tale are also important to Hel~ille: the power of desire, 

marital conflict, and authorial dissemblance. The Franklin 

is aware of the precariousness of his station, and he 
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maintains a self-effacing and studied politeness as he 

presents a story which is full of ironies and 

inconsistencies but which will appeal to an audience that 

considers itself sophisticated. Chaucer's "Paradoxical 

Definitions of Love" is a lengthy series of couplets 

expressing the idea that "Love it is a hateful peace, / A 

free acquaintance without release" (I, 454/295). Melville 

marked or slashed a number of these couplets from lines 718 

to 798, and the paradoxes of love and matrimony which are 

de scribed there are very suggestive 0 f Mel ville's own 

paradoxical attitudes. 

Wi th the exception of Shakespeare, the single most 

heavily marked and annotated author in Melville's Marginalia 

is Spenser, to whom Cowan devotes over sixty pages. The 

relationship between Hautia in Mardi and Spenser's evil 

women like Duessa and Florimell has often been discussed in 

the critical literature, but less frequently examined are 

Melville's other references to women, marriage, and 

sexuality in The Faerie Queene. What Spenser sets up in the 

various books is a constant struggle between good and evil 

which is often represented in terms of sexual conflict: 

sensual delight and indulgence are opposed by fideli ty and 

self-control. Like Moby-Dick, The Faerie Queene holds "a 

brooding solemnity--now deeply joyful, now sensuous, now 

melancholy, now loaded with dread" (97), as C.S. Lewis 
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describes it. Lewis also recognizes the RinterwovenR or 

"polyphonicR narrative design, constantly shifting from one 

story and one set of characters to another, but with a 

"dovetaiP or liaison at the point wh~re we change. Thus, 

where a rigid concept of characterization objects to the 

fading of Ishmael for a more roving, omniscient narrative 

voice able to penetrate doors and minds and peep in on 

private conversations and private thoughts, or where a 

strict standard of plot objects to the shift of Mardi from a 

naturalistic beginning to a surrealistic. allegory through 

the remainder, the polyphonic Spenser ian notion of narrative 

feels no sense of discordant· jarring. The old polyphonic 

story, after all, as C. S. Lewis points out, has enjoyed a 

much longer success than the modern novel has enjoyed yet 

(98). 

Like Melville, Spenser evokes an allegorical ~eaning 

which is at once moral, philosophical, historical, and 

political. Spenser tells us that the six knights who are the 

heroes of the six books are six virtues who encounter danger 

from the six opposite vices. Holiness, the knight of book I 

encounters the various stumbling blocks particularly opposed 

to the religious life--error, heresy, pride, despair, and so 

on. Certainly Melville marks passages concerning Duessa, who 

is descr ibed in Francis J. Child IS edi tor ial gloss as 

"double-£aced R and "attending the knight under the assumed 
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name of Fidessa n (I, 537/206), noting her witch-like 

qualities (I, 539/215), but Melville seems to give just as 

much attention in his marginalia to Una and the Faerie 

Queene in Book I (541, 542). 

Book II is dominated by the conflict of Temperance with 

anger, avarice, and lust. Guyon, the knight who represents 

Temperance, comes to the Bower of Acrasia, which is a place 

of sexual temptation. The bower is a luscious, but somewhat 

garish and tastelessly decorated (XII), garden in which two 

naked girls are playing in a bathing pond to attract Guyon's 

attention (marked: I, 559/294-296); Acrasia herself is on a 

bed in transparent lingerie leaning over a young man she has 

captured. The garden is the foe of ntemperance," self

control, and moderation. Nathalia Wright sees a direct 

correspondence between Sir Guyon I s visit to the Bower of 

Bliss and the meeting between Taji and Hautia on the island 

of Flozella. =:12 

Even more complex, however, is the situation in Book 

III, in which the female knight, Britcmart, who represents 

chastity, is also brought to a place of sexual temptation in 

canto xi, the House of Busirane (marked: 571-575), but it is 

more like a vast building which is difficult to get into and 

difficult for the quester to escape from once he or she is 

inside. This is very much I ike the spacious building into 
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which L.A.V. of the second "Fragment" is hoisted or 

"Aladdin's Palace," the gambling house and male brothel 

visited by Redburn in London. 33 Britomart wanders for hours 

in the house, go ing from one empty room to the next 

searcbing for the girl she has come to rescue. The rooms are 

all silent, but blazing with cloying splendor and intricate 

decoration, most of it tapestries "woven with gold and silke 

so close and nere / That the rich metall lurked privily," 

like a "partly-colored" snake (I, 572/347). The subject of 

all these tapestries is "Cupids Warres. Gainst all the 

Gods to make his empire great; / Besides the huge massacres, 

which he wrought / On mighty kings and kesars into thraldome 

brought" (xxix). Here, Melville marked with a vertical line 

seventeen consecutive stanzas concerning the operation of 

Cupid upon the gods of the ancient world. Not until 

midnight does Britomart find the girl, being tortured, in 

the last room. So the nature oE the sExual temptation in the 

House of Busirane is infinitely more sophisticated than that 

c f Guyon, who !!lust merely withstand the gratification of 

appetite, while the endless glitz and wealth, the 

claustrophobia, the loneliness, anguish, and torture of 

Busirane's House indicate, as C.S. Lewis has pointed out, 

that there may be forms of love quite distinct from "Lust, 

but evil, miserable, poisoning a whole life; illicit, secret 

loves that break up homes and lead to divorce courts, 

suicide pacts, and murders. They are expensive; the House of 
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Busirane is ablaze with gold. They take a long time; the 

House of Busirane goes on and on" (101). They are life-long 

love obsessions by which one is tortured, but from which one 

cannot escape, and such obsession is similar to that which 

possesses Melvillian heroes like Taji and Pierre. Melville's 

Urania is like the powerful figure of Britomart who also 

feels unrequited, passionate longing for a man, Sir Artegal, 

as does the huntress Belphoebe, vowed to Diana and immune 

from human love, yet in a pique when the squire Timias 

shows sentiment for another maid. In cantos ix and x 

(marked: 569-571) is the lewd interpolated story of 

Malbecco, Paridell, and Hellenore representing the mirror 

opposite of Britomart's cr.astity in their radical 

indulgence. 

Shakespeare is easily the most heavily annotated author 

in Melville'S collection, consuming 144 pages of Cowan's 

Marginalia, or about one tenth of the total pages; moreover, 

the emphasis of his markings is often on women, marriage, 

and sexuality, although there are certainly other important 

themes which also received Melville's attention, 

Shakespeare's dramas are filled with the kind of sexual 

underlay which is characteristic of Melville's writing,34 

The relationship between the two writers has been 

extensively examined in the critical literature3~ and does 

not need to be repeated here except for a few specific 
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examples from the plays and poetry concerning the issues of 

immediate concern. In ~Merry Wives of Windsor,~ the sexual 

frolic of Act II, scene ii with Falstaff and mistress 

Quickly and of Act IV, scenes ii and iv (at Ford's house) 

are the only parts marked in the whole play. In ~Twelfth 

Night~ Melville's vertical slash covering seven lines of 

Viola's speech at II,ii concerning the frailty of women is 

balanced against the vertical slash and underlining of the 

entire song, ~O mistress mine, where are you roaming?~ in 

scane iii and the marking of the Duke's statement in scene 

iv of the same act where he describes men's "fancies:' as 

"more giddy and unfirm, I More longing, wavering, sooner 

lost and worn, I Than women's are." 

Almost all of the markings in "Much Ado About Nothing" 

reflect the conflict between married life and bachelorhood 

which is also a frequently discussed theme. in Melville IS 

work. Claudio is persuaded to believe that he has seen Hero, 

the girl he is about to marry, talking with a lover at her 

bedroom window on t.he night before the wedding; 

consequently, he repudiates her. One version of the story is 

told by Spenser in The Fa~rie Queene II, iv, but it was a 

common sixteenth century plot. Shakespeare developed the 

Benedick and Beatrice subplot, and Melville scored many of 

Benedick's speeches on the infidelity of women and 

advantages of the single life, but again these are balanced 
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by the opposing speeches of Beatrice and Hero celebrating 

heterosexual companionship. Love madness is a general theme 

of Melville's marking, and he identifies further passages 

concerning it in "Midsummer's Night's Dream" (II, 377/106), 

and "All's Well that Ends Well" (387/i37). 

The histories of "King Henry IV, part one" and "King 

Henry VIII" both hinge on the problem of women, for in the 

first Melville underlined the passage in I,ii concerning the 

la~ that "No woman shall succeed in Salique land" (II, 

407/217), and in the second Melville noted both the divorce 

and adultery of the king discussed in II, i-ii, as well as 

Katherine's powerful defense of herself in II, iv and III, 

i. 

A~nng the tragedi~s, "Troilus and Cressida," "Timon of 

Athens," "Pericles," "Romeo and Juliet," and "Othello" do 

not show heavy marking of passages concerning women, 

marr iage, and sexuality, despite the obvious relevance of 

most of them, but "Anthony and Cleopatra" is hea\tily 

annotated, as are "Cymbel ine, r'and "King Lear. II "Anthony and 

Cleopatra" is a sequel to "Julius Caesar," in which Anthony 

is at the height of his powers. He has intellectual power 

and personal charm, sufficient to outwit Brutus and Cassius, 

and it is because of his generalship that the party of 

Caesar gained control of the empire. But he also enjoys 
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pleasures of all kinds, and he is given to self-deception. 

In "Anthony and Cleopatra" he is in his decline, blinded by 

passion and desire, and described as an "old ruffian." 

Finally, the erotic poems "Venus and Adonis" and the 

"Passionate Pilgr im" which glorify lubricity are heavily 

marked, as a~e many of the sonnets with sexual themes, such 

as 112, #29, and 166. 

Following Shakespeare in chronology and importance is 

John Milton, but while Melville's heavily marked and 

annotated edition of Milton was recently found, it is in the 

hands of a private collector and not yet available for 

scholarly examination of the marginalia (L. Miller, 67). 

Even so, Mil ton should be mentioned for the ideal of 

heterosexual friendship in marriage, which he advocates and 

depicts in Paradise Lost, as well as his explicit 

representations of Edenic and celestial sexuality.3e. The 

late seventeenth century plays of Beaumont and Fletcher show 

marked passages concerning marital discord "The Maid's 

Tragedy" (I, 200/376 and 201/380) and general anti-feminist 

sentiments in "Philaster" (I, 202/381; 203/387; 205/394-5), 

"The Captain" (I, 228/488), and "Rule a Wife and Have a 

Wife" (1, 217/442-3). In his dissertation, Robert Scott 

Kellner cites this triple marked p",ssage in "The Maid's 

Tragedy" as solid evidence of Melville's "anti-marriage, 
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anti-feminine attitudes" (xxxix), noting that "It seems 

appa~ent that Melville identified with Aminto~n (xl): 

Enter Aminto~. 

Amint. Mens eyes are not so subtil to 

pe~ceive 

My inward misery, I bear my grief 

Hid from the Wo~ld; how art thou wretched then? 

For ought I know, all Husbands are like me; 

And everyone I talk with of his Wife, 

Is but a well dessembler of his woes 

As I am; would I knew it, for the ~a~eness 

afflicts me now. (I,200/376) 

Powerful language, to be sure, but such statements are 

balanced against numerous othe~ marked passages and songs in 

Beaumont and Fletcher's Fifty Comedies and Tragedies 

celebrating the erotic and love between men and women. "The 

Humorous Lieutenant" has a well-delineated song of erotic 

pleasure, as does "The Tragedy of Valentinian" (218/447), 

"Love's Cure, o~ the Martial Maid," which evokes the ancient 

image of the mill to signify coition (I, 235/514),:37 and 

"The Coxcomb," in which Melville noted an explicit 

discussion of the anatomical difference between men and 

women: "Women they say, was only made of man, / Methinks 
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'tis strange they should be so unlike, I It may be all the 

best was cut away I To make the woman, and the naught was 

left I Behind with him" (I, 236/517). But even within "The 

Maid's Tragedy" Melville's markings (which cover seven typed 

pages) are not so much on the tragic melodrama (on what 

Kellner describes as the "interrelationship of love, sex, 

rej ection, adul tery, murder and suicide" which "struck a 

responsive chord in Melville" (xl» as they are on death in 

general and the capacity of the gods to reward or punish. 

For example, this passage is double marked: 

Take heed Evadne this be serious; 

Mock not the powers above, that can and dare 

Give thee a great example of their justice 

To all ensuing eyes, if thou plai'st 

With thy repentenance, the best sacrifice. 

(I, 201/378-379), 

Most suggestive of all, however, is Melville's quadruple 

mark ing (three vertical sl ashes and a check) 0 f this 

paradoxical passage from Amintor in the fourth act 

concerning family romance: "Those have most power to hurt us 

that we lovel We lay our sleeping lives within their arms" 

(I, 201/380), Melville's flyleaf notes on his volume of 

Beaumont and Fletcher (I, 241/537) are further enlightening 

concerning his interests. Of "Thierry & Theodoret" he says 
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"Ordella the perfection of the female heroic character. The 

scene where she offers her life a sacrifice the finest in 

all Fletcher." The "sweet pastoral loveliness" of "The 

Faithful Shepherdess," Melville declares, is "disfigured by 

Chloe The wanton shepherdess. -- It vies with the Comus & 

Arcadia. "::!Ie In a book called Songs from the Dramatists 

Melville scored a song about a love meeting from "The .. 
Faithful Shepherdess" (I, 249/31), and in his notes on the 

flyleaf he also indicates his like for "Wife for a Month, 11 

"Cupid's Revenge," and "Double Marriage;" of the latter he 

says ntbe cbief incidents are violent & unnatural." 

Although we know of a number of books from the 

eighteenth century which Melville read, many of Melville's 

volumes from that period have not yet been recovered, and 

the writers of that era are not well represented in Cowan's 

Marginalia. The rather obscure work of La Bruyer (1776) and 

James Thompson's Poetical Works (1748) are perhaps the most 

consp icuous, but they still offer fruitful examples. 

Thompson's "Seasons" takes its direction and inspiration 

from Mil ton's Eden, preaching "sympathy of soul" in bodies 

aroused by nature. The "well-ordered home" is a place for 

sentimental as well as physical love, and Thompson I s hymn 

celebrates both. Melville marked three pages of Thompson's 

book, mostly concerning the power of Spring to arouse erotic 

desire (1, 688/257). Th~ writing of Sterne,3~ and others 
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from that period reveal an exuberant sexuality that was not 

guilt-ridden nor tied to production for the economic benefit 

of the family or state. Sterne's Enlightenment England, for 

exampl e, had rej ected the Judeo-Chr istian theological 

foundation of sexual relations40 and reconceptualized 

sexuality as being an essential part of Nature and therefore 

of human nature; consequently, it was an important 

component of human felicity. The novels of Laurence Sterne 

obtained much of their success through exploitation of 

" s e xua 1 do ubI e entendre s in words, psychology and 

situation" (Porter 9). As Tony Tanner notes, in the 

eighteenth century novel "sexual activities are much more 

Visible, often overtly related to considerations of money 

and class--there is little mystification, and one result of~ 

this is that sexuality in no sense threatens the structure 

of society or the institution of marriage" (13). Similarly, 

for Melville's characters the pursuit of seAual pleasure is 

often an acceptable end in itself which is not hampered by 

religious guilt.Georgian sexuality was also a significant 

part 0 f the wr i tten and pr in ted cuI ture .. There were 

pornographic journals, and newspapers openly advertised a 

variety of sexual services (Porter, 9). Melville was 

appar~ntly acquainted with a popular pornographic genre 

which originated in the early eighteenth century and 

flour ished until the 1840s or SOs: the reporting 0 f court 

cases involving adultery, bigamy, or other sexual 
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Sado-masochistic 

gothic novels were a further response to the sensibilities 

of the age. Melville was familiar with Gothic literature and 

its conventional representation of sexually threatened 

female characters.~2 

Melville's fascination with the erotic element of human 

experience is also related to a growing nineteenth century 

interest in sexually explicit literature and to the 

eroticism of the more general Romantic tradition wi thin 

which he worked. All of the well-known English Romantic 

poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, and others, 

were carefully read by Melville, and they too explored 

sexual themes. 43 

Whether because of or in addition to his reading, 

Melville shows great sensitivity to the paradoxes and 

contradictions of his culture; indeed, he often makes those 

contradictions his theme. Scholarly studies have been 

produced concerning various aspects of Melville's response 

to the nineteenth century cultural climate in such areas as 

aesthetics and race, but only recently have critics started 

to unravel and understand in greater detail the complexities 

of Melville's response to the erotic. Scholars in related 

disciplines, su~h as Lawrence Foster, Louis Kern, and David 

Reynolds, have shown that eroticism and conjugal relations 
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were the source of intense fascination to many people in 

antebellum America, and that rather than being a "taboo" 

topic of ciscourse in the nineteenth century, as is commonly 

assumed, there was a tremendous expansion of discourse 

concerning it. The uncovering of this discourse raises 

provocative questions about exactly who is putting sex into 

discourse and why they speak out in this manner; how the 

discourse is stored and distributed, what viewpoints and 

positions are taken in this discourse, and what are the 

responses of the moral and legal institutions of the 

culture to the discourse. 44 

Melville's literary eroticism is also evidence of his 

close ties to the dynamic undercurrents of popular culture 

wh ich mi 1 i tated against a power ful "official" cuI ture 

centered on an aesthetic which emphasized the moral and 

didactic. As Michael Bell demonstrates in The Development of 

American Romance, Melville's art had as its basis the 

confrontation between a group of talented but alienated 

sensibilities and a cult~re deeply skeptical of any form of 

expression that questioned cultural norms. These frequently 

marginal ized artists were struggl ing against the larger 

cul ture in their attempts to forge an aesthetic which was 

more responsive to a depiction of inner, repressed urgings 

and more capable of capturing the psychological ver i ties 

they fel t. 
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Moreover, the dominant culture had a soft underbelly. A 

number of years ago in his study of The Other Victorians, 

Steven Marcus revealed the presence of a subterranean genre 

of pornography in England, but only recently has similar 

work been done to identify and study antebellum erotica in 

America such as the erotic stories and poems David Reynolds 

says Whitman liked to read (211). Henry Murray has argued 

that Melville's RdeficiencyR in the first h~lf of Pierre 

results from his voluptuous imagination's being Rsteeped in 

the erotic literature of his day" (xlii), but this same 

underground literature was also the source of powerful 

language, images, and themes for him as well as for Poe and 

Whi tman. 4eJ The popular domestic novels 0 f the period 

assiduously avoided the erotic, but a growing industry of 

sensational literature exploited sexual themes. For example, 

the ncity-mysteries" genre was introduced largely through 

the influence of two popular foreign novels, Eugene Sue's 

The Mysteries of Paris (1842) and G.M.W. Reynold's The 

Mysteries of London (1844), Significantly, one of the first 

reviewers of Mardi compared that novel to the work. of Sue 

(Heatherington, 117), as did a reviewer of the later Pierre 

(Higgins 39). Sue's books spawned a generation of lurid 

exposes set in the urban environment and depicting 

unbridled depravity among the rich and squalid wretchedness 

among the urban poor (Reynolds 82). They also "competed . . 
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. in displays of pornographic excess" (Dalhe 292). Melville 

occasionally flirts with this mode, as in the city scenes of 

Redburn and Pierre (and in a more complicated way in White

Jacket), but he is more directly concerned with exploring 

individual psychological problems associated with gender 

relations, sexual desire, frustration, and ~ransgression 

than in writing expose literature as an end in itself. James 

Barbour identifies the "popular potboiler" elements in 

Pierre as "a seemingly innocent setting masking hypocrisy 

and arrogance, courtly love that concealed sexual 

attraction, seduction, disinheritance, devotion to a 

rejected heroine, murder, and a nightmarish conclusion" (9). 

This dissertation, then, seeks to counter the long

standing critical view that Melville hated and feared women. 

As I will de!Donstrate in the following chapters, his 

representations of women, marriage, and sexuality is more 

balanced than previous critics suggest. Melville makes the 

paradoxes and contradictions of his culture concerning 

gender meaning central to his work, and he consistently 

critiques contemporary attitudes. I will examine Melville's 

fascination wi th the psychology of sexual desire and 

frustra t ion as well as the marr iage theme. Mel ville 

certainly acknowledges the presence of conflict and problems 

in marriage, but rather than attributing that presence to 

his supposed personal dislike of marriage I suggest that 
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Melville is eviscerating the Victorian myth of marital bliss 

as he does so many other cultural myths in his work. What 

emerges from the scenes of ~iscord are provocative images of 

shared power between husbands and wives. I look at the 

problems associated with various aspects of sexual 

transgression represented by Melville and the way in which 

such violations function as an image of the individual quest 

for personal and artistic freedom. In the final chapter I 

examine the problem of negative homoeroticism and sexual 

politics. "Love," as Jean Hagstrum reminds us, "by its very 

obsessive and monomaniacal nature, tends to seize upon the 

imagination and dominate it" (Sex and Sensibility 17). 

U!ti~ate!y, ~y purpose here is to d2monstrate the way in 

which Melville always reinforces with vigor and delight the 

central importance of the sexual element in human relations, 

and to demonstrate the way in which his mind was "seized and 

dominated" by the complex problems associated with women, 

marriage, and sexuality in his culture and in his art. 
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NOTES 

1 The title epigraph is from Joyce Adler's opening 

remarks at a recent (1985) Melville Society program on 

"Women in Melville's Art." She noted with relief that only 

one of the many papers submitted for the program "made the 

famil iar general ization that Mel ville was a misogynist, 

argurn9 vi90rously and at length that he lived and worked in 

fear of 'castrating women' and of 'female sexuality'" (3). 

:2 My specific example of the critical commonplace is 

taken from "Deeper Than Sappho": Melville, Poetry, and the 

Erotic" (70), by Warren Rosenberg. 

:3 According to John Bryant, general edi tor of a. 
Companion to Melville Studies, "a legend in scholarship is 

an interpretation or hypothesis that,. for some, has acquired 

the exal ted status and immuni ty from attack of a fact" 

(xxii). An earlier discussion of "Legends in Melville 

Scholarship" was published by Sidney P. Moss in 1968 

although his specific concern there was the mistaken notion 

that Melville rejected Transcendentalism. 

~ This is a bit of hyperbole, but not by much. The idea 

has certainly been challenged, but it is still a powerful 

force in Melville stUdies. As John Bryant notes in his 
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discussion of "Some Legends in Melvillf: Scholarship," 

"despi te Leon Howard's low-key denials in his biography, 

many think of Melville as a manic depressive homosexual 

abusing wife and family while pining for blue-eyed Nathaniel 

Hawthorne" (Bryant, xxi). 

e Patricia Yaeger offers this definition in "The Case 

of the Dangling Signifier: Phallic Imagery in Eudora Welty's 

"Moon Lake" (450), published in Twentieth Century 

Literature. 

e. Demilio and Freedman claim that recent work. in the 

history and sociology of sexuality has radically redefined 

our understanding of it and suggested that the "Freudian 

paradigm of repression" may not be the most useful way of 

talking about "how the meaning and place of sexuali ty have 

changed over the last three and a half centuries" (xii). For 

a similar opinion is expressed by John Carlos Rowe (58). 

Martin Bickman, in "Melville and the Mind," offers a 

judicious review of the psychological scholarship on 

Melville (SlS-S4l). 

7 As Lois Banner puts it, in "Women's History: Culture 

and Feminization," Feminist scholars "adopt a model of 

oppression and try to find the sources of that oppression 

and of past attempts at liberation from it" (Banner 155). 
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I!II One of the major problems of writing any Melville 

biography is the absence of concrete evidence. As Robert 

Milder notes, "apart from his remarkable letters to 

Hawthorne and a few somewhat less remarkable ones to Evert 

Duyckinck, the only glimpses (Melville] affords us of his 

inner life are those contained in his two travel journals 

and his laconic but revealing marginalia--scant pickings, to 

be sure" ("Melville" 169). Moreover, Melville's wife and 

daughter, who had control of his books and papers after his 

death, apparently censored and destroyed a great deal before 

peddling what remained to dealers (Cowan xv-xxiii), but then 

Melville himself is also known to have presided over 

bonfires of manuscripts and personal documents (Barbour, 

22). 

~ The understanding that Melville I s narrators are 

fictive has been generally understood since at least the 

mid-l960s, but the conflation of Melville with his narrators 

is still assumed in some critical studies. The validity of 

the conflation was questioned by J. Kerry Grant in "The 

Failure of Language in Melville IS Typee ll (62). Lawrence 

Thompson advances the view that Mel ville was deliberately 

creating a "narrator" other than his own person in Billy 

~, but William Tindall (1956) and Martin Cramer (1957) 

di ffer from Thompson in assessing the effect of this "I" 
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narrator on the tone of Billy Budd. Neal Tolchin (180) and 

David P. Williams (37) also discuss the problem of 

Melville's narrators. Joyce Warren acknowledges the danger 

of reading Melville's novels as thinly-disguised 

autobiography, but at the same time she asserts that his 

male protagonists constitute a persona, a projection of 

Melville's conception of himself. They represent a certain 

personality and set of ideas and attitudes with which 

Melville identified. He could realistically portray only one 

type of character: the character whose sympathies coincided 

with his own (129). This seems to be the biographical 

fallacy with a vengeance. The problematic relationship 

between author and narrator is also discussed by Paul 

Brodtkorb (3-8), Joyce Warren (115, 129), and Raymond Weaver 

in Shorter Novels (xi). Gene Patterson-Black sees 

Mel ville's characters as "projections and reflections" of 

"his sel f-hatred" (107). Mitchell Brei twieser says of the 

narrator in Typee that Melville deliberately separated 

Tommo's voic~ from his own in order to reveal Tommo's faulty 

self-conception (398). 

10 For comments from early reviewers and critics 

concerning women and the erotic in Melville's work, see Jay 

Leyda's Log 200, 224, 246, 248, 250, 256, 261, 265; aa~ugh 

W. Heatherington, Melyille's Reviewers, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 
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31, 35, 47, 51, 59, 60-62, 65, 73, 76, 86-97, 105, 124, 132, 

137, 192, 194-5, 203, 230. 

11 See Dorothee Metlitsky Finkelstein, Melville's 

Qrie!lda and for a more general approach to the 

representation of the East (especially women of the East) 

see Edward Sa id, Or iental ism, and Susan Whi te, "Male 

bonding, Hollywood Oriental ism, and the Repression of the 

Feminine in Kubr ick' s II Full Me tal J a'cke t, II Ar i zona 

Quarterly, 44 (3), Autumn 1988, 120-144. White, for 

example, reminds us that there is a tendency in the "history 

of Western dealings with that heterogenous other that it has 

called 'the Orient' ... to conflate Eastern culture with 

corrupt sexuality, a degraded or treacherous femininity and 

male homoe~oticismn (132). 

12 Melville' s well-known statement about living among 

the cannibals is cited by Leyda (Log 413) and by Davis and 

Gilman in the Letters (130), The metaphoric relationship 

between eating and coupling is discussed by Eleanor Metcalf 

(173), James Baird (Ill), and Robert K. Martin (33), 

13 This word appears frequently in contemporary reviews 

of Melville's work. See, for example, Heatherington (31). 

The QiQ. defines the word as meaning "addiction to sensuous 

pleasures," 
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14 One important source of this perception of Melville 

is identified by Gene Patterson-Black, who points out that 

the Melville canon as it is taught--focusing on 

Moby-Dick, "Billy Budd," "Bartleby," and "Benito 

Cereno"--has crystallized around works in which 

women do not figure, thereby producing a distorted 

concept of Melville's work as a whole and 

producing a general reading public thCil: assumes 

that Melville did not write about women (108). 

1~ The weaknesses and problems of the early biographies 

have been discussed many times, but surely. the strengths and 

the historical importance of the work by Weaver, Mumford, 

Arvin, Chase should also be acknowledged. Weaver's biography 

marks the beginning of modern Melville scholarship, calling 

the attention of the literary world to a forgotten author 

and to Moby-Dick, which he proclaimed one of the world r s 

great books. Mumford emphasized Melville's intellectual and 

artistic development, an( he used the texts as a record of 

Melville's thought in such a way that the criticism is still 

valuable even if the biography is not. 

To be fair, we must also acknowledge Chase's 

objection, in 1950, to "the commonly expressed idea that 
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Melville's writing displays no closely sympathetic 

understanding of women. w Still, his assertion is limited to 

a rather superficial discussion of "Paradi.,e of Bachelors 

and Tartarus 0 f Maids" in his introduction to Herman 

Melville: Selected Tales and Poems. 

17 See Robert Milder's comment in his article "Melville 

and His Biographers" (174) and the review of Leon Howard's 

biography by Charles N. Watson Jr., "Melville's Fiction in 

the Early 1970's" ~ 10 (1974), 297. As James Barbour puts 

it, "the soul of the man is missing. Melville as husband and 

father, tales of irascibility, drunkenness, 

intellectual bullying of his wife, . . . these are ignored 

or attributed to Elizabeth's habit of translating her 

frustrations into concerns about her husband's health" (24). 

Still, there is much to be said for his "resistance to 

translating Melville's work too far out of its own terms," 

as Bette Weidman says (102). 

le Martin Bickman offers an excellent overview of the 

psychological criticism on Melville in chapter 17 of ! 

Companion to Melville Studies. 

1~ Garcia does not clarify how she would have male 

readers "relate" to the work of female writers, and whether 

she would not have mo.les identify, for a moment, with a 
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female perspective in poetry or prose written by women. 

Patricia Yaeger, however, notes that what you frequently see 

anyway in writings by women is simply an ironic 

reinscription of patriarchal power (431). 

2Q In a discussion about which authors should be 

incl uded in a rev isionist anthology of maj or Amer ican 

novelists which reflected feminist concerns, Patterson-Black 

asked the editors whether there was "enough substance in 

Melville'S work to warrant it. position within the canon" 

(3). Nevertheless, she produced a lengthy article for the 

collection, American Novelists Revisited, concerning 

Melville'S attitudes toward women. 

21 Ne il R. Grobman discusses in specific detail n The 

Tall Tale Telling Events in Melville's Hoby-Dick," 

incorporating the critical insights of the Norwegian tall 

tale scholar, Gustav Hennigsen. 

22 The quote is from Patterson-Black (117). See also 

Dennis Kelly, "Melville as Size Queen," in Chicken (San 

Francisco: Gay Sunshine Press, 1979), pp. 44-45. 

2~ My interest, of course, is exclusively on the 

specific issues of gender and desire in Melville's work, but 

there are many other important lines of critical inquiry in 
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the tradition of Melville scholarship, each of which has 

generated numerous books and articles. As Gene Patterson

Black (som~what cynically) describes it, Nthe major critical 

stance . . is that Melville's chief interest was in 

melodramatizing philosophical questions in to a tediously 

studied 'quarrel with God' N (108). So we might say that many 

critics ignore the issue of women, marriage, and sexuality 

al together, or at least subordinate it to other thematic 

concerns such as Melville' s exploration of the nature of 

evil or man's alienation from God, nature, society, and 

self. Lawrence Thompson, for example, in Melville's Quarrel 

with God (1952), makes Melville sympathetic toward Ahab as a 

hero in rebellion against the god of Calvinism. Milton 

Sterne's The Fine-Hammered Steel of Herman Melville (1957) 

takes the opposite stance, arguing that Melville projects 

Ahab as an idealistic fool. Qther critics have debated 

Melville's humanism, such as Ray B. Browne in Melville's 

Drive to Humanism (1962). 

2~ The Nirregularities" of Melville's writing have 

al ways been troublesome to rev ievers and cr i tics. The 

problems were systematically and fully outlined by Leon 

Howard in NMelville's Struggle with the Angel" (1940). New 

Critics were especially annoyed by what R.P. Blackmur (1938) 

described as Melville's "malpractice" in such areas as plot, 

characterization, and dialogue. For a discussion of this 
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problem in Melville interpretation from a provocative 

Modernist theoretical perspective, see Paul Brodtkorb, 

Ishmael's White World, and Edgar A. Dryden, Melville's 

Thematics of Form, especially chapter 1, "Metaphysics and 

the Art of the Novel." Shirley M. Dettlaff has a good review 

of 'the problems of Mel ville t s "organic form" (632-633) and 

his "Theory of Fiction" (644-650) in her chapter on 

"Melville's Aesthetics" in A Companion to Melville Studies. 

In addition, Bette S. Weidman (85-86) and Warner Berthoff 

(35-38) discuss the problems early critics experienced in 

placing Typee, Omoo. and various other novels in a specific 

genre category. 

:ze Joyce Warren, for example, says that the "failure" 

of Pierre "lies in Melville'S absolute inability to portray 

women" (119). The late nineteenth-century critic/biographer 

Arthur Stedman remarked of Melville that he was seriously 

deficient "as an inventor of characters and situations," and 

he was utterly incapable in his "efforts at creative 

romance." Again, on this point see Leon Howard (1940), R. P. 

Blackmur (1938), and Shirley Dettlaff (1985). 

21!. The pr imary resources for studying Mel '11 ille' s 

education through his reading are Merton Sea1ts' Melville's 

Reading which lists all the books Melville is known to have 

owned or borrowed, Mary K. Bercaw IS Mel ville's Sources, 
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which lists all suggested or proven sources, and Walker 

Cowan's Melville's Marginalia, which catalogs all the 

markings aad annotations in his currently available books. 

All of these scholarly works are both valuable and 

frustrating at the same time. Sealts only covers a fraction 

of what was no doubt a much larger library before it was 

dispersed by Mel ville himsel f (who gave books from his 

1 ibrary as gifts) and by his family after his death. 

Bercaw's book is simply an index, very helpful in some ways 

but not in others. For example, it is not cro'ss referenced 

in such a way that all id'entified sources for a specific 

work are listed in one place; instead, she provides a year 

by year listing of source studies and an index of scholars. 

Cowan offers very little commentary on the marginalia he 

gathered, and most of what he says in his brief 

introduction concerns what is not in the marginalia, the 

erasures! Also, Cowan's 1965 ~issertation (published without 

revision by Garland Publications in 1987 but presently out 

of print) needs to be updated to include recent discoveries 

like Melville's Dante, Milton, and Hazlitt. As John Bryant 

says, "mt!ch gold remains t~, be extracted from the 

marginalia" (xxvi), but since there is neither a concordance 

nor an index for the 5,600 pages it is still a very 

cumbersome tool (not to mention the optical fatigue produced 

by squinting at the photo-reduced dissertation pages). Both 
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Seal ts and Bercaw provide good general discussions of 

Melville's reading and the scholarship concerning it. 

27' See Cowan (x). Notwithstanding Walker Cowan's 

massive dissertation (5,600 pages) recording Melville's 

marginal ia, it becomes clear very quickly that Melville 

marked and annotated very little. In many works he checked 

or underlined only one or two passages in an entire book. On 

the other hand, Marilyn Bercaw claims that "habitually 

Melville did not read a whole source, but plucked his 

borrowings from one section of it. Even some of his major 

source-works Mel ville did not read from cover to cover, a 

fact suggested by the absence of annotations and line

markings in certain plays of Shakespeare and essays of 

Emerson" (17). Of course her emphasis is just on what he 

borrowed, while I am interested in the marginalia for what 

it says about his interests and concerns. 

21!1 John Wenke de scr ibes Mel ville's absorption 0 f 

philosophy but also declares th~t the "relationship between 

influence and the creative process i tsel f" is "unknowable" 

(S69), 

2' DtEmilio and Freedman, in Intimate Matters: A 

History of Sexuality in America, call attention to the great 

complexi ty and "range of human acti vi ties and values" 
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associated with sexuality: Nthe procreation of children, the 

attainment of physical pleasure (eroticism), recreation or 

sport, personal intimacy, spiritual transcendence, or power 

over others"' (xv). 

30 My notation system for Cowan's Melville's Marginalia 

consists of a volume number followed by two numbers which 

are separated by a slash. Cowan's dissertation pages were 

photo-reduced and copied four per page for commer ical 

publication cy Garland Publications in two folio volumes. 

Consequently, in my parenthetical citations I give the 

volume number followed by the page number from the folio 

repr int. A slash then separates that number from the 

or iginal d"issertation page number. Thus, (I, 263/81-84) 

refers to volume I, page 263 in the folio and to 

dissertation pages 81-84 which appear on the photo-reduced 

folio page. 

31 See Paul-Gabriel Bouce, Sexuality in Eighteenth

century Britain. 

32 See Nathalia Wright's "A Note on Melville's Use of 

Spenser: Hautia and the Bower of Bliss," American Literature 

24 (Hay 1952),83-85; and Carole Hoses, Helville's use of 

Spenser. New York: Peter Lang, 1989. 
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33 Robert K. Martin makes this identification in Hero, 

Captain. and Stranger (51, 131). 

34 Eric Partridge's Dictionary of Slang is just as 

useful in working with a Me1villian text as it is in 

Shakespeare studies. 

3e Charles Olsen, in Cgll me Ishmgel (1947), did the 

pioneer work on the Shakespearean presence in Melville's 

work, and Roma Rosen made a comprehensive study of 

rrMelville's Uses of Shakespeare's Plays" in her 1962 

Northwestern University Dissertation. Some degree of the 

magni tude of this aspect of the Melville industry can be 

seen in Mary K. Bercaw's Melville's Sources, where over 120 

scholars and 300 source or influence studies concerning the 

presence of Shakespeare in Melville's work are listed (117-

113). Still, as Bercaw points out, no comprehensive book 
, 

length studies have yet been published (38-39), 

3e. See Jean Hagstrum, Sex and Sensibil i ty: Ideal and 

Erotic Love from Mil ton to Mozart, chapters 1 and 2, and 

Edward Le Comte, Mil ton and Sex. Of Le Comte' s work, 

Hagstrum comments: "Fully persuasive about how deeply sexual 

imagery had insinuated Mil ton's expression, Le Comte also 

unflinchingly demonstrates the poet's reaction of disgust to 

the denials and trials of his first marriage and his fear of 
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female dominance, for a wbile bysterical and violent. But in 

tbe end Le Comte does not find Mil ton to be a misogynist n 

(25) . 

37 Beryl Rowland, writing in 1962, labors to prove that 

Melville was acquainted with the nslang metaphor of the 

mill,n with nthe grinding of the corn into life-giving flour 

being regarded as analogous to the creative act" (391). She 

explores the eytemology of the word, tracing it to the 

Talmud, the Bible, classical wr i ters, Chaucer, and into 

modern literature, but Cowan's 1965 dissertation would have 

simplified her task since Melville's Marginalia shows at 

least four examples of the slang usage of tbe word "mill" 

marked by Melville in the books he read (I,23S/5l4; 240/524; 

247/23; and 289/188). 

~e The nComus" reference, of course, refers to Hilton's 

masque concerning the power 0 f female chasti ty. The 

identification of nArcadia n seems to be an explicit 

reference to Sir Philip Sidney'S Arcadia, which is a 

potentially rich source of Melvillian allusions. For 

example, the figure of Lothario, which Melville incorporates 

into chapter 88 of Moby-Dick, is an important cbaracter in 

the lengthy pastoral narrative from renaissance England. 
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3~ Melville talks about reading Tristram Shandy in 1849 

(Leyda 348). See Merton Sealts (96), Michael J. Pomler's 

1976 State University of New York at Binghamton 

dissertation, "The Sterne Voyage of the Pequod: The Tale of 

a Tub in Amer ican Literature," and Carol Fabr icant in 

"Tristram Shandy and Moby-Dick: A Cock and Bull Story and a 

Tale of a Tub," Journal of Narrative Technique, 7 (1977), 

pp. 57-69. See also Emery, ESa 28, note 36, Edward H. 

Rosenberry, Melville and the Comic Spirit (147), and Shulman 

182-183) . 

40 According to the Judeo-Christian religious 

tradi tion, both sex and marriage were given to man by God 

for procreative purposes. No allowance appears to have been 

made for recreation, even within marriage, and the decalogue 

specifically includes the sin of adultery. Theologians and 

Bibl ical scholars 0 f var ious sects cannot agree whether 

original sin was itself sexual or was merely the cause of 

it, but they tend to agree that the two were closely linked. 

Both Augustine in his "On Marriage and Concupiscence" (277) 

and Calvin in his "Institutes," I, 8 (252), appear to agree 

that concupiscence--"the law of sin in our sinful flesh"--is 

identifiable with original sin; and, of course, in the 

popular imagination this identification is widespread. 

William Blake departs from traditional teachings when he 

depicts Adam and Eve engaged in erotic pleasures in his 1808 
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pen and watercolor of "Satan Watching the Caresses of Adam 

and Eve." As he explained it, "1 saw Milton in imagination, 

and he told me to beware of being misled by his Paradise 

~. In particular he wisbed me to sbew the falsehood of 

his doctrine that the pleasure of sex arose from the Fall. 

The Fall could not produce any pleasure" (Paine, 148). 

41 This pornographic genre is described by Peter Wagner 

in nThe Pornographer in the Courtroom: Trial Reports about 

Cases of Sexual Crimes and Delinquencies as a genre of 

Eighteenth-century Erotica." 

42 Newton Arvin produced an article on nMel ville and 

the Gothic Novel" many years ago, and Merton Sealts lists a 

number of popular Gothic novels in his catalog of Melville's 

Reading, such as Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. The erotic 

element of the genre is described by G.R. Thompson in The 

Gothic Imaqination: Essay's in Dark Romanticism. See also 

Shirley H. Dettlaff (653). 

43 For a general study of the erotic element in the 

work of the English and Continental Romantic poets, see Jean 

H. Hagstrum, The Romantic Body: Love and Sexuality in Keats, 

Wordsworth. and Blake. and James HcGlathery, Mysticism and 

Sexuality. 
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44 M. Foucault, History of Sexuality (11) 

4~ See David Reynolds (chapter 7) on the general 

influence of erotic literature on American writers of the 

mid-nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

NTbe Winged Blaze:"' Melville's Representation of Sexual 

Desire and Frustration 

Melville's Lawrencian fascination with sexuality: has 

long been recognized. However, most interpretations of the 

erotic element in his fiction tend to see this feature of 

his writing as a psychological manifestation and revelation 

of Melville's inner self.3 In contrast, I want to suggest 

that the narratives demonstrate his concern with 

contem~orary problems and attitudes in his culture 

associated with the erotic. For Melville, much of the 

complexity and difficulty of human experience can be 

attributed to sexual desire, and within his work he 

constantly calls attention to actions motivated by eros; he 

probes the psychological nature of these desires, and he 

interrogates the cultural codes by which desire is 

channeled, directed, and controlled. When individual desire 

comes in conflict with the cultural code, the powerful rules 

which govern social order and behavior, the end result is 

either repression and frustration or violation and 

transgression. In this chapter I will examine several texts 

in which the problems of sexual desire and frustration are 

specifically illuminated by Melville. Certainly, Melville 

evokes the traditional symbolic or metaphoric linkage 

between sexual knowledge and epistemological wisdom, but at 
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the same time he also manipulates the conventional pattern 

of courtship and marriage by presenting numerous questing 

heros who seek, but fail to obtain, marriage or sexual 

partners. This pattern of failed bride4 quests seems to be a 

fairly obvious motif in such work.s as Typee, Omoo, and 

Redburn in which a naive young man ventures forth into the 

world and "sees everything but understands nothing." The 

failure to "see" is related to the failure to establish a 

viable bond with the sexually other. There are other works, 

however, in which the moti f is less obv iously and more 

in tr ica tely interwoven into the narrative. Mardi, for 

example, is one such text. Still, the bride quest is not the 

only solution to the human problem of desire, for among 

.Melville's characters are many bachelors who have rejected 

marriage. Even so, few of these bachelors have also 

repudiated sexual i ty, and as a result, they stand in an 

awkward relationship to the rest of the community as a 

source of unpredictable, unfocused, and potentially 

dangerous energye. "The Paradise of Bachelors and The 

Tartarus of Maids" is a primary text in this regard; indeed, 

it is the Melville text which is most directly concerned 

with sexuality and ideological structures. The chapter ends 

with a discussion of "After the Pleasure Party," a late poem 

in which Melville examines the psychological effect of 

frustrated sexual desire. 
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In the mid-nineteenth century, marriage was a dominant 

source of individual adult identity in the community for men 

as well as for women, although the marriage quest itself is 

most often presented in literature from the perspective of 

the prospective bride rather than from a male point of view 

where the issue is usually clouded by economic 

considerations. In this regard, the well-known opening lines 

of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice are still instructive: 

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that 

a single man in possession of a good fortune must 

be in want of a wife. 

However little known the feelings or views of 

such a man may be on his first entering a 

neighboorhood, this truth is so well fixed in the 

minds of the surrounding families, that he is 

considered as the rightful property of some one or 

other of their daughters (1). 

Two things are immediately evident in these lines. First, 

there is a nexus between marriage and money, and, second, 

the perspective shifts immediately away from the masculine 

point of view to the feminine where the marriage quest 

becomes the reason for existence in the world of the 

bourgoise novel. Jane Austin's women encounter and dismiss a 

number of suitors before discovering and marrying the one 
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they judge best. Melville, on the other hand, frequently 

offers us the dismal perspective of' the ndismissed sui torn 

who never finds the promised haven of home. Writing about 

Melville, Robert K. Martin says that nthe acquisition of a 

bride becomes the first step in the development of a system 

of private property and of the defense of that private 

property by force if necessaryn (37). Consequently, he 

says, Melville recognized that nthe aggressive behavior of 

men is related to the Western concept of marriage n (37), and 

as a resul t male fr iendship functions as a critique of 

existing social forms in the Helvi11ian world. 

Be that at it may, much of the action in Melville's 

fiction is developed around what can best be described as 

the br ide quest motif, a structural and thematic pattern 

which is a modification of the characteristic archetypal 

quest design described by Joseph Campbell (109-126) and 

Northrop Frye (Anatomy, 57). The questing hero departs from 

a home environment which is no longer satisfying to him. He 

acquires those possessions and virtues or abilities which 

will make him an acceptable sui tor, and he proves his 

worthiness to a potential wife and her family before he is 

allowed to marry. A number of Melville's primary characters 

are involved in such a quest as they attempt to find . 
socially acceptable and personally satisfying outlets for 

their sexuality. These characters are typically unmarried 
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men, youthful adventurers far from home, seeking a place and 

identity in the world and believing that the acquisition of 

a wife and the establishment of a sexual identity are an 

essential part of their sel fhood. In Mel ville t s work, 

however, the bride quest through which the hero seeks sexual 

and social identity is typically a failure. Instead of 

finding a woman with wbom be. can establ ish a marriage 

relationship, the hero is left alone and defeated at the 

end. Leslie Fiedler sees this failure of the Helvillian hero 

to marry and be absorbed or integrated into the structure of 

society as the result of a deliberate act on the part of the 

male protagonists who seek escape from antagonistic 

heteros~xual relationships. For Fiedler, the flight from 

marriage is an adolescent avoidance of "adult heterosexual 

love" (12), marital responsibility, and adult identity. 

I would suggest, however, that the Melvillian hero t s 

failure to marry is not a willful flight, as Fiedler 

asserts, but rather is the result of the questerts own 

personal or economic inadequacies. Hore than anything else 

these young men want to belong, want to be part of human 

communi ty and society from. which they feel al ienated. The 

inversion or failure of the bride quest is thematically 

significant for Melville because the failure to marry or 

otherwise to acquire sexual knowledge is linked in a 
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tradi tional manner to the hero I s failure to gain some kind 

of worldly knowledge as well. e 

The defeat of the hero in the bride quest of folklore 

and romance literature is often fatal, either literally or 

figuratively. In the ancient story type, a woman besieged by 

a number of sui tors proposes some ordeal for them and 

chooses the one who passes the ordeal: the others lose their 

lives (Frye, Anatomy, 70). Since legal marriage in the 

patriarchal system offers a way of prOjecting one's self, 

or, more accurately, one's identity, into the future through 

the production of progeny which continue one's name, 

property, power, and influence long after death, it is a 

form of immortality. Conversely, the failure to marry means 

tha t when the individual dies, so does his lineage, "The 

annihilation of one's identity," as Frye says, is "the one 

fate which really is worse than death" (Secular Scripture, 

86), This is the genealogical problem articulated in Pierre 

when families are described as running "off into the female 

branches; so tha t Pierre found hiii,zcl £ surrounded by 

numerous kinsmen and kinswomen, yet companioned by no 

surnamed male Glendinning" (8), Finally, the failed quest 

also functions as an implied criticism of the mythic and 

cultural foundations upon which the mar~iage relationship is 

established and through which desire is mediated or 

controlled by social and familial forces exterior to it. 
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The abortive quest for a marriage partner described 

here is an underlying theme in Melville's first published 

imaginative work, WFragments From a Writing Oesk,w in which 

an immature and unreliable narrator,?' known to us only by 

the initials wL.A.V.,w describes his social relationships to 

an older friend and mentor. The WFragment" is a brief sketch 

which, like the sketches of Washington Irving, derives it 

effect from the manipulation of convention. e In this case, 

unlike wGeoffrey Crayon, who is a saunterer, a daydreamer, a 

connoisseur of impressions and exquisite sensations, whose 

aim in life is to escape 'from the commonplace realities of 

the present' and lose himself 'among the shadowy grandeurs 

of the past'" (Perry Miller 376), L.A.V. has no sense of 

irony, especially toward himself, and he has none of 

Crayon's sensibility. 

Like a dramatic monologue, the letter is ironically 

self-revelatory as L.A.V. tells about his recent 

transformation fl:om a previous "hang-dog modesty" (191) into 

a person whose "limbs were modeled in the symmetry of the 

Phidian Jupiter" (192). He believes that this great change 

has had a marked effect on his social standing; for as he 

puts it, he is now the "idol of the women" (192), and in 

this role he describes himself at a social engagement where 
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beautiful as Apollo, ... and belted round with 

self-esteem as with a girdle, [he] sallied up to 

the ladies--complimenting one, exchanging a 

repartee with another; tapping this one under the 

chin, and clasping this one round the waist; and 

finally, winding up the operation by kissing round 

the circle to the great edification of the fair 

(192) . 

His actions here are characterized chiefly by various forms 

of unreciprocated touching (tapping, clasping, and kissing) 

and acts of what he describes as "profound obeisance to the 

ladies" (192) for which he wishes he "had an hundred arms." 

Al though touch is traditionally "seen as synonymous with 

affection, warmth, and sexuality" (Major and Heslin, 149), 

recent studies have confirmed that when it is used 

nonreciprocally, and especially when men touch women 

nonreciprocally, it conveys status, dominance, and power. ~ 

L. A. V. t S unreciprocated touching and his wish to have "an 

hundred arms" to multiply the effect are obviously 

indicative of his erotic desire. He also sees himself as a 

sexual rival to the other youths his age whom he describes 

as a "drove of dumb cattle, strayed into the apartment, 

stumbling, blushing, stammering and alone" (192), L. A. V. 's 

letter intimates that he had come to recognize in himself an 
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adnlescent backwardness and lack of the social graces 

necessary for participation in the rituals of courtship, but 

in his enthusiasm to acquire them he has made himsel f 

ridiculous. Evidently, 17M," the friend to whom L.A.V. 

wr i tes, has had a somewhat low opinion of his "protege" 

(191) in the past, for he has frequently had occasion to 

call him a "FooL" "Dolt," and "Sheep" (191); this 

assessment of his character is also echoed by the young 

man's peers who look upon him with utter loathing and 

contempt. 

Joyce Warren, in an exercise of biographical criticism, 

calls the "Fragments" an early indication of Melville's 

attitude toward women," and she apparently sees no 

difference between Melville, the pe'rson, and L.A.V., the 

character. "Melville," she says, "imagined himself the 

central figure in a faceless group of admiring ladies. 

paying court to all of them at once" (115). It seems more 

1 ikely, howev~:" that Melville took as his model for the 

character not himself but rather Charles Van Loon, his 

opponent in a newspaper war the previous year. 10 Like Van 

Loon, L.A.V. is an egOist, a personality type Melville 

despises and a famil iar nineteenth century figure. 

Hawthorne explores a similar character in "Egoism; or The 

Bosom Serpent," but Melville, unlike Hawthorne, handles the 

figure in a comic mode. George Meredith, in his provocative 
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pre face to The Egoist (1879) defines. the relationsh ip 

between egoism and the Comic Spirit, suggesting that 

Comedy. proposes the correcting of 

pretentiousness, of inflation, of dulness, and of 

the vestiges of rawness and grossness to be found 

among us ... Imps [of comedy] have their freakish 

wickedness in them to kindle detective vision: 

malignly do they love to uncover ridiculousness in 

imposing figures. Wherever they catch sight of 

Egoism they pitch their camps, they circle and 

squat, and forthwith they trim their lanterns, 

confident of the ludicrous to come (7-8). 

Moreover, as Meredith indicates, it is the Hlove season," 

and the rituals of courtship, whic~ most frequently bring 

forth these imps of comedy. WComedy. . is not opposed to 

romance. You may love, and warmly love, so long as you are 

honest. Do not offend reason. A lover pretending too much 

by one foot's length of pretense, will have that foot caught 

in her trap" (7). Melvil~e is clearly evoking this kind of 

comic spirit in his "Fragments" as he allows L.A.V. to 

reveal his own inadequacies in the private letter. The 

"fragment" is an elliptical portrait of a young man who is a 

fumbl ing, conce i ted, social par iah. His quest for a 

marriage partner is a failure before it is hardly begun 
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because of his inadequacies. He is consumed by sexual 

desire, but he has only a vague notion of female character, 

apparently derived mostly from books and revealed in his 

confused, pedantic literary allusions which he uses to 

describe several local paragons of female beauty. Moreover, 

despite his bold, self-confident behavior toward the ladies 

and the loud, aggressive tone of his letter, the imagery he 

employees to represent the local beauties reveals an 

adolescent fear of women and sexuality. 

For example, the first of these women is presented in 

somewhat contradictory terms as 'looking like the mythical 

Diana and having the "majesty of carriage, and dignity of 

mien, which we would fancy the royal mistress of Antony to 

have possessed" (194). She also has the "countenance which 

the imagination unconsciously ascribes to the jewess, 

Rebecca, when resisting the vile arts of the Templar." 

Thus, in this imagistic collage of allusions, she is thus 

confusingly compared to three figures from classical or 

ancient mythology and history, one of whom (Diana) is the 

e~bodiment of cold chastity, another (Cleopatra) who is 

equally famed for her sexual profligacy, and a third who is 

the obj ect 0 f a ttempted seduction and rape. 11 These are 

women of literature who have nothing in common except an 

alluring sexuality which proves fatal to Actaeon, Antony, 

and de Bois Guilbert: Actaeon, further, is the unfortunate 
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man who looked upon the naked body of Diana while she bathed 

and was torn to pieces by his own hounds when she 

transformed him into a stag. This figure from classical 

mythology appears again in Melville's work in ~The Paradise 

of Bachelors and Tartarus of Maids." 

The other two women described by L.A.V. are represented 

through allusions to fairy tales and the romantic literature 

of Byron and Coleridge: ~Con over the latter portion of the 

Ist Canto of Childe Harolde, and ransack your intellectual 

repository for the liveliest visions of the Fairy Land~ 

(194), he says. This ~Brunett, with a little of the roseate 

hue of the Circassians~ (195), also has the conventional 

capaci ty to "lay around her like the two-handed sword of 

Minotti, hearts on hearts, piled round in semicircles. 

with one broad sweep of vision~ and to heal ~the wounds she 

gave before. ~ The last girl, a short blond, is "a 

Lilliputian beauty; diminutive in stature, fair haired, and 

wi th a foot for which Cinderella's slipper would be too 

large" (196). She reminds L.A.V. of Coleridge's lines, "I've 

seen your breast with pity heave,/ And therefore love I you 

sweet ____ " (196). 

In contrast to Joyce Warren, who conflates Mel ville 

with his narrator in the "Fragments" and reads the 

ludicrousness of L.A.V. as Melville's own youthful 
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stumbling, William Gilman says NIt is presumptuous to 

assume an identity between Melville and his paper hero, who 

abandons all modesty in the effort to overcome his native 

bashfulness and who worships an artificial standard of 

conduct, dress, and manners (111). Melville'S satiric 

portrait derives its comic effect by revealing the 

inadequacy 0 fL. A. V. in the courtship or sexual rituals 

through which his desire might find fulfillment. Having 

convinced himself that he is "beautiful as Apollo," he sets 

out to convince others of that fact, but he enjoys only 

indifferent success. 

The pattern introduced in the "Fragments" is largely 

continued in Melville's first extended narratives, Typee and 

Omoo, as an inexperienced youth is again confronted by the 

energy of erotic desire. 12 Like L.A.V., Tommo desires sexual 

experience, but he is young and inadequate, so his 

relationships with women in the two narratives show the same 

kind 0 f al teration between boldness and awkwardness which 

characterizes L.A.V. 's experiences. Tommo cr~ticizes the 

eroticism of his shipmates and their sexual exploitation of 

the island girls wnen the ship enters the island harbor, but 

his own relationship with Fayaway is apparently sexual and 

no less one dimensional. Certainly, much of Tommo's 

interaction with Fayaway is best described as adolescent or 
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prepubescent play rather than eroticized action. On this 

point, Edwin H. Hiller accurately comments: 

During his speech Melville alluded to a "native 

maiden, in the precise attitude of the Venus," to 

Fayaway, who in the pages of his first book 

assumes a graceful, almost seductive pose as the 

whi te. sail of a canoe. But she is a sentimental 

confection, not a brown-hued embodiment of 

feminine sexuality. It is difficult for her to 

play Venus to Tommo, the adolescent narrator

hero who is perfectly content to be treated as a 

child by the natives (48). 

Nevertheless, the canoeing scenes, especially the running up 

of the boat onto shore (134), provide what appears to be an 

image of coition, and it is a symbolic representation of 

eroticism which is repeated later by Melville in Mardi 

(549). Still, the relationship between Tommo and Fayaway is 

rather ambiguous, for she is neither wife nor mistress to 

him.1~ There is no legal bond between them; but neither is 

she entirely a sexual toy. Despite the custom of youthful 

marriages on the island, marriage is not possible for Tommo 

because he has rej ected the rituals whereby he can be 

considered a mature adult male in Typeean society. He is 

allowed to enter and participate to a degree in the 
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ceremonies of the '1'i, but he is never fully accepted as a 

member of it, and he is pOintedly excluded from the more 

important rituals, such as the consuming of human flesh. In 

fact, he is generally treated as a sexless person or as one 

of indeterminate gender and allowed--like a eunuch--to 

engage in activities which would otherwise be prohibited 

under gender taboos, such as riding with Fayaway in the 

canoe. 

The invitation for him to be tattooed is equivalent to 

the men of the '1'i extending the hand of fellowship to him to 

join their exclusive society and be recognized not only as a 

member of the community but as a man as well, for the tatoos 

are marks of both gender and social identity. Lem Hardy, in 

Cmoo, bears on his body the tattooed signs of his 

incorporation into the alien culture, the devouring shark 

(27), but the tattooing is al130 a ritual of acceptance, 

integration, and absorption which allows him to marry with 

royal ty. Consequently, '1'ommo' s refusal to allow himsel f to 

be tatooed is a confirmation to the patriarchal society of 

the island that he is without gender (or more precisely, 

without adult, male identity), and therefore without 

place,1~ and whereas before he had largely been ignored by 

the men, resentment against him increases from this point on 

until the men unite at the end in an attempt to kill him. 

The women, too, resent his presence at their gender specific 
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tasks, sucb as the tappa making, and his attempts to 

app~op~iate o~ usu~p their p~erogative and proprietary right 

a~e violently repulsed. Neve~ fully accepted into either 

shipboard or island society, Tommo is always an ou·tsider 

looking or npeepingn in on the activities of others and 

wisbing he we~e incll!ded. Ultimately, when an opportunity 

for escape from the island presents itself, Tommo literally 

leaves at a moment's notice with hardly a thought for his 

ab~uptly severed relationship with Fayaway. 

Omoo continues the action of Typee as the ship in which 

Tommo escapes from the island proves to be no better than 

the one on which he had originally a~~ived, and soon he is 

put ashore for a mutineer. 1e While awaiting the arrival of a 

vessel that will employ them, Dr. Long Ghost and Tommo (or 

nPaul n as he now calls himself) wande~ around the island 

seeking oppo~tunities for money and sex (indeed, the two are 

often equated); but the men find little success in obtaining 

either.16 During their confinement in the stockade, Paul is 

humiliated by the derisive laughter of an island girl whom 

he believes will be like Fayaway and have compassion for 

him. Long Ghost, too, is continually repulsed by the girls 

he tr ies to seduce. Since some white men, such as the 

sa i 1 or Hardy, have secured po sit ions 0 f weal th and 

prominence on the island through ma~riage with local royalty 

(247), Long Ghost and Paul undertake a lengthy journey to 
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seek similar success, but they find that all vacancies have 

been filled. At the end, the "motherly" Leviathan carries 

Paul away from the island, reiterating the adolescent 

qual i ty of his failed marr iage quest in much the same way 

that Redburn returns to his mother's home after his 

disastrous first voyage. 

Redburn's voyage has been correctly recognized as an 

archetypal initiation story, but the initiation is a 

failure. He leaves his female-dominated ancestral home 

because it can offer him nothing, and his return to it at 

the end, basically unchanged from when he left, is clearly 

indicative ~'€ the failure of his quest. Redburn's search 

also includes a search for his own sexual identity, which is 

rather ambiguous at times. The bar gee seems to be inviting 

him to be his catamite (167), and there appears to be a 

homoerotic social order among the sailors (Hartin 45). Like 

Paul of Omoo, Redburn is locked out of marriage largely 

because of his economic condition. Nearly all of the women 

to whom he is attracted are surrounded by a protective 

sphere of patriarchal and economic power. Examples of this 

protective envelop or guardianship can be found in Redburn's 

distant observation of Captain Riga's "beautiful ward" who 

is returning to her home in England "under the captain's 

charge" (110). In a more explicit case later ~n the novel, 

Redburn takes a walk into the country and finds that the 
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economic conditions of the city are echoed in the country. 

As Robert K. Martin suggests, the "man-traps and spring

guns" are "unmistakable signs of a corruption of bucolic 

charm by the values of property" (48). Everything is owned; 

nothing is given away, and ownership is transfered only 

through exchanges of equal value. Redburn says of Matilda, 

the farmer's daughter, that he "could have married her on 

the spot" when sbe handed him a bowl of fresh milk, but "at 

the embowered door-way, sat an old man," and "a bale matron" 

(213). These two guardians of lower middle class culture 

scrutinize Redburn'S "miserable shooting-jacket," and ask 

him questions about his church attendance. He is 

particularly anxious to "mollify [the] severe looking old 

lady" for his short experience of old ladies has convinced 

him "that they are the hereditary enemies of all strange 

young men" (213). He eats his buttered muffins sitting 

opposite "the three charmers," but he is trapped "between 

the old man and his wife" (214). "Every minute [the girls] 

grew handsomer and handsomer; and I could not help thinking 

what a fine thing it would be to carry home a beautiful 

English wife!" But the farmer's daughter3 are completely 

inaccessible to him because of his low status, and he is 

soon shown the door: "Could it be possible she had fallen in 

love at first sight? Oh, rapture! But ob, misery! that was 

out of tbe question; for what a looking suitor was 

Well ingborough? " (215). This kind of confession of economic 
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inadequacy is typical. He is constantly embarrassed in front 

of women because he does not have sufficient money for 

courtship, let alone marriage. Psychologically or 

emotionally unable to escape from the cultural matrix which 

legitimates sexuality only in the marriage relationship, he 

remains celibate. His failure to marry is part of his more 

general failure. Yet all around him he sees or witnesses 

alternative outlets for sexual desire through prostitution, 

homosexuality, seduction, and rape. 

In Mardi, a more complex manipulation of the bride 

quest moti f is evident, for unlike the questing heros of 

Melville's earlier novels who could not obtain a marriage 

partner and enter fully into the life of any community, Taji 

is confronted with superabundance of choices in women: one 

of whom he desires (and in fact obtains) but can't keep; the 

other from whom he can't escape. Conventional readings of 

Mardi describe this conflict between alternative perceptions 

of women and sexuality in terms of the stereotypical light 

and dark women 0 fArner ican romance and the supposed 

inabil i ty of Amer ican males to see women in any terms 

besides the either/or polarities of Madonna and Lilith 

(Fiedler, 450). James Barbour, summarizing the standard 

interpretation of Mardi, describes it as Taji's quest for 

happiness (a fair maijen) t-!~i1e he is pursued by guilt (a 

dark temptress) (7). Even so, Taji is clear in ass~!"ti!"!-:: 
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that Yillah and Hautia are in some way related, and that 

relatedness is central to the interpretation of the two 

figures. 

Unlike Tommo and Paul who want to go home, Taji simply 

wants to get away from the triviality, limitations, and 

boredom of everyday existence in the mercantile world of 

work and commerce represented by life on the Arcturion and 

find the "charms of dreamland" (7). He wants to divorce 

himself from the captain and the ship, escape from his 

"utter helplessness" (10), and take control of his own life. 

He wants to participate in the Amer ican fantasy of escape 

from external controls over one's destiny and sense of 

sel fhood and establish a place for himself. Mel ville is 

thus raising the question of to what degree it is possible 

for the individual to truly be free; or more directly, is 

there validity in the rhetoric of the American cultural myth 

of individual and collective possibility? For awhile, Taj i 

seems to be successful in carrying out his plan. He 

engineers an escape from the Arcturion and its authoritative 

captain/father, and he steps into the role of captain aboard 

the Chamois with its compliment of one. Later, he 

commandeers the ParkL order ing and controll ing his 

miscellaneous crew of three. When he lands at Mardi he even 

introduces himself as a minor deity as part of a scheme to 

gain power for himself (164).17 
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Yillah, however, represents the intrusion of sexual 

des ire into Taj i' s plan to exercise absolute control over 

his own fate and destiny. She disrupts the stability of 

Taji's world and his design for individual freedom and 

personal power: wI perceived myself ... dwarfing down,w he 

says, "to a mortal" (159). Significantly, her entrance into 

the story signals the end of the naturalistic plot and the 

opening of a fantasy or allegorical narrative in the demonic 

mode which continues to the end of the novel and in which 

Taji sees all.of the ways people are, in truth, not free to 

choose their own destiny but rather stand enslaved to 

economic, philosophic, political, and religious systems. In 

addition, Taji discovers, humankind is also enslaved to 

eros. He sees the marriage ceremony at Mondoldo in which a 

flower disguised cord is used to tie the bride's hands, 

while the groom is weighted down with a great stone (302). 

"Not all nuptials in Mardi," however, "were like these," he 

tells us: "others were wedded with different rites; without 

the stone and flowery gyves. These were they who plighted 

their troth with tears not smiles, and made responses in the 

heart" (302). Elsewhere, the artist of Hevaneva describes 

his brisk business in images of Nadam who "presides over 

love and wine:" "it being the time of the grape; and the 

maidens growing frolicsome withal, and devotional" (353). 

The woman Pesti bears a life-long "conjugal affection" (583) 
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for Bardianna which is unrequited. All of these cases point 

to the psychological power of eros and the difficulty of 

escape from it. 

As for Taji himself, when he sees Yillah for the first 

time, he is immediately and inexplicably seized with erotic 

desire, and a revolution takes J;)lace in his plans for 

freedom. Joseph Campbell describes women in the mythological 

quest of the hero as 

the reply to all desire, the bliss-bestowing goal 

of every hero r s earthly and unearthly quest. She 

is mother, sister, mistress, bride. Whatever in 

the world has lured, whatever has seemed to 

promise joy, has been premonitory to her 

existence. She is the incarnation of the 

promise of perfection. . . . Woman, in the picture 

language of mythology, represents the totality of 

what can be known (111, 116). 

Almost instantaneously, Yillah becomes for Taji this kind of 

totality, and when he is with her he is able to shut out the 

~pain and trouble" of human existence as effectively as the 

men at the Paradise 0 f Bachelors. Thus, he can forget, 

momentarily, his guilt over killing Aleema. Yillah also 

spoils the ethos of male companionship presented in the 
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relationship of Taji with his sailor/warrior friends, Jarl 

and Samo a, through whom he had prey iousl y der i ved 

satisfaction. Jarl, who is earlier described as a sort of 

wife to Taji, grows angry and jealous. To him, Yillah is an 

"Amonite Syren" (147), and Samoa, too, is all but forgotten 

once the party makes landfall in the Mardian islands. Taji 

later appears calloused and insensitive to the loss of his 

former companions, murdered by the sons of Aleema, dur ing 

his quest to recover Yillah (312, 364). 

Tajirs bride quest seems to be over when he rescues (or 

abducts) Yillah from the priests of Aleema and establishes a 

paradisiacal home in Mardi. He abandons his earlier quest 

for personal freedom and power, finding his life with Yillah 

on the isolated beach sufficient. "For a time," he says, Uwe 

were happy in Odo: Yillah and I in our islet. /I Here in 

chapter 64 is an image of perfect male/female relations and 

dream wish fulfillment, at least according to Taji's way of 

thinking. But as early as Chapter 51 a discordant element 

appears which casts doubt on the possibil i ty of permanent 

happiness. First, there is the problem of guil t. Taj i 

murdered Aleema to obtain Yillah, and he is pursued by the 

old priestrs three sons. Yillah, for her part, dreams of 

"the whirlpool on the coast of Tedaidee" and her 

"prefigured fate" that awaits there, Taji sees similar 

visions, with "the green corse of the Priest, outstretching 
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its arms in the water, to receive pale Yillah, as she sunk 

in the sea" (159). 

When Yillah disappears the quest is reanimated, but it 

is never again brought to successful fruition; hence, Mardi 

is another failed bride quest. What Taji discovers is that 

Yillah, as his psychological "center" and "totality of what 

can be known," cannot be permanently maintained any more 

than any other illusion of stabili tj' created to mask and· 

obscure the vo id of existence. If Yillah represents, as 

Joyce Warren says, the "search for truth, for the ideal, for 

the unknown--the same agonizing quest that later proved so 

tragic for both Ahab and Pierre" (117), then Melville seems 

to be suggesting in Mardi as elsewhere that pure truth is 

unobtainable, that people val idate objects and ideas as 

Truth, but ul timately these truths are evanescent and in 

some way vitiated by falsity or deliberate self-deception. 

Joyce Warren is correct in saying that "Yillah is all that 

Annatoo is not--beautiful, angelic, passive, gentle, and 

virtually silent' [, a] fantasy figur,e. who must be 

revered and protected" (116). Yillah obviously "represents 

the ideal feminine" to Taji, but whether she is Melville's 

own "ideal," as Warren further claims, is more debatable 

since Melville is often critical of Taji's actions and 

attitudes. The comparison of Yillah and Annatoo is 

instructive in other ways. Taji criticizes the marriage of 
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Samoa and Annatoo, but the reality of their constantly 

renegotiated relationship of equal power stands in sharp 

contrast to his fantasy marriage with Yillah. The priests 

who hold her captive tell her nothing 0 f her origin or 

destiny, but they do indoctrinate her with their own self

serv ing mythology. Taj i, for his part, does 1 i ttle to 

disabuse her of this mythology; indeed, he uses it to his 

advantage, keeping her as much a prisoner for hOis own 

purposes as the priests had kept her for theirs. 

Complicating this situation is the presence of Hautia, 

wunseen, and unsolicited; ... pursuing (Taji] with omens, 

with taunts, and with wooings" (313). Elizabeth Foster 

describes Hautia as belonging to a tradition of witch 

women in romantic poetry such as Coleridge's Geradine and 

Keat's Lamia (675). Foster also notes that lamias are 

described in Burton's Anatomv of Melancholy, a book which is 

a well known resource for Melville's writing (675). Hautia 

is variously described in the text as an "enchantress" 

(640), "witch," "vipress" (653), "serpent," and "shining 

monster" (653). Her three messengers are called "sirens" 

(640) which have the power to transform themselves into 

other creatures such as the pilot fish which guide Taji to 

Hautia's island (641). Foster adds further that 
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The Faer ie Queene looms behind Mardi, most 

conspicuously in the symbolic contrast between 

Yillah and Hautia. Hautia has been likened to the 

fal se Flor imel, to Duessa, and frequently to the 

seductive Acrasia. It has been shown that Taji's 

approach to Hau t ia' s island and some of his 

discoveries and experiences there are closely 

similar to Sir Guyon's when he visits Acrasia's 

bower of sensual bliss (675). 

Both Yillah and Hautia are depicted in terms of 

sensuality and erotic desire, but alternative visions are 

represented by the two women. Yillah offers a qUietistic 

existence of satisfaction and bliss in an insular dream 

world which is also a retreat from confrontation with the 

pain and suffering of humankind. Elizabeth Foster points out 

that "Taji's pursuit of the ideal is vividly reminiscent of 

Alastor, e~en in some details, and of Endymian, though 

Melville is not known to have read Shelley or Keats when he 

wrote Mardi. Indeed, almos I: all other elements of the 

Mardian romance are common in Romantic literature" (675). 

Hautia, on the oth~~ hand, offers "Beauty, Health, Wealth, 

Long Life, and the Last Lost Hope of man" (651). She also 

offers a kind of wisdom: "let me show thee strange things," 

she says. The price, however, is enslavement to her: as the 

interpolated tale of Ozonna makes clear, the unfortunate man 
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vas made "her thrall" (648).J.e Hautia's call is clearly to 

the pursuit of materialism and to all forces of existence 

and exper ience which detract from the quest for the ideal 

world. In chapter 191, Hohi recounts the ancient myth of 

"winged beings, of purer minds, and cast in gentler molds 

who would fain have dwelt forever with mankind," but the 

Mardians were "bitter against them because of their superior 

goodness" and hunted them down. This destruction of the 

winged beings was instigated by the ancestor of Hautia, and 

the result of the pogrom was that Hardian life became 

coarse. 

Ultimately, the relationship and confli~t between the 

two women is an embodiment of the on-going Helvillian 

dialectic between the world of dreams and enchantment and 

the dead materialism of everyday life that the poet of the 

"Kozanza" negotiates; certainly, Lombardo writes what he 

feels out of his "full heart," but he is also under "the 

necessity of bestirring himself to procure his yams" (592). 

Or put in another way, the two women suggest the conflict 

be tween an unootainable ideal ism and an overwhelming, 

stifling materialism which is repeated elsewhere in 

Mel ville' 5 work. The question which instigates the royal 

search party ("In what kind of society will Yillah be 

found"?), is answered resoundl ingly by the taxt: none! The 

ideal always dissolves in confrontation with the real.l~ 
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The questing companions exhaust themselves in the 

search and the fellowship gradually disintegrates as each of 

the men finds either death or a vision of reality supremely 

acceptable to him individually and infinitely more 

satisfying than participating further in Taji's own 

fruitless quest. At Mondoldo, Samoa grows "impatient of the 

voyage" (311) and wants to return to Odo. Media tellingly 

speculates that "he must be returning to some inamorata" 

( 312 ), but Samoa is murdered be fore he can depart. The 

other men find peace and contentment at the island of 

Serenia (630). Babbalanja tells Taji "for Yillah thou wilt 

hunt in vain; she is a phantom that but mocks thee; and 

while for her thou madly huntest, the sin thou didst cries 

out, and its avengers still will follow." (637). He goes on 

to say "Taji! be sure thy Yillah never will be found; or 

found, will not avail thee. Yet search, if so thou wilt; 

more isles, thou say'st, are still unvisited, and when all 

are seen, return, and find thy Yillah here (638). Of course 

the "Yillah" Babbalanja describes and attempts to persuade 

Taj i to accept is the completely unbelievable utopian 

religious community of Serenia. 

The novel closes with Taj i depar t ing from b is 

companions to continue his search alone for the lost Yillah. 

His friends, recog~izing the suicidal turn which the quest 
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has taken, jump overboard as Taj i reiterates his earlier 

"captain of my fate" rhetoric; "now, I am my own soul I s 

emperor; and my first act is abdication!" Failing to obtain 

the ideal he seeks, and rejecting the seductive alternative 

offered by the coarse materialism of Hautia as well as the 

illusory religious solution of his friends, Taji steers for 

the open sea. Other Melvillian heros following Mardi don't 

have the same option: when the ideal is inaccessible, one 

must find accommodation with what is, like Ishmael, who 

finds a positive way to live with absence, or die as do Ahab 

and Pierre. 

Al though Tommo, Paul, and Taj i fail to obtain the 

marr iage partners they so actively seek, they cannot 

properly be categorized among Melville's many bachelors. 2Q 

Melville often calls deliberate attention to these figures, 

and they are frequently discussed in relation to the issues 

of eroticism and sexual desire. In contrast to the young 

questers already mentioned, Melvil1e I s bachelors are 

typically men who express little desire to be married or 

regret that they are not married; still, the rejection of 

matrimony does not necessarily imply a repudiation of the 

erotic. Consequently, the men stand in an awkward 

relationship with the community as a source of unharnessed 

and potentially dangerous energy. As Tony Tanner puts it, 
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Ilnplaced figures . represent or incarnate a 

potentially disruptive or socially unstabilized 

energy tbat may tbreaten, directly or implicitly, 

the organization of society, wbetber by the . . . 

uncertainty of the direction in which they will 

focus their unbonded energy, or their attitude to 

the ties that bold society together and that t~ey 

may choose to slight or break (3-4). 

"Disruptive and unstabilized social energy" is apparent in 

Ishmael's descriptive comparison between "forty-barrel" 

bulls and "a mob of young collegians, . full of fight, 

fun, and wickedness, tumbling round the world at such a 

reckless, rollicking rate, that no prudent underwriter would 

insure them any more tiiClU he ~ould a riotous lad at Yale or 

Harvard" (330). The narrator of Pierre admits that some men 

are "made solitary for life by the legitimate empire of a 

cold and tasteless temperament" (Pierre 217), but others are 

bachelors because they reject the task of making an 

exclusive choice and risking the emotional entanglement and 

compromise which is inevitable in the equal yoking of a man 

and woman in marriage. Jimmy Rose, for example, is a 

bachelor because he doesn't want to tie up "his freedom of 

general worship [of women] by making one willful sacrifice 

of himself at the altar" (Piazza 338). Similarly, Glen 

Stanley in Pierre is a "confirmed bachelor" because he is 
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"the victim of a too profound appreciation of the infinite 

charmingness of women" (211). The failure of the bachelor 

ethos, in Melville's view, is that it does not force an 

engagement with the consciousness of the sexually other. 

Bachelor sexuality in Melville's work, then, is 

narcissistically autoerotic, solipsistically homoerotic, or 

ego istically heterosexual, taking no account of women as 

antonymous human beings. 21 For the bachelors, male 

companionship is the greatest source of happiness, and in 

order to preserve and sustain it women must be excluded. 

Taj i notes in his discussion of Annatoo that n in most 

military marines, [wives) are prohibited by law; no officer 

may take his Pandora and her bandbox 0 ff soundings n (91). 

The evocation 0 f the mythical Pandora here suggests the 

kinds of problems that are introduced into masculine society 

by the intrusion of sexual desire (for women), by 

exclusivi ty in the sexual possession of women, and by the 

desire of women themselves for a share in power and 

control.22 

The problems created by the kind of disruptive energy 

Tanner describes are illustrated further in chapter 88 of 

Moby-Dick, "Schools and Schoolmasters," which concerns the 

social organization of whales. The rhetorical strategy of 

personi fication makes it abundantly clear that the animal 

world is functioning, as it so often does in Moby-Dick, as 
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an allegory of the human sphere. Melville creates a picture 

of economic and sexual privilege in the "luxurious Ottoman, 

. . a male of full. grown magnitude, but not old, . . . 

surroundingly accompanied by all the solaces and endearments 

of the harem" (328). "Like fashionables, they are for ever 

on the move in leisurely searcb of variety." Ishmael, 

however, notes that the "Grand Turk" is hard pressed to keep 

a "wary eye on his interesting family," composed as it is 

entirely of females, because of the vast number of "young 

vigorous males, or bulls, as they are familiarly 

designated," which are locked out of participation: 

Should any unwarrantably pert young Leviathan 

coming that way, presume to draw confidentially 

close to one of the ladies, with what prodigious 

fury the Bashaw assails him, and chases him away! 

High times, indeed, if unprincipled young rak.es 

lik.e him are to be permitted to invade the 

sanctity of domestic bliss; though do what the 

Bashaw will, he cannot k.eep the most notorious 

Lothario out of his bed; for, alas! all fish bed 

in common. As ashore, the ladies often cause the 

most terrible duels among their rival admirers; 

just so with the whales, who sometimes come to 

deadly battle, and all for lov~ (329). 
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The erotic is a so~rce of pleas~re, to be s~re, but it is 

also a source of anxiety because of the presence of rivals. 

I shmael notes f~rther that when "the invader of domestic 

bliss" is driven off at the first attack of the "harem's 

lord, then it is very diverting to watch that lord. Gently 

he insin~ates his vast b~lk among them again and revels 

there awhile, still in tantalizing vicinity to young 

Lothario, like pious Solomon devo~tly worshipping among his 

tho~sand concubines" (329). What is clearly implied is that 

the "harem lord" copulates in sight of the defeated 

"Lothario" to enrage and mock his rival. 

The nex~s between power (economic, social, political, 

etc.) and sexual privilege contin~es even after the "ardor 

of yo~th declines; as years and dumps increase; as 

reflection lends her solemn pauses; in short, as a general 

lassitude overtakes the sated Turk," for then the "Ottoman 

enters ~pon the impotent, repentant, admonitory stage of 

I ife, forswears, disbands the harem, and grown to an 

exemplary, sulky old soul, goes about all alone among the 

meridians and parallels saying his prayers, and warning each 

yo~ng Leviathan from his amorous errors" (329). Clearly, 

sexual privilege involves not only the capacity or 

capability of obtaining erotic pleasure, but also the power 

to circumscribe and control the sex~ality of others through 

what Foucault describes as strategies of "refusal, blockage, 
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and invalidation" (11). Significantly, the power of sexual 

privilege Melville descr'ibes at the end of chapter 88 masks 

or hides i tsel f under the guise of reI igious moral i ty 

(Foucault 86). The "sated Turk" is "repentant," "exemplary," 

and prayerful as he preaches against sexual sin to the 

"young leviathans." 

Chapter 88 also raises the issue of the bastard, of 

"anonymous babies allover the world" fathered by the "Great 

Turks." "The sons and daughters they beget ... ," Ishmael 

says, "must take care of themselves; at least with only the 

maternal help. For like certain other omnivorous roving 

lovers that might be named, my Lord Whale has no taste for 

the nur sery, however much for the bower II ( 329). The term 

"sons of bachelors" (MD 94) applied to the sailors turning 

the windlass of the Peguod is an epithet which illuminates 

the fate of those who are born outside of recognized 

genealogical lines and, therefore, outside of the class 

structure through which power is derived. Jack Chase in 

White-Jacket is described as the "bye-blow" of an admiral 

(26), and Billy Budd's background is similar. These are 

individuals with natural talents and recognized leadership 

abil i ties who are 1 imi ted in their possibilities for 

advancement by their unauthorized origins. In contrast, many 

people who have little or no ability, such as the midshipmen 
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on the Neversink, are authorized and empowered solely 

because of genealogy or class privirege. 

Tony Tanner indicates (in the passage cited earl ier) 

that another problem associated with "unplaced figures" is 

that they may "slight or break" the "ties that hold society 

together" because 0 f the ir negative atti tudes toward 

marriage, the "structure that maintains the Structure" 

(Tanner 15) of bourgeois society.· A key text which 

illuminates these negative attitudes and.the profound 

nineteenth century disruption between men and women is "The 

Paradise of Bachelors and Tartarus of Maids" (1855). This is 

the single Melville narrative which is most directly 

concerned with sexuality and ideological structures. Power 

and sexual privilege are again closely related in this 

complex, two-part, comparative parable which is bursting 

with sexual and erotic imagery, yet the erotic itself in the 

story is dead or corrupted. There are no positive gender 

relations in either of the two sketches, and ultimately 

Melville seems to be suggesting that there is a causal 

relationship between the two opposite worlds: Paradises of 

bachelors, with their refusal to become involved in the 

world of "Pain!" and "Trouble!" which exists outside their 

cloistered enclave in the "stony heart" of London, result in 

the formation of Tartaruses of maids in which females are 

exploited and female sexuality is equated with the demonic. 
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One of the first things made clear in the narrative is 

that the Paradise of Bachelors is a place of economic 

privilege. It is not a Wbustling commons, during term-time,W . 
but rather Wa city by itself. . with all the best 

appurtenances" and Wsequestered from the old city's 

surrounding din" (318). The prime real estate, the warmth of 

the buildings and abundance of food and drink, the apparent 

leisure of the men to "lounge on the benches beneath the 

trees . . swi tching their patent-leather boots, in gay 

discourse;" their leisure to frequent the British Museum; to 

travel Wto Granada w or "into the Low Countries, on sudden 

tours of inspection of the fine old Flemish architecture 

there" (321); the leisure to be "erudite in wines" or 

translate "a comic poem of Pulci' s" all attest to the 

financial comfort of the bachelors, individually and 

collectively. In Tartarus as well, the "well-wrapped" (327) 

Old Bach is the "principal proprietor" (334) of the paper 

mill, and the bachelor narrator himself appears to be a 

success·ful businessman: he indicates that he has "embarked 

on a large scale in the seedsman's business" (324), and he 

requires "several hundreds of thousands" (325) of paper 

envelopes-each year to market his product. 

In contrast to the "Paradise of Bachelors," the 

"Tartarus" sketch reveals images of overwhelming poverty and 
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privation. The narrator sees "the ruin of an old saw-mill, 

built in those primitive times when vast pines and hemlocks 

suprabounded througho.ut the neighboring region" (324). In 

addi tiOD to its often discussed suggestiveness in relation 

to female physiology, the red stained "Blood River" also 

clearly suggests ecological disasters which have had an 

adverse impact on the local economy, decreasing industrial 

diversification in the community and forcing people to take 

jobs as wage slaves in the paper mill. An "elderly, . . . 

sad-looking woman" draws the narrator's attention, and Cupid 

explains that" she only came last week. She was a nurse 

formerly. But the bUsiness is poor in these parts, and she's 

left it" (333). The white-washed mill looks "like some 

great whited sepulchre" (324),2:3 and it is surrounded by "a 

cluster of other and smaller buildings, some of which, from 

their cheap, blank air, great length, gregarious windows, 

and comfortless expression, no doubt were boarding houses of 

the operatives" (326). The first person he sees is a girl 

who "ran from a neighboring dormitory door, and throwing her 

th in apron over her bare head, made for the opposite 

bui.lding" (327). Unlike the "sunny-faced" (321) bachelors, 

her face is "pale with work, and blue with cold; an eye 

supernatural with unrelated misery" (327). Inside the mill 

the narrator sees similar faces: "At rows of blank-looking 

counters sat rows of blank-looking girls, with blank, white 

folders in their blank hands, all blankly folding blank 
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paper" (328). The kind of leisure enjoyed by the Iteasy

hearted" bachelors who have neither "wives or children to 

give an anxious thought" (322) is utterly foreign to the 

labor force at the factory where management wants "none but 

steady workers: twelve hours to the day, day after day, 

through the three hundred and sixty-five days, excepting 

Sundays, Thanksgiving, and Fast-days. That's our rule" 

(334) • 

Economic privilege in both Paradise and Tartarus is 

sustained by the presence of a work force which is not 

necessarily gender specific, as the all-female factory might 

lead us to suppose, but rather is delineated by class lines. 

Old Socrates, the man servant in Paradise, is very similar 

to the factory women in his silence, and the silence of the 

serving people contrasts sharply with the animated 

conversation of the bachelors through which their 

brotherhood is established and maintained. The Paradise is a 

place for the "giving of good advice" (318), and it offers 

lithe very perfection . . . of good feeling, and good talk. 

We were a band of brothers. Comfort, fraternal, household 

comfort, was the grand trait of the affair It (322). As 

Carolyn Karcher indicates. the existence of paradise 

depends on this anonymous population (124) of servants, and 

Robyn Wiegman pOints out that the narrator's soft singing of 

"Carry me back to old Vlrglnny!" certainly links Paradise 
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with the slavery system upon which the opulent Southern 

plantation economy was. based; "In this way, the diptych 

captures. the ideological compatibility of the class and 

slave systems, their necessity in maintaining the privileged 

realm of the bachelor paradise." (740). 

The v isi ting narrator i's overly impressed with his 

bachelor fr iends. He certainly evokes the moral ambiguity 

associated with the Templars, ancient and modern, but seems 

strangely incapable of applying his inferences and insights 

to the immediate moment. In the Tartarus sketch he again 

sees clearly and articulates the woeful condition of the 

factory workers, but seems unaffected by what he witnesses 

other than recognizing that in comparison to the Paradise of 

bachelors it is certainly a Tartarus of maids. His gush of 

pity at the end as he leaves the valley is unhelpful. Beryl 

Rowland believes that the narrator comes to a "disturbing 

recognition" (391) at the end, but the Paradise/ Tartarus 

dichotomy is set up very early in the narrative and the 

speaker does not stray far from a simple heaven/hell 

compar ison or examine very deeply the reasons why the 

contrast exists. More importantly his attitudes remain 

unchanged. 

In add i tion to their economic power, the socia.l and 

political power of the bachelors is also emphasized. All of 
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the men, to be sure, are lawyers, but in their legal 

practice they use th~ myriad devices and mysteries of the 

law to obstruct the designs and plans of other people. The 

modern Templar "now has it in particular charge to check, to 

clog, to hinder, and embarrass all the courts and avenues of 

Law" (317). The bachelors count among their number many 

socially powerful individuals: "men of mark--famous nobles, 

judges, and Lord Chancellors" (318). In contrast to this 

kind cf socio-economic power, the women of Tartarus are 

virtually powerless. The imagery of rape through 'which the 

entrance of the seedsman into the gorge is represented is 

highly suggestive in illuminating the disempowered state of 

the women at the factory. 

Power in patriarchal society is obtained through the 

network of hOlilosocial relationships, and the homosocial 

order of the paradise is replicated and echoed in other male 

to male interactions represented in the story. There is a 

solicitous concern between men (only of the same class, of 

course) for the wel fare and advancement 0 f each other. 

During the great feast, fellowship, community, and concerted 

actions are often emphasized, with everyone doing the same 

thing at the same time. They 

have the most tender concern for each other r s 

health ... [and] most earnestly expressed their 
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sincerest wishes for the entire well- being and 

lasting hygiene of the gentleman on the right and 

on the left. I noticed that when one of these kind 

bachelors desired a little more wine (just for his 

stomach I s sake, like Timothy), he would not help 

himself to it unless some other bachelor would 

join him. It seems held something indelicate, 

selfish, and unfraternal, to be seen taking a 

lonely, unparticipated glass" (321). 

Everything is done in harmony. They are also quiet so they 

don't disturb the invalid bother sleeping next door. At the 

paper mill, on the other hand, the narrator prefers not to 

have any interaction at all with the women he sees, asking 

instead whether there is any man about. More importantly, 

old bach makes a great fuss over the seedsman's' minor case 

of frostbite, rushing him outside and applying remedies. 

What is suggested by this incident in which the narrator 

compares himself to Acheaon, is that he has seen something 

connnected with women which has pierced him with guilt or 

anxiety. But later, as the narrator is leaving, Old Bach 

tells him that it is bad if there is any pain. It is a 

statement which recalls the earlier declaration of the 

bachelors about the need to escape from pain and trouble. In 

contrast, Old Bach seems to care very little about the 
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physical well-being and comfort of his poorly clothed female 

employees in tbe unheated factory. 

As we saw earlier in the discussion of chapter 88 in 

Hoby-Dick. with economic privilege and social power comes 

sexual privilege, including, as Foucault teaches us, "access 

to tbe rare or scarcely perceivable forms of desire" (11). 

The autoerotic and homoerotic elements of "The Paradise of 

Bachelors" have been thorougbly documented in earlier 

studies, but there are several important implications 

associated with, tbese modes of eroticism that have not been 

broached in the critical literature. 

First, the individual, private pleasures of 

autoeroticism seem to contradict the communal quality of all 

the other bachelor activities described in the sketch, but 

both autoeroticism and homosexual i ty reinforce the 

solipsistiC and insular nature of the bachelor ethos. 

Second, the refusal 0 f heterosexual love and the 

confrontation with the sexually "other" appears to be 

closely tied to the bachelor seedsrnan; s several fantasy 

modes of responding to female sexuality: rape, fear, and 

loa tb ing, e spec ially in relation to the great female 

mysteries (in the male mind at least) of menstruation and 

parturition. What he describes, then, is not "the n world of 
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women, as one writer has suggested, but rather it is his own 

gynaphobic and stereotypical perception of female biology 

and what it means, physiologically, to be a woman. 

Third, an important aspect of having or possessing 

sexual power is the capacity to choose and control the 

avenues of oners personal erotic enjoymnet, to choose when 

and where one will take pleasure. The Paradise sketch calls 

attention to this sense of choice and control in the 

satisfying of appetites. The meal is carefully scheduled and 

orchestrated, and the progression of courses is described in 

terms of military maneuvers. When the great horn mull of 

snuff is passed around, the men deliberately refrain from 

sneezing so that they donrt disturb the sleeping brother 

next door. Noses, of course, have been symbolically related 

to the phallus since ancient times, but less well known is 

the metaphoric and physiological relationship between orgasm 

and sneezing. Orgasm has been described as Ira sneeze in the 

loins, rr so the deliberate withholding of the pleasurable 

sneeze because of the ill bachelor next door suggests a 

sense of decorum in the erotic as well. 

For the men at the Paradise of bachelors, 

autoeroticism, homoeroticism, bisexuality, heterosexuality, 

and rape are all choices available. For thi! women of 

Melvillers nineteenth century Tartarus, however, pregnancy 
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and babies were generally not a matter of choice for the 

sexually active woman (married or not), and, according to 

the employment policy of Old Bacb, marriage signals the end 

of a woman's job with the firm. Married women, as he says, 

are too much "off and on," presumably pregnant or taking 

care of babies. It is not surprising, then; that the old 

nurse bas taken a job at the mill, for her "business is poor 

in these parts" (333). In contrast, the seedsman has been 

described by at least one writer as a kind of roving 

Lothorio scattering his seed throughout the country. The 

term "envelop," or more properly "French envelop," was a 

nineteenth century slang expression for condom, a device 

which was marketed and used more with the view of protecting 

men from disease rather than protecting women from unwanted 

pregnancy. Reproductive sex, in the mind of the narrator, 

is reduced to a horrifying and unstoppable mechanical 

process. Eros himself, the classical embodiment of sexual 

desire, is reduced to a functionary called "Cupid," now in 

the employ of "Old Bach," a swarthy Mephistophilian 

character. As in mythology, Cu~id is described as a 

"dimpled, red-cheeked, spirited-looking, forward little 

fellow, who was rather impudently . . . giiding about among 

the passive-looking girls: (329). But there the similarity 

ends, for instead of exhibiting the "deadly dart, blindness, 

and wings" (signifying "inconstancy") which Schopenhauer 

identifies as his attributes (370), and instead of being a 
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"boy-like . . . sprite" who nresents a slight" as in "After 

the Pleasure Party," the narrator says Cupid was "doing 

nothing in particular that [he] could see" (329). So 

whether controlled or suppressed, the erotic finds no 

positive expression in the story, and there are no positive 

gender relations in either Paradise or Tartarus. 

Because of this failure of gender relations, and 

because the number of culturally validated alternatives for 

fulfilling sexual desire is limited, Melville sees either 

sexual frustration or sexual transgression as an almost 

inevitable part of human experience. The despair associated 

with unrequited or unfulfilled sexual expectation is perhaps 

articulated nowhere more concisely than in the difficult 

late poem, "After the Pleasure Party," which was published 

as part of the Timoleon collection in 1891. Lewis Mumford 

speculates that the poem is biographical, that it describes 

an episode which took place during Melville's visit to Italy 

in 1856, and Richard Chase concurs in that reading because 

it supports his theory of a sexually anxious Melville. 24 In 

a more recent study, Joyce Warren also sees the poem as 

thinly disguised biography, elevating the earlier 

speculations of Mumford and Chase almost to the level of 

proven fact in her commentary: 
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Mel vUle expresses the annoyance that he felt 

because sex interfered with the development of the 

se 1 f. [The poem] descr ibes an apparently sexual 

encounter with a woman in Italy. The next morning 

the narrator is angered that such interaction 

should be necessary; it interferes with his higher 

aspirations. He concludes that both sexes should 

be joined in' one being. Then there would be no 

loss of selfhood. Human interaction 

threatens the integrity of the self, and it 

suggests the need to keep the self intact (135). 

There is no evidence to confirm that such a "sexual 

encounter with a woman in Italy" ever took place, nor is 

descr iption of the poem as a morning-after lament about 

having succumbed to sexual temptation convincing, for the 

dramatic lyric is clearly about a pleasure party from which 

no "pleasure" was derived. Walter Sutton pointed out over 

forty years ago that "frustration and loneliness keynote 

many of the poems in the [Timo1eon] volume" (325), including 

"After the Pleasure Party." The poem articulates a highly 

subjective state of mind in a short, intense drama, and the 

complexity of diction and rhetoric match the turbulence and 

confl ict 0 f feel ing associated with frustrated sexual 

de sire. The ode -1 ike poem is arresting to read, with 

unexpected turns of thought, elliptical phrasing, and the 
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sudden exclamations indicative of a speaking voice in an 

extreme and potentially suicidal state. The lyric brings 

together an intricate mixture of voices, including in 

addition to Urania an unidentified narrator and the voice of 

"Amor Threatening," a personified abstraction evidently 

deri· .. ~d from the late renaissance emblem book tradition.:ze 

There has been a good deal of confusion in critical studies 

because of ambiguity in the point of view,:ze but the 

rhetorical signals are adequate to demarcate the frames and 

shifts between speakers. 

The figure of Urania, derived from classical mythology, 

is one of the nine traditional muses, differentiated by the 

Romans according to function, who gave power, voice, and 

knowledge to the poet. Urania specifically governs the 

divine wisdom associated with astronomy. Melville was 

thoroughly acquainted with a number of literary sources in 

which the character of Urania appears. For example, at the 

beginning of Book VII in Mil ton IS Paradise Lost, when the 

poet is preparing to tell the story of creation, he invokes 

the name of Urania as the traditional patroness of 

astronomy, but he quickly adds that what he has in mind is 

"the meaning, not the Name" (1.5). Spenser, another source 

frequently cited by Melville, also speaks of Urania in "The 

Tears of the Muses" (11. 499-502). There, as in Milton, 

Urania controls etiological knowledge associated with 



The world's creation, 

How in his cradle first he fostered was; 

And judge of Nature's cunning operation, 

How things she found of a formlesse mas. 
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In recent years, increased attention has been given to the 

influence of Wordsworth on Melville, and the "Vernal Ode," 

published in 1820, depicts Urania as well as another shared 

image from the "Pleasure Party" poem, the bee. On a 

different t~ack, Allen Stein sees parallels between 

Hawthorne's powerful figure of Zenobia in The Blithedale 

Romance and Melville's Urania, but suggestive similarities 

do not necessarily indicate a source; especially since many 

nineteenth-century writers depicted tragic female 

characters. Perhaps the most relevant source or influence, 

however, was identified by Walter Sutton in his 1951 article 

in Philological Quarterly. Thare, he discusses the Urania of 

Plato'S Symposium, a dialogue in which the problems of 

sexual desire and frustration are discussed. Merton Sealts 

has exhaustively described Melville's early acquaintance 

with Plato's various dialogues and his frequent use of them 

in his work, and of course The Symposium27 is also the 

source of Melville's explicit reference in stanza 11 to the 

primitive androgynous human form which presumed against the 

gods and attempted to climb into heaven. In punishment, Zeus 
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sheared the creature in two, and forever after 'the two parts 

yearn to find their other half. In addition, there is also 

good reason to believe that Schopenbauer's book, The World 

as Will and Idea (Sealts No. 448), had an important 

influence on Melville's writing of the poem. He was reading 

the Schopenbauer book in his later years (Sealts 130), and 

there is a clear relationship between the ideas of the book 

and those of the poem, especially in the series of 

"Supplements to the Fourth. Book" in which Schopenhauer takes 

up the problem of "the inner significance and real nature of 

sexual love, which sometimes rises to a vehement passion" 

(248) • 

Melville's poem has two parts, each of which contains 

an editorial introduction foll.owed by a monologue from the 

woman-speaker. Urania I s two monologues are delivered in 

sol i tude but overheard by the narrator who frames her 

speeches with comments at the beginning and end. In the 

epigram, Amor Threatening establishes the thematic focus of 

the poem on the psychological consequences, the psychic and 

emotional danger, of repressing or denying one's sexuality, 

for when eros is aroused and "wroth," his "downy wings. 

beat tempest even in reason's seat." This is clearly not the 

cherubic rococo boy of modern Valentine cards, but rather a 

much more sophisticated and powerful representation of Cupid 

which was more common anciently. Spenser I s Cupid (in FQ 
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3.11) is a possible analogue, and Melville marked several 

passages there concerning the "revenge of cupid."2e As the 

poem itself opens, an editorial voice describes the night 

time Mediterranean setting and catalogs a series of 

conventional binary opposites which suggest not only the 

bifurcation between the sexes but the divided state of 

Urania I s mind as well. The movement from upland to sea is 

progressively "down and down. . . Terrace by terrace" in a 

series of abrupt steps. He contrasts "white marbles" and 

"green halls," and the "house" and "upland" of the coast 

with the "starlit Mediterranean Sea." The narrator takes the 

setting as an ideal unification of opposites and imbues it 

wi th a tone of soporific calm. It is, as he says at the 

start of the second stanza, a "Paradise" (reminding us of 

earlier Melvillian paradises which were ultimately found to 

be infested with "cankering worms"), and he suggests that at 

"such an hour / Some pangs that rend might take release." 

Suddenly, however, he discovers a sleepless wanderer who has 

found no "balsamic peace" in the "bower of balm." "From 

wbom," he asks, do "the paSSionate words in vent" come 

"after long revery (s discontent?" Thus, the first twenty 

1 ines spoken by the narrator frame Urania (s dramatic 

monologue which extends for the next ten stanzas. The "who" 

and "whom" of lines 17 and 20 clearly refers to the speaker 

at the start of the third stanza, and she echoes with added, 
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but slightly shifted emphas.is the binary imagery of the 

opening lines: 

Tired of the homeless deep, 

Look how their flight yon hurrying billows urge. 

Hitherward but to reap 

Passive repulse from the iron-bound verge! 

Insensate, can they never know 

'Tis mad to wreck the impulsion so? 

Where the narrator sees "paradise" in the natural setting 

and images 0 f tranquil i ty in the marriage of opposites. 

Urania see s v io lent concussion between the "hurry ing 

billows" and the "iron-bound verge _" The ocean. 0 ften 

represented iconographically by its waves or "billows." is a 

traditional female symbol (Cirlot 242; Cooper 188-190), and 

the word verge certainly suggests the boundary between land 

and sea, but it also carries explicit phallic connotations 

as well_2~ The waves wrecking upon the land are thus 

Urania I S image of confl ict between an uncharacteristically 

passive masculine sensibility and an active feminine 

principle in a complex inversion of traditional gender 

symbolism in love poetry_ This conflict echoes her own 

situation of aroused, but frustrated, sexual desire since 

the billows are "tired of the homeless deep." but the 

"passive repulse" met by the waves on striking land affects 
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wreason's seatW as Amor Threatening had warned: WTis mad to 

wreck the impulsion so,w she says. 

Shi fting from the analogy or sympathetic echo in the 

na tural world to her own particular situation, Urania 

identifies toe event she is trying to forget, "the glade/ 

Where in Fate sprung Love I s ambuscade. If "Fate" is the 

conventional word for the way things happen, the 

inexplicable operation of chance in human experience. 

Melville had broached this problem many times earlier in his 

writing, as, for example, at the end of Moby-Dick when 

Ishmael is saved as the sole survivor of the Pequod's crew 

by the complex operation of chance events. In a more direct 

sense, when the narrator of Pierre reviews Glendinning 

family history and the glorious prospects of the youth early 

in the novel, he says: "Now Pierre stands on this noble 

pedestal; we shall see if he keeps that fine footing; we 

shall see if Fate hath not just a little bit of a small word 

or two to say in this world" (12). For both Pierre and 

Urania, the operation of fate is closely related to the 

sudden eruption of sexual desire, ("Sensual strife") after 

many "pale years of cloistral life, If and the dialectic 

between this sudden desire, in contrast with her years of 

scholarly devotion, controls the structure of her monologue. 
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Details of the actual event on which Urania meditates 

are strategically delayed until the eighth stanza where we 

learn of ~The peasant girl demure that trod! Beside our 

wheels.~ In her hand she held "a blossoming rod" that 

resembled a phallic fertility symbol, "the sceptre of May

day." Urania is in a jealous rage because her own "faded ll 

and "withering" grandeur failed in a love competition with 

the peasant girl's effortless beauty which attracted the 

"softened glance~ and attention of the man Urania loves. She 

complains further that later, ~after lunch and sallies gay,! 

Like the Decameron folk we lay! In sylvan groups," she was 

left alone: ~and I--let be!" So the problem is not just that 

she is abandoned by the man to whom she is inexplicably 

attracted: there is no alternative to him. No one else wants 

her, and she desires no one. 

The nature of Urania'S dilemma is amplified in stanza 

four by the introduction of allusions to two classical 

figures, Vesta and Sappho. Vesta is the Roman goddess of the 

hearth, or, more directly, of virginity and marital 

chastity. She is the goddess who was served by the Vestal 

Virgins (Oxford Classical Dictionary, 1116). Sappho, of 

course, is the sexually versatile poet of Lesbos who had a 

daughter by her husband, Cercylas, but later found greater 

satisfaction in same-sex relations. 30 For Urania to describe 

herself as "Vesta struck with Sappho's smart," then, is to 
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say that she not only suffers from unrequited sexual desire 

like Sappho' s love for Phaon, whom Aphrodite had blessed 

wi th irresistibleness, but that she is also feeling as if 

sustaining her Vesta-like virginity and chastity has been an 

utterly useless endeavor. Since the old story of Sappho' s 

ha v ing jumped 0 ff the Leucadian Rock· is apparently a 

comedian's invention,31 Urania asserts the actuality of it 

or at least the poetic truth of it for her, the reality of 

the fact that erotic desires can produce such frustrations 

and fatal consequences: "No fable her delirious leap," she 

says. She also makes her own case more desperate than 

Sappho's and embraces the possibility of suicide because it 

would bring relief from the emotional pain. 

Urania's primary response to the eruption of desire is 

to feel anger, disgust, and self-loathing. To love as she 

does is "to dote" and "come to [a] drear shame" since her 

inability to "reign" over n~ule's instinct" is a negation 

and denial of the discipline she has acquired through 

scientifiC inquiry: "kept I lang heaven's watch for this,/ 

Contemning love, for this, even this?" Urania especially 

feels the triviality of the emotions, the "petty hell" 

associated with her frustrations: "Envy and spleen, can 

these be mine?" She knows that "The plain lone bramble 

thrills with Spring/ As much as vines that grapes shall 

bring," but at the same time she is also experiencing an 
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awakening to the truth about herself, an epiphany of self

revelation. 

Her repression of sexual desire has been a sort of 

pr ide or hubris, a tragic flaw which has resul ted in her 

ultimate fall and collapse. In her astronomical studies she 

had turned her "reaching ranging tube" to the 

constellations, and she "hailed for sister there! Starred 

Cass iope ia in Go lden Cha ir." In cl assical mytholog1", 

Cassiopeia incurred the wrath of Poseidon by boasting that 

she and her daughter, Andromeda, were more beautiful than 

the Nereids. After Perseus defeated the monster sent by 

Poseidon and the army of Agenor, a rival suitor, "Poseidon 

set the images of Cepheus and Cassiopeia among the stars-

the latter, as a punishment for her treachery, is tied in a 

market basket which, at some seasons of the year, turns 

upside-down, so that she looks ridiculous" (Graves 241). 

This is apparently what Melville is referring to when Urania 

says "In dream I throned me, nor I saw! In cell the idiot 

crowned with straw." She sees herself as one whose pride in 

renunciation has led to public humiliation. 

The opening lines of the eleventh stanza present some 

speCial problems: 

Could I remake me! or set free 



This sexless bound in sex, then plunge 

Deeper than Sappho, in a lunge 

Piercing Pan's paramount mystery! 
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What Urania seeks is to be remade or to be free of desire 

altogether in much the same way that Pierre declares at the 

end of his disastrous career that he is "neuter now" and 

therefore no longer subject to the madness brought on by 

sexual desire. ~2 Urania believes that if free from sexual 

desire she could discover a world of possibility not only 

beyond that of the bisexual Sappho but beyond the barrier of 

death as well. "Pan's paramount mystery" is' the problem of 

sexual desire which invades and permeates the human, animal, 

and vegetable worlds, disrupting order and symmetry with the 

chaos of erotic instinct. She recognizes also the radical 

difference between this instinctual life and the 

powerlessness of the ordering and organizing mind before the 

inexplicable acts motivated by desire. "Me no~' fair studies 

charm no more," she says, because "great thoughts writ" and 

"high themes sung" cannot br ing color back to her !lwan 

cheeks" or "unlock his arm" flung around "some radiant 

ninny." She would gladly exchange all of her erudite 

knowledge for the "wanton's rose." 

Urania seeks to discover the reason .hy sexual i ty 

functions as it does. She recalls the well-known Platonic 
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etiological myth of gender origins in which the original 

androgynous human creature was divided in half on gender 

lines and the halves seek reunification through marriage or 

sexual coupling. The problem Urania sees is that NIf these 

co-relatives never meet,/ Selfhood itself seems incomplete," 

and there is a high probability that the two halves will 

never be able to find each other, resulting in a life time 

of unhappiness for both: NAnd such the dicing of blind 

fate/Few matching halves here meet and mate," she says. For 

Urania, the system is a "cosmic jest or anarch blunder/ The 

human integral clove asunder / And the fractions shied 

through life's gate." 

As Urania's first monologue closes, the dawn breaks, 

and she addresses the stars to lament the loss of her 

interest in astronomical stUdies: "irlhither is gone the spell 

ye threw When rose before me Cassiopeia?" She herself 

answers: Usurped on by love's stronger reign,N and with 

that acknowledgment "disillusionment opens all the shore N as 

"light breaks--truth breaks." With that the monologue ends 

and the narrator whose voice started the poem returns in a 

clOSing frame: 

One knows not if Urania yet 

The pleasure-party may forget; 

O~ whether she lived down the strain 



Of turbulent heart and revel brain; 

For Amor so resents a slight, 

And hers had been such haught disdain, 

He long may wreak his boyish spite, 

And boy-like, little reck the pain. 
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The second half of the poem is structurally and 

thematically the same as the first half. In an initial frame 

the narrator tells of seeing Urania in Rome at the entrance 

to the Albani Palace where she stood transfixed in an 

ideological and emotional conflict between allegiance to 

"the armed virgin," Athena, and the Virgin Mary. Earlier in 

the day, while near "Mary's convent shrine," and "touched by 

her picture's moving plea," she had "half. resolved to 

kneel and believe./ Believe and submit, the veil take on." 

Now, however, before the pagan statue she says:" But 

thee, armed Virginr less benign, / Thee now I invoke, thou 

mightier one." The "Helmeted Woman" is far from "the sexual 

feud" which "clogs the aspirant life." She sees her as 

"self-reliant, strong and free," one in whom "power and 

peace unit," a "Transcender," and it is to this deity that 

Urania makes supplication: "raise me up to thee, /Raise me 

and arm mer" 

Unfortuna te ly, th i sis cl earl yare turn to the 

cloistral, "bachelor" life and rejection of sexuality which 
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made the original assault of desire upon her so powerful in 

the first place. In the final closing frame, the narrator 

comments on Urania r s supplication and critically describes 

it as a "fond appeal;" "never passion peace shall bring." 

"l~othing may help or heal/ While Amer incensed remembers 

wrong." A brief couplet then warns Urania and "virgins 

everywhere" to give heed. 

In Plators Symposium, a dialogue on the nature of love, 

Pausanias declares that 

Love is inseparable from Aphrodite, and if there 

were only one Aphrodite there would be only one 

love; but as there are two goddesses there must be 

two loves. And am I not right in asserting that 

there are two goddesses? The elder one, having no 

mother, who is called the heavenly Aphrodite--she 

is the daughter of Uranus; the younger, who is the 

daughter of Zeus and Dione--her we call common; 

and the Love who is her fellow worker is rightly 

named common, as the other love is called 

heavenly (169). 

The love inspired by the "heavenly" Aphrodite [Urania] is 

described by Pausanias as delighting in "him who is the more 

valiant and intelligent nature," and for "intelligent beings 
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whose ~eason is beginning to be developed n (170), This point 

is clarified' furtber by Eryximachus, the next speaker, who 

calls the love of Urania ntemperate n (176), as opposed to 

that of the otber Aphrodite, Polyhymnia, which is wanton and 

vulgar. Aristopbanes' comic story of the androgynous 

creature discussed earlier follows the speech of 

Eryximachus. Since Plato's Urania also inspires nthe love of 

man for mann in contrast to Polyhymnia's promotion of 

heterosexual relations, Sutton says that 

the poem employs the apparently feminine central 

character, Urania, as an indirect means of 

expressing a feeling toward the male companion of 

the poem which is 'actually homosexual in nature. . 

. Yet. . Urania's plight is not simply an 

illustration of the problem of frustrated 

homosexual desire; it is also an acknowledgement 

of a conflict, which cannot be reconciled, between 

sexual urges towards both male and female objects 

(320-1) . 

Interesting as this may be, I would suggest that Melville's 

possible use of the Symposium is more to evoke a character 

who embodies qualities of temperate and reasoned judgment, 

especially in matters of love, who is ironically seized by 

inexpl icable and uncontrollable erotic desire which mocks 
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her former resoluteness and is compounded by the frustration 

she feels because her desire is not reciprocated. Indeed, 

it is this very aspect of sezual desire and frustration 

which Schopenhauer33 discusses in his chapter on the 

"Metaphysics of the Love of the Sexes" where he provides 

direct commentary on the two Aphrodites, Urania and 

Polyhymnia, discussed in the Symposium. 

Schopenhauer asserts that the force governing the 

entire complex phenomena of what is popularly described as 

"love" is nothing more than the will to live, having as its 

aim the preservation of the species and the "composition of 

the nezt generation" (340). Love is the operation of racial 

instinct to bring together the most compatable males and 

females for the propagation of the species and the creation 

of the best possible new generation. Schopenhauer's 

perception of the inescapable and irrational quality of the 

erotic instinct is made very clear in his statements: 

Next to the love of life, [sexual lovel shows 

itself the strongest and most powerful of motives 

[; it] constantly lays claim to half the powers 

and thoughts of the younger portion of mankind, is 

the ultimate goal 0 f almost all human effort, 

exerts an adverse influence on the most important 

events, interrupts the most serious occupations 
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every hour, sometimes embarrasses for a while even 

the greatest minds, does not hesitate to intrude 

wi th its trash inter fer ing with the negotiations 

of statesmen and the investigations of men of 

learning, (and] demands the sacrifice sometimes of 

life or heal th, sometimes of wealth, rank, and 

happiness (339). 

"Madness and suicide" ("Metaphysics" 361), such as Urania 

contemplates, are also possibilities which Schopenhauer 

identifies with the individual who is entrapped by the 

erotic and feels a sense of entrapment and alienation from 

his or her former self. As he says, 

the love of a man often affords comical, and 

sometimes also tragical phenomena; both because, 

taken possession of by the spirit of the species, 

he is now ruled by this, and no longer belongs to 

himself: his conduct becomes unsuited to the 

individual" (366) .... the genius of the species 

generally wages war throughout with the guardian 

geniuses of individuals, is their pursuer and 

enemy, always ready relentlessly to destroy 

personal happiness in order to carry out its ends. 

. All this depends upon the fact that the 

species, as that in which the root of our being 
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lies, has a closer and earlier right to us than 

the individual; hence its affairs take precedence. 

From the feeling of this, the ancients personified 

the genius of the species in Cupid, a malevolent, 

cruel, and therefore ill-reputed god in spite of 

his childish appearance; a capricious, despotic 

demon, yet lord of gods and men: ["Eros, tyrant of 

gods and menl" Euripides, Andromeda) A deadly 

dart, blindness, and wings are his attributes. The 

latter signify inconstancy; and this appears·; as a 

rule, only with the disillusionment which is the 

consequence of satisfaction (370). 

Urania's sense of detachment and alienation from her 

former self immediately comes to mind in relation to 

Schopenhauer's ideas. As Merton Sealts points out, Melville 

read other works by Schopenhauer during his last months, 

including The Wisdom of Life. In this book he marked a 

passage which Sealts says "must have struck him as a comment 

on his own relations with his time:" "The more a man belongs 

to posterity, in other words, to humanity in general, the 

more of an alien he is to his contemporaries" (Sealts 220). 

Melville certainly had, as Ernest Rhys discovered, Ira 

hermit's reputation," late in life, but he was never 

al ienated from the intellectual forces of his time, which 

spanned the entire nineteenth century. "After the Pleasure 
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Party" invites comparison with the work of other American 

poets at the t~rn of the cent~ry, such as Masters and 

Robinson, who were handling the love tbeme with similar 

irony and coming to similar conclusions: a radical 

dIsruption exists between men and women which thwarts the 

fulfillment of sexual and emotional desire and makes life a 

lengthy drama of defeat and loneliness. 34 
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NOTES 

1 The citation in the title is from "After the Pleasure 

Party." 

2 D.H. Lawrence, of course, was one of the first major 

vo ices in the Mel ville renaissance, largely l' perhaps, 

because he recognized similarities between Melville's work 

and his own ideas. The shared concerns of the two authors 

are effectively summarized by Kingley Widmer in "Melville 

and the Myths of Modernism" (670-613). 

~ On the problem of the biographical fallacy in 

Melville criticism, see Robert Milder's two excellent review 

articles "Melville and His Biographers," in ESQ 22, 1976, 

and "Knowing Melville," ESQ 24, 1918. 

4 The "quest" is, the standard focus of the mythic 

criticism. This approach to Melville was popular in the 

1950s and 60s, producing 'studies 1 ike those 0 f R. W. B. 

Lewis1s The American Adam (1955), Daniel Hoffman's Form and 

Fable in American Fiction (1961), James R. Baird's Ishmael 

(1956), and Martin Pop1s The Melville Archetype (1970). See 

Shirley M. Dettlaff's summary in A Companion to Melville 

Studies. Many critics of mythic studies have the mistaken 

notion that successful closure of the quest is a 
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requirement, but as Joseph Campbell pOints out, the quest 

monomyth is capable of infinite permutations. 

IS See Tony Tanner, Adul tery in the Hovel (11) and 

Robert K. Hartin, Hero, Captain, and Stranger (28-29). 

eo Melville often evokes the traditional linguistic 

rela tionship between sexual knowledge and wisdom. The 

general problem of discovering truth in Chapter 76 of Moby

Dick is couched in sexual terms: wClear truth is a thing for 

salamander giants only to encounter; how small the chances 

for the provencials. What befell the weakling youth lifting 

the dread goddess's veil at Sais? (286). There are, as 

Sweeney points out, "intentional sexual undercurrents II 

1 inked to the pur su ito f truth in this passage. See 

Schiller's poem, "Veiled Image of Sais," marked by Melville 

in his edition. Similar veil imagery appears in Pierre (41) 

as forbidden knowledge is projected imagistically or 

metaphorically as sexual knowledge. 

? For discussion of the unreliable narrator in 

Helville's work see William B. Dillingham (11), Wilma Garcia 

(68), Carolyn Karcher (121), and Beryl Rowland (390). 

IS Evert Duyckinck remarked (in what was actually a 

negative criticism of Melville's writing) that "Melv·ille 
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models his writing a great deal on that of Washington 

I rv ing" (cited from Howard 107). Robert Kellner discusses 

Melville's use of the sketch tradition in "Herman Melville: 

The Sketch as Genre" MSE 3 (1) Spring 1971, 22-26 . 

., A number of recent studies in anthropology and 

psychology have examined the non-verbal comm.unication 

possible through touch, especially as a means of 

establishing and maintaining power, status, and dominance. 

See Nancy Hanley in The Body Politic (1975). 

10 The primary texts of the "Philo Logos" controversy 

over the leadership and direction of a young men's debating 

society are reprinted in William H. Gilman's Melville's 

Early Life and Redburn, pages 91-98 and in his Appendix A. 

11 Rebecca, a Jewish girl, is from Scott's Ivanhoe. She 

is menaced by Brian de Bois-Guilbert, a Norman noble and 

member of the Templar order who tries to rape her. When his 

scheme fails, he fabricates a charge of witchcraft against 

her. Beryl Rowland does an admirable job of explaining the 

Brian de Bois-Guilbert and Templar references in "Paradise 

of Bachelors" (Rowland 395) but seems unaware of the Rebecca 

reference in the "Fragments." 

12 John Seelye makes this pOint in The Ironic Diagram. 
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%:3 For an alternative view, see James Baird, Ishmael 

(252). 

14 Most male societies in primitive cultures equate 

mascul ini ty with the possession of a complete set of 

geni tals and make interdictions against those who are 

congeni tally deficient or who have been sexually injured. 

The Mosaic law, for example, prohibits any man who Nhath his 

stones broken N from officiating in the functions of the 

Levitical priesthood (Leviticus 21:20). The military 

practice of castrating one's enemies bas the same symbolic 

value. When Nthe people N in White-Jacket finally revolt 

against the abuses of a master-at-arms, the appropriate 

punishment is to make him genderless: castration. "Hore than 

once a master-at-arms has been seized at night by an 

exasperated crew and served as Origen served himself, or as 

his enemies served Abelard" (White-Jacket, 187). 

1'e I am assuming that Typee and Omoo employ the same 

narrative voice. ~ clearly identifies itself as a sequel 

to Typee, but not all critics agree that the narrative voice 

of the two novels is the same. 

u. On this pOint, see Carl William Brucker's Rutgers 

University dissertation, "The Happy Prisoner: A Study of 
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Melville's Typee and ~," and Edwin M 0 Eigner, "The 

Romantic Unity of Melville's Omooo" 

1.7 This fraud can't be maintained for long among the 

professional demi-gods of the islands. "Beside these mighty 

magna tes," Taj i says, "I and my di v ini ty shrank into 

nothing" (175) 0 

1e Like Taji, Ozonna comes to the island "in quest of a 

maiden long lost--beautiful Ady" (648). Enslaved by Hautia, 

he thinks he sees Itin Rea, one of her maidens," his ItAdy 

transformed." He makes love to her, and her necklace-drop 

makes an impress on his chest which catches the eye of 

Hautia. The queen summons her maidens, but when they come 

all are wearing a similar necklace. Another revolt takes 

place the next day when Ozonna's "arbor was strown over with 

bruised Linden-leaves, exuding a vernal juice" (648) which 

stains Rea's feet green. Again, all of Hautia I s maidens 

stain their feet green, also. The next morning Ozonna is 

accused of murdering Rea and condemned to death, but he 

escapes from his executioners. Because of this tale, Taj i 

believes that "In some wild way, Hautia had made a captive 

of Yillah; in some one of her black-eyed maids, the blue 

eyed One was transformed" (649), and he frantically searches 

for her among the island maidens. See also Mildred K 0 
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Travis, "Spenserian Analogues," and Nathalia Wright, "A Note 

on Melville's Use of Spenser." 

1~ See Hilton S. Stern, "Melville, Society, and 

Language" (443-444, 447-449). 

20 Al though early cr i ticism took these bachelors at 

face value and described Melville as envious of their mirth 

and freedom, most recent studies see his attitude in more 

ironic terms. In this regard, see especially Richard Fogle 

14, 46, 50-51, 105, and 132. 

21 See William Bysshe Stein, in "Melville's Eros:" "The 

reluctance to establish any kind of connection with the 

other sex defines a state of narcissism" (301). 

22 The Pandora myth is described by the OCD and by 

Robert Graves as an anti-feminist fabrication through which 

the problems of humankind are attributed to women in the 

same way that a woman is blamed for the entrance of sin into 

the world by the Judeo-Christian mythos (Graves, I.35). 

23 This, of course, is a stock expression for hypocrisy 

derived from Christ's accusation against the Scribes and 

Pharisees in Matthew 23:27. 
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24 According to Chase, "Urania recalls an enticing girl 

whom the poet had seen on his travels. The girl had walked 

beside the carriage in which the poet rode, and she carried 

a 'blossoming rod,' apparently 'a sceptre of May-day.' 

Amor's 'glance' fell 'moistly' on the peasant girl, and the 

'petty hell' of the poet's passion was fired" (222). In 

addi tion to his misidentification of the poet with Amor, 

there is a further problem in his associating the "petty 

hell" with the poet r S passion for the peasant girl. The 

petty hell is obviously Urania's jealousy when her male 

companion's attention is distracted by the other 9i!1: 

On her--to fire this petty hell, 

His softened glance how moistly fell! 

20 "Emblem books," which were very popular in the 

fifteenth through nineteenth centuries, showed engravings 

(icons) of personified moral or religious ideas accompanied 

by an aphor i s tic mo t to and a short epigrama tic poem 

e%pressing the idea in more detail. Melville ~urchased a 

copy of Francis Ouarles r well-known Emblems, Divine & 

Moral; The School of the Heart; and Hieroglvphics of the 

Life of Man (Sealts No. 414) in December 1871, apparently as 

a Christmas gift for his daughter, Bessie. Houston Diehl's 

An Index of Icons in English Emblem Books: 1500-1700 
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provides entr ies for a number of possible analogues for 

Melville's figure of "Amor Threatening:" 

Ayres 132 
Motto: "There's no defense against love" 
Icon: Cupid shoots arrows at armor 
Epigram: No armor can protect man from wounds of 

love 

(see also Ayres #8, 119, #15, #26, #30, and 
#431 

Van Veen p. 23 
Motto: "Nothing resisteth love" 
Icon: Cupid shoots darts at shield 
Epigram: Iron and steel cannot shield man from the 

force of love 

Van Veen p. 29 
Motto: "To late to fly" 
Icon: Cupid chases a fleeing lover with a dart in 

his breast 
Epigram: Once love strikes, the lover cannot run 

from love 

[see also Van Veen pp. 241, 9, 215, and 871 

2& Mark Hennelly describes the speaker as "suffering 

from postcoital depression" (277) in his lament that "never 

paSSion peace shall bring." 

27 Melville purchased the Bohn edition of Plato in 1851 

(apparently now lost), and there are allusions to the 

"Banquet" or "Symposium" in his 177 November letter to 

Hawthorne and in Book II of Pierre. The same edition is 

cited in "Billy BUdd." He also read Shelley's translation of 

Plato in 1873 (Sealts 76-7, 135). 
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2e See Cowanrs Melvillers Marginalia, 590-593, and 

Edgar Wind, Amor as a God of Death: Pagan Mysteries in the 

Renaissance (1968). 

2" The OED identifies the origin of the word as the 

Latin "virga," meaning "rod." The primary definition of the 

word is "the male organ." A verge is also "The shaft of a 

column," a rod or wand carried as an emblem of authority or 

symbol of office." 

30 Pierre Baylers dictionary, which Melville owned and 

frequently consul ted, provides a fully developed and 

detailed entry on Sappho summarizing all available classical 

knowledge concerning her. Melvillers general use of Bayle is 

discussed by Millicent Bell in "Pierre Bayle and Hoby-Dick," 

PHLA 66, (September 1951): 626-48. 

31 "Phaon, a legendary ferryman in Lesbos, made so 

handsome or given such a pCJte~t charm by Aphrodite, that 

Sappho among others fell desperately in love with him, 

finally jumping off the Leucadian Rock for his sake. The 

story apparen~ly is a comedianrs invention." See The Oxford 

Classical Dictionary (763, 950). 

32 See Joseph A. Boone, ~Male Independence and the 

American Quest Genre" (189). 
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33 Several critics have discussed the contribution of 

Schopenhauer to Melville's thought. See William Braswell, 

Melville's Religious Thought (14-15, 117-118),· Walter 

Sutton, Kenneth Ledbetter, and Olive L. Fite. 

34 See, for example, E.A. Robinson's "Eros Tyrannos. If 

The work of contemporary novelist like Kate Chopin in ~ 

Awakening should also be included as part of the 

contemporary examination of love and marriage.ge.ly 

descr ibes the speaker .as "suffer ing from postcoital 

depression" (277) in his lament that "never passion peace 

shall br ing. II 
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Chapter 3: 

ftGrown wise by experience, they neither loved over keenly, 

nor hated; but took things as they were: ft1 Melville's 

Representation of Fractured Marital Relations 

The marriage theme is a critical problem in Melville 

studies for two reasons; first, the sheer abundance of 

references to marriage and marital relations undercuts the 

arguments of those who say there are no women in Melville's 

work, or that women are of no interest or concern to him. 

Second, tho se cr i tics who do talk about the marr iage 

question have a tendency to link aspects ~f Melvillels life 

to' his fictional representations of matrimony and to ascr ibe 

to Melville an ambiguous sexual orientation or outright 

hostility toward women, marriage, and sexuality. And, of 

course, there is also the question of his own marriage with 

El izabeth Shaw and recurr ing intimations of conflict or 

abuse. 2 Assumptions about Melville's attitudes toward women 

and speculation about the details of his sparsely 

documented personal life have been a prolific source of 

discourse in the tradition of Melville scholarship.3 But at 

the same time, little has been said about the relationship 

between his attitudes (articulated in the fiction) and the 

live 1 y nineteenth century debate over the foundation, 
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construction, and possible reform of marriage. In this 

regard, Melville frequently isolates and illuminates those 

pOints where the marriage bond comes apart, particularly in 

terms of the distribution of power and the problem of who 

shall rule. He also raises questions about social 

inequalities, sexual dynamics, and gender roles inherent in 

the ideology of Victorian marriage which dominated American 

practice in the nineteenth century. All of these issues 

engaged the attention of increasing numbers of writers 

American writers in the decades following the Civil War, 

yet Melville is rarely though of as having any concern with 

the problems of failed or dysfunctional marriage. Melville's 

criticism of the social institution of marriage also 

involves subversion and disruption of the so-called 

"marriage plot," a structural and thematic pattern which has 

dominated narrative aesthetics in Western literature for 

several hundred years. "" Thus, his open ended narratives 

constantly reinforce the uncertain, uneasy, and unresolved 

impl ications evoked when the "structure that maintains the 

structure" of society (Tanner 3) is interrogated and found 

wanting. 

After reviewing the religious context of the antebellum 

marriage debate, I will look closely at two marriages which 

are frequently discussed by critics as prime examples of 

Melville's negative attitude toward matrimony, the 
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relationship between Annatoo and Samoa in Mardi and between 

Goner·il and John Ringman in The Confidence Man. The 

narrative frames through which these two interpolated 

str;,ries are told problematizes them so that neither can be 

taken, as they often are, as unqualified statements of 

Melville position on the marriage issue. Rather, they should 

be understood as Melville's implied criticism of 

contemporary theory and practice in marriage. 

During the turbulent first half of the nineteenth 

century, the institution of marriage in America was 

subjected to intense scrutiny and questioning from a number 

of di fferent quarters. As Lawrence Foster po ints out, 

"thousands of Americans before the Civil War [were] so upset 

about conventional marriage and sex-role patterns that they 

were prepared to try to change their entire way of life" 

(vi).e A feminist historian, Carol Smith-Rosenberg, has 

noted that Melville r s society was "character ized in large 

part by rigid gender-role differentiation within the family 

and wi thin society as a whole, leading to the emotional 

segregation of women and men" (9). This segregation was the 

focus 0 f cr i t ic i sm from many peopl e who sought more 

equi table relations between men and women. Significantly, 

this contemporary interrogation of marriage was closely tied 

to the general reassessment of religion which was taking 

place at the same time because of the diminution of 
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traditional patriarchal authority and power in the church,& 

and "as a response to nineteenth century social tensions and 

the process of "rapid social change" (Foster 5).7 

Consequently, a ~ariety of experimental religious 

communi ties emerged that questioned the conventional 

boundar ies of marriage and inaugurated radical changes in 

conjugal relations, such as celibacy, group marriage, free 

love, and polygamy. Host of these experiments were motivated 

by a perception that many social and religious problems were 

rooted in fractured relations between men and women, 

particularly with regard to sexuality (Foster, 32). The 

various denominations of traditional Christianity in 

America, on the other hand, were ill-equipped to modify 

their archaic strictures and attitudes toward gender and 

gender roles since they believed that they were following 

Biblical teachings in their practices. For example, the 

most liberal branch of what might be described as orthodox 

or trad i t ional Chr istiani ty in Amer ica, the Uni tar ian 

Church, was starkly conservative in terms of the changes in 

sexual and conjugal practices which the radical new sects 

advocated. e Failure of human relations was thus perceived 

to be part a f a more general failure or corruption in 

spiritual matters which rendered traditional Christianity 

impotent to effect change. Although a number of commentators 

have discussed Melville1s attitudes toward God and religion 

in general,~ few have articulated his awareness of other 
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specific religions besides Calvinism, particularly the new 

denominations which sought to restructure "existing marriage 

patterns [that] were unrealistic, unsatisfying, and harmful" 

(Foster 3).:1.0 

The Shakers, for example, in whom Melville had enough 

interest to visit their nearby settlement in 1850 and to 

read one of their publications,:l.1 struggled to resolve the 

problem of sexuality by doing away with it entirely. Having 

seen an "open vision" of Adam and Eve in the act of sexual 

congress, Ann Lee, the founder of the sect, came to 

understand that their lust caused the fall of man and 

brought sin into the world.:l.2 This knowledge was confirmed 

by further revelations to her and to her successors in 

leadership which establ ished that the sexual impulses were 

indeed "the root of all evil and corruption in the world-

not only in reI igious matters, but also in economic, 

social, and pol i tical affairs as well" (Foster 25), In 

Chapter 71 of Moby-Dick, "The Pequod Meets the Jeroboam, II 

the white whale is represented by Gabriel as "the Shaker god 

incarnated" (267), and this chapter is paired with "The 

Town-Ho I s Story" in show ing Hoby-Dick as a vengeful God 

taking divine retribution against blasphemers. 13 

John Humphrey Noyes, who like the Shakers established 

his Oneida Community near Melville'S boyhood home in Albany, 
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New York, believed that pregnancy was debilitating to women 

and that excessive coition was physiologically dangerous for 

men. Consequently, he proselytized for a procedure (or more 

properly, "technique") of sexual relations through which the 

supposed immoderate sexual desires of women could be met, 

while at the same time they could avoid pregnancy and men 

could avoid enfeeblement. While Melville makes no direct 

reference to this group in his writings, the "complex 

marriage" they practiced was part of the changing milieu of 

domestic relations wi thin which he lived, and he was no 

doubt aware of Noyes' theory because of the community's 

proximity to Albany.14 Charles Fourier'S theories for 

establishing utopian socialism were popularized in America 

through the publ ication of Albert Br isbane I s The Social 

Destiny 0 f Man (1840). The key to eliminating deceit and 

divided interest, argued Fourier, was for men and women to 

give free expression to their natural impulses or 

inclinations. In labor, this meant that workers should live 

in communi ties in which each person could be engaged in 

"attractive industry" of their own choosing. This, of 

course, was the anticipated design of the Brook Farm 

exper iment which Hawthorne discusses in The B1 i thedale 

Romance. While Brook Farm specifically stressed Fourier's 

plans for industrial reorganization or "Associationism, II a 

few of the fifty "phalanxes" or communi.ties al so put into 

practice his notions of "free love, II in which the sexual 
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exclusivity characteristic of western marriage was replaced 

by the free expression of sexual impulses.~Q 

The Mormons, of course, t2~ing their cue from the Old 

Testament patriarchs, reinsti'4.:uted the ancient practice of 

polygamy, whereupon outraged and indignant Protestants 

forced them out of their bomes in New York, Ohio, Missouri, 

and III in01s before they ultimately took. their trek to the 

Rocky Mountains in 1848. Even there, however, the 

persecution (largely focused on objections to polygamy 

rather than other equally radical aspects of Mormon 

theology) did not cease until the practice was officially 

abandoned in 1890 as a precondition for Utah statehood. 

Melville makes knowledgeable references to the Mormons in 

several of his narratives (Pierre1~ and The Confidence 

~1e), and there is an important character in the Book of 

Mormon named Alma who is remarkably similar to the Alma 

figure 0 f Mardi. This is not to suggest that the curious 

Hormon text bears an explicit source relationship to Mardi, 

but rather that Helville was clearly aware of the sect and 

its marriage practices. at least through widely published 

and usually sensationalized newspaper accounts.17 It is 

further interesting that in Pierre, Melville I s only novel 

where the marr iage plot has an important, if subverted, 

role, the central characters are faced with the problem of 

working out the social and domestic dynamics of what could 
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easily be seen by outsiders as either a "complex marriage" 

after the pattern of Noyes, or as a kind of polygamous 

relationship on the Mormon design. 1e 

These radical campaigns to restructure conjugal 

relations in America were taking place while Melville was 

growing up in New York state where religious revivals and 

controversies were so common and fervent that the western 

and upper part of the region came to be called "the burn

over district. "1~ Moreover, the three sects or 

organizations discussed above are only the most salient or 

notorious examples of many experiments, religious or 

secular, on a large or small scale, that took place during 

the antebellum period. As David Reynolds notes in Beneath 

the American Renaissance, 

the 18405, the decade immediately preceding the 

appearance of several major novels and poems, was 

the first time in American history that sexuality 

was publ icly discussed en a mass level. Diverse 

theories of sexual antinomianism were not only 

circulating but also were acted upon; the 

polygamous Mormons established their Utah 

community in 1842 [sic]; the pantagamous 

perfectionists gathered at Oneida in 1847; many of 

the prominent Fourierist communities sprang up 
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during this decade;20 and in 1850 the first of the 

free love communities was established (222). 

Given this cultural context of turmoil and 

experimentation and Melville's interest in and proximity to 

several radical commllni ties, it should not be surprising 

that marriage relations, and especially the function of 

sexual i ty with in marriage, should enter into his work. as 

frequently as it does, and that the felicity traditionally 

attributed to the marriage state should be placed Ilnder such 

intense and unsympathetic probing. 21 The marriage of 

Anne-,too and Samoa in Hardi is often cited as a test case for 

measur ing and explaining Mel ville f s attitudes toward women 

and marriage:::!:::! since it presents an extreme case, but his 

stance is not as straight-forward as it is usually taken to 

be. Boarding the Parki, Taji and Jarl discover a man and 

woman hiding in the rigging of the seemingly derelict 

vessel, and in the course of becoming acquainted with them 

Taji soon perceives that "very often this husband and wife 

were no Darby and Joan" (75). Taji constantly associates 

animal imagery with Annatoo, as when he describes her "snug 

Ii ttle lair" in the forecastle which looked "as if some 

leopard had crouched there" (59). Similarly, when he comes 

on her hiding place in the huge ground-tier butt in the 

hold, he says 
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Here in this silent cask in the hold, Annatoo was 

wont to coil herself away, like a garter-snake 

under a stone. . . . Verily, her ways were as the 

ways of the inscrutable penguins in building their 

inscrutable nests, which baffle all sCience, and 

make a fool of a sage (102). 

Taji sees her as "being sinewy of limb, and neither young, 

comely, nor amiable," and thus she "was exceedingly 

distasteful in my eyes. Besides, she was a tigress" (90). 

She makes advances on Jarl by casting "sheep's eyes" at him, 

(114), and the things in her sea chest, which Taj i breaks 

into, are described as a 

motley assemblage of mill inery, and outlandish 

knick-knacks of all sorts; together with sundry 

rude calico contrivances, which though of 

unaccountable cut, nevertheless possessed a 

certain petticoatish air, and latitude of skirt, 

betokening them the habiliments of some feminine 

creature; most probably of the hUman species (59). 

The taxonomic rhetoric here of classification and division, 

especially in the last line, evokes a cluster of female 

stereotypes derived from an essentialist perception of 
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gender. Other narrators in Melville's work also depict women 

as animals, as when Delano describes the 

slumbering negress . . . lying. . . like a doe in 

the shade of a woodland rock. Sprawling at her 

lapp~d breasts was her wide-awake fawn, stark 

naked, its black little body half lifted from the 

deck, crosswise with its dam's; its hands, like 

two paws, clambering upon her; its mouth and nose 

ineffectually rooting to get at the mark; and 

meantime giving a vexatious half grunt (73). 

Delano sees other slave women as "unsophisticated as 

leopardesses; loving as doves." Obviously, all of these 

animal references dehumanize, depersonalize, and defeminize 

Annatoo and the other women. 

In addition to using animal imagery, Taji also employs 

a military vocabulary and historical allusions to describe 

the married life of Samoa and Annatoo as "one long campaign" 

(75). Her voice is "a park of artillery; her talons a charge 

of bayonets" (76). He also binds Annatoo to a mythic, 

literary and historical tradition of powerful, dominant 

women, shrewish wives, and abused or weak· husbands by 

identifying her with Pandora, Cleopatra, a "tragedy queen," 

a fury, and a termagant; by all uding to her II Amazonian 
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char acter" ( 90) , and call ing her "a Tar tar, a regular 

Culmuc" (75),23 and by relating the experience of Samoa to 

that of "the valiant captains Marlborough and Belisarius." 

"Samoa, sad to tell, stood in no little awe of his 

bellicose spouse. What, thought a hero in other respects, . 

he was a poltroon to his wife[,] and Annatoo was worse 

than either Sarah or Antonina" (75). These latter two women 

are the implacable wives of the two famous generals 

previously mentioned, Marlborough and Belisarius; one from 

the recent past and the other from the early Christian 

period (6th century). Taji also notes the "little colored 

print" pasted on the inside covers of Annatoo's locked 

treasure box "representing the harlots, the shameless 

hussies, having a fine time with the Prodigal Son" (60). 

This biblical reference, of course, recalls Christ's 

parable in Luke 15, and especially the son r S disSipations 

among strange, foreign women as the emblematic nadir of his 

flight from patriarchal authority and munificence. 24 

Ultimately, during the storm which wrecks the Parki, Annatoo 

is lost overboard in an event which is often described as 

Melvillers characteristic "killing off" of characters he 

doesn r t quite know how to handle, such as the majestic 

Bulkington in Moby-Dick who quickly disappears from the 

text. 2 !5 Joyce Warren says that while "Annatoo is the only 

female character in Mardi with any individuality of her 
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own[,] she is too real for the narrator ..• and Melville 

soon arranges to have her swept overboard" (116). 

Such, then, is the essence of the standard, negative 

reading of Annatoo which takes Taji's assessment of her at 

face value and equates the opinion of Taji with that of 

MelVille. There are, however, a number of elements in the 

story which challenge this common view of the situation. 

Kristin Herzog suggests that "Melville's view of women (and 

of marriage and bachelorhood) cannot be understood without 

discerning the various voices of his narrators and the 

degree of ironic distancing achieved by them" (83), and Taji 

is one of those narrators who "is seen very critically by 

Melville" (198). 

In this regard, then, it is first significant that the 

objections and complaints about this marriage are not coming 

from Samoa, her husband, but rather from Taj i, who as we 

have seen finds Annatoo "exceedingly distasteful" because 

she is not "young, comely, nor amiable" (90). This is Taji's 

ideal of womanhood, and it"centers on a nexus between beauty 

and approachableness in women. It is Taj i who makes the 

bookish comparison between Samoa's situation and the 

archetypal bad marriages of Belisarius and Marlborough, and 

he who describes Samoa as "a poltroon to his wife" (75). But 

as Kristin Herzog points out, "the primitive Samoa is wiser 
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in matters of marriage than the sophisticated Taji, for he 

not only manages to live with the "Tartar" Annatoo but 

defends her bravely before those who hate her" (84). He also 

trusts her enough to perform the amputation of his mangled 

arm, despite the irony of a lengthy paragraph immediately 

preceding the operation describing how island men always do 

their own surgery (78), and he bears her outbursts with 

patience. When they are in danger of running on the shoal, 

"Samoa's seamanship, united with Annatoo's industry, at last 

prevailed; and the brigantine was saved" (81). She, in 

turn, gives encouragement when "Samoa desponded:" "The 

lovely old lass his wife bade him be of stout heart, cheer 

up, and steer away manfully for the setting sun; following 

which, they must inevitably arrive at her own dear r..~t! 'Ie 

island" (85). 

Moreover, the story of Annatoo begins as a captivity 

narrative, as does the account of Yillah (which is 

introduced soon after the exit of Annatoo), and regardless 

of whether Taji saves Yillah from being a sacrificial victim 

she still has no say in the disposition of her own person. 

Indeed, Taj i' s saving of Yillah is merely the transference 

of control over her from one man to another. As Kristin 

Herzog suggests, "[ Taj i] does not real ize that he, like 

Aleema, puts Yillah in a kind of bondage. Aleema sacrificed 

her to a primitive religious principle; Taji sacrifices her 
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to his narrow ideals" (78). Only toward the end of the book 

does Taji come to see that Yillah and Hautia (and Annatoo!) 

are in some way related, and that an equitable relationship 

between the sexes can be based only on a recognition of the 

desire of every person for independent selfhood and shared 

power. But he flees from that knowl~dge to continue his 

frui tless quest for the "good woman," the fairy child who 

will give him all and ask nothing in return. 

Hautia and Annatoo are alike in many ways with their 

capacity for violence, their will to power, and their 

sexuali ty. Taj i speculates that Annatoo was put ashore at 

Valparaiso "for a nuisance," or as a woman who could not be 

silenced and bent to the will of male authority, by the 

"commander of a ship" ·who had abducted her. No mention is 

made of how she survived at Valparaiso, in a foreign and 

hostile country, before she met Samoa, and their courtship 

is described largely as a one sided matter: "he fell 

desperately in love with her," and "the twain became one." 

For her role in the battle to escape from the Challos, Taji 

acknowledges that "Annatoo deserved a gold medal" (71). As 

he says, "She was a tigress [; ] . . how avoid admiring 

those Penthesilian2~ qualities which so signally had aided 

Samoa, in wresting the Parki from its treacherous captors" 

(91). She loosened and set the sails which enabled them to 
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escape, in addition to tending the helm and loading the 

muskets. 

Certainly, as we have seen, ~their married life was one 

long campaign," but the nightly truces suggest that sex 

consti tutes a ground for mutual accord with them: "They 

billed and they cooed on their arms, rising fresh in the 

morning to battle" (75). At the time of their temporary 

separation or divorce, it is this aspect, too, of' their 

relationship that they most regret losing. Annatoo declared 

that "for the future, Samoa might stay by himself; she would 

have nothing more to do wi th him~ (80). Samoa thus resumed 

"his bachelor loneliness. In the captain's state room, all 

cold and comfortless, he slept; his lady whilome retiring to 

her forecastle boudoir" where she "dedicated her .. 

nights to continence" (81). Because of sexual des ire, 

however, the rupture between them cannot last: 

exiled from the nuptial couch, Belisarius bore the 

hardship without a murmur. But as for 

Antonina, she could neither get along with 

Belisarius, nor without him. She made advances. . 

[by] breaking into the cabin and purloining 

sundry goods therefrom; in artful hopes of 

breeding a final reconciliation out of the 

temporary outburst that might ensue (81). 
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The anticipated Nhea1ing" fight, however, is interrupted by 

the danger of the reef which serves the same purpose in 

bringing them back together. Taji compares their squabbling 

to a superficial flesh wound, and "like everything partaking 

of the nature of a scratch, most conjugal squabbles are 

quickly healed; for if they heal not, they would never anew 

break out; which is the beauty of the thing." This is a 

rather cynical view of the situation, but it is typical of 

Taji's attitudes about marital relations. In a more positive 

light, the history of their Nsquabbles" reveals an evolv~g 

process of negotiation between the man and woman through 

which they arrive at a redefinition of gender roles somewhat 

at odds with the culture's; obviously, it is a redefinition 

which Taji finds difficult to accept either in the relation 

of Samoa and Annatoo or in his own personal relations with 

women since he is locked into an ideology of male 

dominance, in both the domestic and political spheres, from 

which he cannot or will not break free. For example, when 

they reconcile, the couple thinks it best to r~tain their 

separate quarters: 

all this philosophy about wedlock is not proof 

against the perpetual contact of the parties 

concerned; and as it is far better to revive the 

old days of courtShip, . when visits are 
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al ternated with absence: so, . Samoa and 

Annatoo, man and wife, dwelling in the same 

house, still kept up the ir separate quarters. 

Marlborough visiting Sarah; and Sarah, 

Marlborough, whenever the humor suggested (85). 

She desires to have a place of her own away from the men, 

indeed, away from her husband, and the separate quarters 

symbolize her quest for individual freedom and selfhood 

rather than the stifling unity demanded by the prevailing 

ideology. 

In other ways, too, the several chapters devoted to the 

marriage of Annatoo and Samoa are a striking disruption of 

contemporary female stereotypes and a revol t against 

patriarchal control. In their squabble over the division of 

the trade goods aboard the ship, Taji says "they went at it. 

The Lady vowed that . . . whatever she wanted, that 

same would she have. And furthermore, by way of codicil, she 

declared that she was slave to nobody" (75). She has little 

regard for the instruments ~f celestial navigation, the 

sexton and chronometer, through which the mercantil ists of 

western civil ization or ient themselves on the globe for 

their voyages of conquest and trade, the "merry dance of 

trade and dea th" Joseph Conrad descr ibes in Heart Q f 

Darkness. Ahab also smashes his quadrant when he cuts 
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himself loose from the mercantile quest to embark on a 

metaphysical hunt. These discarded mechanical devices, 

designed to impose a certain kind of logic on the world, 

also suggest the inadequacy and breakdown of reason and 

order in the face of a psychic energy which moves according 

to its own inner forces. Annatoo r s quest is for shared 

power, and she converts things to her own use independently 

of the prevailing economic system; independently, too, of 

what Taji takes to be reason and common sense . 

• 
Ultimately, the continual bickering between Samoa and 

Annatoo leads to a separation or divorce between them. The 

matter of divorce was the topic of a vigorous contemporary 

deba te, and Mel ville had discussed the practice among the 

Typees in his first novel. Tommo attributes much of the 

felicity in Typeean marriages to the ease of divorce in the 

island society: 

an ill-used wife or a hen-pecked husband is not 

obI iged to file a bill in Chancery to obtain a 

divorce. As nothing stands in the way of a 

separation, the matrimonial yoke sits easily and 

lightly, and a Typee wife lives on very pleasant 

and sociable terms with her husbands (192). 
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Divorce is also an issue in the story of Goneril in The 

Confidence-Man. so it is clearly a persistent minor theme. 

In the situation in Mardi described by Taji, Annatoo "boldly 

demanded the forecastle--in the brig's case, by far the 

pleasantest end of the ship--for her own independent suite 

of apartments. As for hapless Belisarius, he might do what 

he pleased in his dark den of a cabin" (81). Annatoo 

gathered "a fine stock of edibles" so that she could "live 

independently of her spouse" (81), and "thus did the pair 

make a divorce of it; the lady going upon a separate 

maintenance. "2'7 

The danger of the shoal and their mutual effort to save 

the ship br ings ~he couple back together, and they 

restructure tneir relationship on a more realistic 

foundation, one which allows them to live together in 

harmony: 

grown wise by experience, they neither loved over 

keenly, nor hated; but took things as they were; 

found themselves joined, without hope of 

sundering, and did what they could to make a match 

of the mate. Annatoo concluded that Samoa was not 

wholly to be enslaved; and Samoa thought it best 

to wink at Annatoo's foibles, and let her purloin 

when she pleased (83). 
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Thus the caricature of primitive marriage is a truer picture 

of matrimony than the sentimental romance of the fake sun

god, Taji, and his kidnap victim, Yillah" (84). 

Elsewhere in Melville's work there are similar examples 

of marriage contracts being renegotiated between husbands 

and wives who, like Samoa and Annatoo "neither loved over 

keenly, nor hated; but took things as they were." In "I and 

my Ch imney," for exampl e. the narra tor's mascul ine 

prerogatives are stripped away "one. . after another," 

revealing the instability of masculine rights which have 

become ossified in the patriarchal cultural code. But the 

wife tries to go even further, for she "has frequently made 

propositions," as he says, "to take upon herself all the 

responsibilities of my affairs" and reduce him to infantile 

status. The narrator, however, struggles against her in a 

contest of power which ultimately gives ascendancy to 

neither one of them. The controlling image of the story, the 

great chimney, is the primary focus of the dialectic between 

them, the po int where the strugg~e reaches impasse. The 

husband closely identifies himsel f with the old masonry 

erection and insists on preserving it despite its lack of 

utility in the "modern" home. The wife is equally adamant 

abou t wanting it removed. I £ she had succeeded in her 

design, perhaps there would be some justification in calling 
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her a "castrating" woman, as she so often is in the critical 

literature. But she does not succeed, despite her "digging 

about the base," and the story ends with the conflict still 

in progress. Joseph Boone says that in novels like EIiot's 

Daniel Deronda 

the Victorian ideal has become a nightmare. And 

the domestic scene dear to the Victorian reader is 

exposed as a vicious battleground, a war for 

sexual power in which Grandcourt uses his socially 

super ior status as male and master to force 

Gwendolen into wifely submission ("Wedlock as 

Deadlock" 76). 

In striking contrast, however, Melville, unlike Eliot, 

advocates the possibility of a renegotiation between 

husbands and wives rather than the use of force; indeed, as 

we have seen in the case of Annatoo and with the narrator's 

wife in "I and My Chimney," force is impossible. 

The question remains, however, of why Melville "kills 

off" Annatoo after a few chapters. The usual answer, as we 

have seen, is that he didn't know what to do with such a 

powerful woman and consequently had to get rid of her. As 

Newton Arvin puts it, Annatoo is a "dreadful shrew," and 

"Melville disposes of her very quickly and rather vengefully 
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by drowning" (130). Nevertbeless, tbe Annatoo cbapters and 

tbe Parki episode as a wbole constitute one of the longest 

and most sustained sections in tbe book, and disposing pf 

ber might be described as a conventional plot device for 

moving on wi tb the story. The bosom companions, Samoa and 

Jarl, are also "killed off n in later sections. In addition, 

tbe Parki episode also serves as a transition between the 

realistic and fantasy or allegorical sections of the bOOk, 

and another way in which the rapid disposal of Annatoo might 

be explained is that Taji encounters a great variety of 

stances and attitudes toward women during the course of his 

journey, just as he sees many different political, 

philosophical, and religious systems. I will have more to 

say about Mardi in the next chapter. 

Melville's last published novel, The Confidence-Han, 

shows a similar example of what appears to be horrific 

marriage in the brief vignette of Goneril and the 

unfortunate man in Chapter 12, but again this view must be 

properly assessed in terms of the story tell ing context. 

Otherwise, the anecdote offers a terribly stark view of 

wedlock which has often been taken as Melville's own opinion 

on the matter. John W. Sbroeder confesses that he bas no 

answers to the perplexities of the story (315), while Leon 

Howard summarizes the plot by saying that it is about Ita 

900d husband who was turned into a poverty-stricken wanderer 
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by the inhuman behavior of a wife named Goneril" (230). 

Elizabeth Foster calls attention to the obvious relationship 

between Melville's Goneril and Shakespeare's character by 

that name in King Lear, and she describes the story of 

Goneril as a "symbol" of 

the kind of anomalous viciousness that one finds 

in King Lear, that Thrasea found in Nero's Rome, 

an evil simply unexplainable, an enigma to decent 

human beings. Therefore he makes her epicene and 

also half human, half extra-human, an eater of 

clay in preference to human food, for only a part 

of the day thawed "into but talking terms with 

humanity"; he gives it the hideous connotations of 

"Gonerili" he gives it an "Indian figure" because 

of the connotations of "Indian" in this book 

( 314) . 

Oliver Egbert compares Goneril with the contemporary actress 

Fanny Kemble through analysis of several close parallels 

between the fictional character and Mel ville r s famous 

Berkshire ne ighbor, but Elizabeth Foster convincingly 

disputes Egbert's conclusions. To be sure, Melville did make 

an invidious comment about Kemble in which he doubted her 

feminini ty,::ze but the problem as Foster sees it is that 

outside of some superficial physical resemblances and the 
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fact that Kemble was involved in a notorious divorce and 

child custody case, the similar i ties rapidly fade. Tom 

Quirk identifies the theme of madness as a unifying feature 

of the five interpolated stories of the novel: the story of 

the unfortunate man in chapter 12, the soldier of fortune in 

chapter 19, Hordock the Indian hater in chapter 27, the 

gentleman-madman of chapter 34, and China Aster's story in 

chapter 40. 

According to Quirk, the blame for what happen~ is to be 

aSSigned to Goneril's husband, who is a "fool of virtue:" 

"his troubles are caused not so much by his wife's behavior 

as his own reactions to it." The trouble with this view, 

however, is that the husband of Goneril, the "unfortunate 

man" te 11 ing the or iginal version of the story, is a 

confidence man. The man with the weed is identified by Black 

Guinea in chapter 3 as one of the people (manifestations of 

the confidence man) who will "speak a good word" for him 

( 10). He appears in chapter 4, "in mourning clean and 

respectable, but none of the glossiest, a long weed in his 

hat" (14), working his scam on the country merchant, to whom 

he identifies himself as "John Ringman" (IS). 

But putting aside for a moment the problem of the 

various teller's motivations and purposes, there is the 

matter of Goneril's appearance and character. The 
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descriptive language is constantly disrupted by qualifying 

terms which immediately undercut the posi tive qualities 

conceded to her, and the details of her grooming and manners 

rapidly drift into caricature. Goneril, like Claggart in 

"Billy Budd," is described in the tale as being "anomalously 

vicious" (50) and finding happiness by "simply causing pain 

to those around her." She is "young, in person lithe and 

straight," but in the opinion of the teller, "too straight, 

for a woman." Her complexion is "naturally rosy," and 

would have been charming except that it also had a "certain 

hardness and bakedness, like that of the glazed colors on 

stoneware." Her hair is "a deep, rich chestnut," but worn in 

close, short curls all round her head." Her otherwise 

"pretty" mouth is flawed by "a trace of moustache," and if 

she applied her make up judiciously "her appearance at a 

distance" might be "rather beautiful," though rather 

"peculiar and cactus-like." 

These physical defects and obviously masculine traits 

are compounded by "peculiarities" of "temper and taste." She 

has a nat,,:ral antipathy to certain kinds of bland foods 

which the popular imagination thought best sui ted for 

ladies--breast of chicken, custard, peaches, and grapes, but 

"in private" she likes to nibble on hard crackers and "brawn 

of ham," lemons, and "little dried sticks of blue clay" 

which she carries around in her pocket as a form of candy. 
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She is as healthy as "a squaw," and in other regards is like 

"the women of savage life." She is inclined to "supineness, 

but can upon occasion endure like a stoic." She is 

"tac1 turn," seldom speaking until after three in the 

afternoon. She is vain, regarding her "large, metallic eyes" 

as "gazelle-like," although her enemies call them "cold as a 

cuttlefish t s." The merchant t s general assessment of her is 

that she is a "toad," a categorization which recalls not 

only the animal imagery (discussed earlier in this chapter) 

used by Taj i and Captain Delano to descr ibe women to whom 

they feel super ior, but also suggests a, particularly 

loathsome kind of lower animal life aligned in traditional 

symbolism with the chthonian (Cirlot 344). 

Another major character defect is her numinous capacity 

to tyrannize "frankness and innocence into sad nervousness 

under her spell." She also has a "strange way of touching, 

as by accident, the arm or hand of comely young men, and 

[seems] to reap a secret delight from ... having given the 

evil-touch" (51). On this point and many others, "she 

possessed the virtue of independence of mind," meaning that 

she "brooked no chiding" from her husband when he endeavored 

to make "distant allusions to (her1 questionable 

propensity." 
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All of this might have been borne, we are told, if "the 

devil of jealousy" had not "entered her, a calm, clayey, 

cakey, devil, for none other could possess her." This breech 

occurs over custody of their child, a little girl of seven 

whom the father takes with him when he goes into "domestic 

exile" because of Goneril's "artful" tormenting of her. This 

act of desertion and abduction brings the wrath of the 

"female neighborhood" down on the husband. Prior to this 

event, they had seer. "1 i ttle enough to admire in dame 

Goneril," but now united with her against the offending 

husband, who out of "self-respect" and "Christian charity" 

toward Goner i1 had kept silent about his reasons for 

leaving. Indeed, when he does give hints as to the cause, 

"not a soul would credit it." At the "suggestion of some 

women's-rights women," a suit is brought against the 

husband, and "thanks to able counsel and accommodating 

testimony judgment is rendered against him in the matters of 

custody and al imony. His effort to br ing a countersuit 

backfires, and instead a warrant for his own commitment for 

lunacy is issued. He flees into the wilderness and wanders 

as an outcast until he hears that Goneril has died, t.hen 

donning a weed as a sign of mourning, he solicits money to 

return to the child. 

This, in outline, is the horrific tale of Goneril, but 

there are some important textual tangles in the framing 
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sequences before and after chapter 12 which countermand a 

s traigh t-forward interpretation 0 f story. Just as the 

problematic marriage of Annatoo and Samoa reveals (on closer 

examination) an unseen dimension of love and mutual respect 

between the man and woman, as well as bias in· Taj i' s 

perception, so too does the story of Goneril in The 

Confidence-Man show perplexing, . contradictory elements. For 

example, a number of readers have noted the skewed 

genealogy of the story, which I ike the Town-Ho' 5 story in 

Moby-Dick comes in nthrough the porthole. n 

The actual story telling nevent n (as the folklorists 

would describe it) in chapter 12 of The Confidence-Man grows 

out of the encounter between the transfer' agent of the Black 

Rapids Coal Company and a ncountry merchant n (Mr. Roberts) 

who is eager to buy fraudulent stock. But the story itself 

has a pr ior genealogy in the novel. As the omniscient 

narrator indicates in his headlink, it was originally told 

to the merchant by the man with the weed and later 

authenticated and amplified by the man in grey. The merchant 

tells the story to the transfer agent, but the narrator, 

expressing dissatisfaction with the man's ability as a 

raconteur, then retells it in words other than those used by 

the merchant, in much the same way that Ishmael retells the 

Town-ho 's story in the manner that he presented it at the 

Golden Inn rather than as it was originally muttered by 
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Tashtego in his sleep. So the story of Goneril and the Town

ho's story are similar in the ir tangled genealogy and 

questioned authority. 

Given these problems, R. W. B. Lewis suggests that 

"Goner il probably does not even exist, but is simply an 

invention of the confidence man himself in his guise as the 

man with the weed" (265). This seems obvious enough, but 

more important is the use which Ringman makes of th~ story: 

"judging from his auditor's expression, it seemed to be a 

tale of singular interest, involving calamities against 

which no integrity, no forethought, no energy, no genius, no 

pity, could guard" (18). Mr. Roberts, the merchant whom the 

man with the weed has buttonholed, responds to the bathos of 

the tale by giving him money: 

At every disclosure, the hearer's commiseration 

increased. No sentimental pity. As the story went 

on, he drew from his wallet a bank note, but after 

a while, at some still more unhappy revelation, 

changed it for another, probably of a somewhat 

larger amount; which, when the story was 

concluded, with an air studiously disclamatory of 

alms-giving, he put into the stranger's hands; 

who, on his side, with an air studiously 
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disclamatory of alms-taking, put it into his 

pocket (18). 

Nor does the scam end there, for in seeming gratitude, 

Ringman turns back just as he is leaving to give Roberts a 

hot stock market tip which in actual i ty sets him up to be 

gulled by the next avatar of the confidence man, the 

president and tr~nsfer agent of the Black Rapids Coal 

Company. Thus, the story is a device for evok ing pity and 

el ici ting money from those who bel ieve it, and it is a 

narrative which depends for its effect on the exploitation 

of stereotypes and fears surrounding the nascent women's 

movement. This is clearly indicated by the attribution of 

masculine qualities to Goneri1, her disruption of male 

authority, and her power over men derived through solidarity 

wi th other women and manipulation of the legal system. 

Countering her is an apparently Job-like figure of heroic 

endurance and patriarchal benevolence confronting 

inexplicable evil in female form: it is the best racket in 

the book. 

Several chapters later, Roberts finds the transfer 

agent and buys the stock. Following the transaction of their 

bus ine ss, the two men conver se fami 1 iarly together, and 

Roberts tells three anecdotes to support his now pessimistic 

assessment of the humanity. Each anecdote, however, is 
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disputed by the transfer ~gent who, 1 ike the other 

confidence men, has a dishonest interest in preserving and 

advancing optimism, trust and confidence. The merchant first 

tell s about the "pitiable miser" and then the "negro 

cripplc,~ but the transfer agent calls the miser an isolated 

case, and "not without compensatory considerations." Citing 

Shakespeare, he adds that "Nature has meal and bran; and 

r igh tl y regarded, the bran in its way was not to be 

condemned" (49). Similarly, in relation to the negro, the 

optimistic transfer agent questions "whether the alleged 

hardships of that alleged unfortunate might not exist more 

in the pi ty of the observer than the experience of the 

observed;" (49), and he argues further that "negroes [are] 

by nature a singularly cheerful race." 

Thus foiled twice in his effort to demonstrate the 

value of healthy skepticism and doubt, the merchant makes a 

final bid to prove his point with the story of Goneril. The 

context, then, obI iges the merchant to make the story ;:l. 

tour-de-force of marital terrorism, and this is the story we 

are offered in the text. At the end of the tale, the 

transfer agent asks only whether the unfortunate man 

desponded or if he had confidence. He also suggests several 

other ways 1n which the actions of Goneril can be 

interpreted. In the opinion of the transfer agent, 
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the description of the lady, charity could not but 

regard as more or less exaggerated, and so far 

unjust. The truth probably was that she was a wife 

with some blemishes mixed with some beauties. But 

when the blemishes were displayed, her husband, no 

adept in the female nature, had tr ied to use 

reason with her, instead of something far more 

persuasive. Hence his failure to convince and 

convert. The act of withdrawing from her, seemed, 

under the circumstances, abrupt. In brief, there 

were probably small faults on both sides, more 

than balanced by large virtues; and one should not 

be hasty in judging. (55). 

So in effect the story of Goneril is used in two different 

ways in the novel: first, as we have seen it is the tale of 

a stereotypical wwife from hell u designed to create pity and 

genera te money for a confidence man play ing the sel f

effacing role of injured husband. Second, in Chapter 12, 

when the merchant tells the story to prove a thccry of 

pessimism, the confidence man-cum-transfer agent argues 

against the facts, premises, and interpretation of the story 

Roberts got from the man wi th the weed because he is a 

purveyor and exploiter of trust, and he has just swindled 

the merchant by arguing for unqual i fied and universal 

confidence. Ultimately, Goneril, who in a literal sense is 
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absent from the narrative and present only through the 

stor ies told about her, is an empty signifier, filled and 

used according to need by several men who exploit female 

stereotypes. 

In conclusion, then, the two primary proof texts for 

Melville'S supposed hostility toward marriage are clearly 

much more ambiguous and equivocal than they are usually 

taken to be. Indeed, the realism of reconciliation and 

renegotiation between husbands and wives in Melvillian 

marriages is much more convincing than the false ideal of 

wedded bliss common in Anglo-American fiction of the period. 

Annatoo and Samoa continually find new ground upon which to 

establish their relationship, and the transfer agent makes a 

case for Goneril's point of view. If Ringman exploits 

contemporary stereotypes and prej udices concerning the 

women's movement to swindle eager male auditors out of 

money, the transfer agent gives voice to the arguments from 

Goner il ' s side of the story, deflating the horror of the 

student's representation of her and calling into question 

the entire portrait. Still, Ringman and the transfer agent 

are both confidence men ironically arguing for benevolence 

and optimism, and when the transfer agent says that 

Goner iI's husband failed because he tried to "use reason 

with her, instead of something far more persuasive" he seems 
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to be evoking the specter of wife beating as the "final 

solution" to any demand for shared domestic power. 

As for the ambivalences of Melvi11e rs own marriage, the 

discovery of Walter Kring and Jonathan Carey, that Melville 

may have threatened or abused his wife in the late 1860s, is 

balanced by a number of late poems which emphasize the 

Mil tonic ideal of companionate marriage. For example, in 

"LrEnvoi," a traveler voices his pleasure in returning to 

the domestic center. As Will iam Shurr puts it, "it may be 

that one of Melvillers own major centers of rest and 

rejuvenation is recorded [in the poem]" (365). The domestic 

problems of the 1860s, no doubt compounded by heavy drinking 

(E. Mi11~r 321), apparently dissolved in grief with the loss 

of their son. The collected poems called Weeds and 

Wildings, unpublished at the time of his death, celebrates 

domestic tranquility, but never without tonal vagaries 

which suggest that he was a man who had "grown wise by 

experience and took things as they were. II Neither here nor 

elsewhere does Melville offer a final resolution to the 

problems of human existence. 
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NOTES 

1 The citation in the title is from Mardi (84). 

2 The relationship between the supposed difficulties of 

Melville's marriage and his attitudes toward women is a 

maj or theme in most of the biographies., Henry Murray, in 

"Bar tleby and I" descr ibes Mel ville's marriage as his 

"wall," and Newton AroJ in ar~\les that Taj i' s relationship 

with Yillah is the "emotional history" of Melville'S 

marriage. Yillah embodies the "pure, innocent, essentially 

sexless happiness which, given his relations with his 

mother, Melville longed to find in his relations with some 

other woman." The in terven t ion 0 f Hau t ia, however, 

represents the nintrusi~n of the sensual, the carnal, the 

engrossingly sexual" (96). Haberstroh asserts that 

Melville's marriage was never very satisfying to him and 

offers as proof the experience of Taji who is identified (by 

Haberstroh) with Melville (71). As Kristin Herzog points 

out, however, Taji "is seen very critically by Melville" 

(198). These interpretations notwithstanding, there appears 

to have been genuine affection between Herman and Elizabeth 

in their life-long marr iage, and perhaps the problems 

between them have been somewhat exaggerated by thesis-bound 

biographers. At any rate, existing studies derive 

astonishing conclusions from a small amount of evidence. 
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Further discussions of Melville's marriage can be found in 

Karcher (8), Chase (295), Gilman (164), Lebowitz (212), 

'l'ravis (89-91), Haberstroh (53-66), Miller (149), and 

Kellner (38-41). 

~ Biographical interpretation remains a serious problem 

in Mel ville studies. In a 1976 critical review of several 

recently published Helville biographies, Robert Hilder noted 

that 

for. one who would do more than chronicle 

Melville's domestic and financial arrangements, a 

primary source of evidence is and perhaps must be 

his works themselves, read subtlely and with an 

eye toward recurrent patterns. Yet this is a 

delicate business at best. 'How far is the 

biographer justified in using the evidence of the 

works themselves for his purposes? I asks Austin 

Warren (Milder 170). 

The first generation of Melville scholars, such c.~ Weaver 

and Mumford, took the novels as thinly disguised 

autobiography and registered only an occasional doubt about 

the veraci ty of the accounts. Since that time other 

researchers have labored to clarify the differences between 

the author and his characters, but the biographical approach 
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remains unproblematic for many cr i tics. Joyce Warren says 

outr ight that there is no difference between Melville and 

his characters, that they embody his ideas and attitudes. 

4 My pr illtary sources concerning the marr iage plot are 

Tony Tanner, Adultery in the Novel and Joseph A Boone, 

Tradition Counter Tradition: Love and the Form of Fiction. 

As we shall see, the marriage plot is present occasionally 

in Melville' s work, but never in an unproblematized form. 

Pierre, for example, has often been called a parody of the 

domestic novel since William Braswell first suggested the 

idea in his 1950 article on RThe Early Love Scenes in 

Melville's Pierre. R There, he argued that ~certain passages 

which have been cr i ticized as ins ipidly sentimental are 

rather mock-romantic" and meant to be understood as 

humorously satirical (288). 

1:5 To be sure, a number of experiments in sexual aild 

domestic relations were tried both before and after the 

half-century time frame of this study. Lawrence Foster, for 

example, says in the preface to his Religion and Sexuality 

that 

Experiments with communal living, alternative 

marriage and sexual patterns, and unorthodox 

lifestyles have occurred throughout American 
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history from the earliest days to the present. 

Beginning with the Pilgrims and Puritans, who 

sought freedom to develop their own distinctive 

ways of life in the New World, a host of diverse 

religious and ethnic groups have attempted to find 

a haven in America where they could live as they 

chose (v). 

The 1830s and 40s, however, were pro~ably as radical as the 

1920s and 60s in terms of the proliferation of experiments 

in gender and marriage relations. In the words of Rowland A. 

Sherrill, 

Throughout Herman Melville's lifetime the 

religious realm in America was in a continuous 

state of turbulence and transition. Even what has 

been called "mainstream Protestantism" was hardly 

univocal: doctrinal channels were altered, at 

first by the new "national situation" and were 

redirected, then, by their confluence with deep 

cultural currents; orthodoxy quickly went through 

a series of bifurcations that sent religious 

institutions and communities washing down 

sectarian tributaries; popular piety burst open in 

revivalist waves that refused the now redirected 

old channels; religion itself in some respects was 
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dammed by secularism to make a reservoir of values 

and sentiments with which to irrigate America's 

private and public life (486). 

e Although it is certainly true that men were not 

replaced at the top of religious hierarchies (at least in 

churches espousing traditional Christianity) by women 

functioning as ministers ·and pastors, it is also true that 

religion became a largely female enterprise. As Nancy F. 

Cott indicates, "women became a majority in the Protestant 

churches of America in the mid-seventeenth century and 

continued to increase their numerical predominance until, by 

the mid-nineteenth century, 'Christian' values and virtues 

and 'female' values and virtues were almost identical" 

( "Pass ionlessness" 220). See also Barbara WeI ter, "The 

FeminiZation of American Religion" chapter 4. 

? See also the discussion of David Reynolds concerning 

"the fight against licentiousness and illicit love (called 

'moral reform')" (61): 

The subversive sensibility of our great writers 

was nurtured in a moment of stunningly harsh 

conflict between opposing moral viewpoints, a 

confl ict that unfastened the terms 'virtue' and 

'v ice' from clear referents and made them 
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available for stylistic manipulation by the major 

writers (61-2). 

e The Beecher-Stowe extended family of ministers saw 

the Unitarians as hedonistic and amoral, but Unitarian 

attitudes toward sexuality were generally conservative (see 

Gossett, Uncle Tomrs Cabin and American Culture). David 

Reynolds notes that when .the "Boston Uni tarians IF did enter 

the contemporary debate over reform, they did so in what he 

calls the "conventional" rather than "subversive" mode, 

which emphasized "the ingredients and rewards of virtue 

rather than the wages of sin" (58). Moreover, they had no 

radical ideological platform for addressing the problems in 

IF the ir accen tua t ion 0 f hopeful themes or characters, 

including the blissful home, the nurturing parent, the 

angelic child, the idyllic village environment, and self

improvement through hard work and moral discipl ine n (58). 

Emerson and Thoreau, of course, were Unitarians, as were 

many other literary men and women of the century. This 

church was no doubt appealing to intellectuals because it 

shifted emphasis from classical theology to moral 

philosophy, but at the same time it was still very much a 

bastion of bourgeois cultural values. There is evidence 

that Melville paid pew tax to the New York Unitarian church 

of Dr. Henry Whitney Bellows as early as February 1849 

(Hilder 115, and Kring and Carey, 138), but this affiliation 
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was probably more at the insistence of Elizabeth and for the 

sake of appearance rather than out of sincere belief on his 

part in the liberal Unitarian version of Christianity, 

thoroughly emasculated as it was of mysticism and mystery. 

Leyda notes that the Melville children were baptized in 1863 

(662), and Dr. Bellows, a well-known Unitarian minister, was 

apparently the regular pastor of the family (690, 720). In 

later years, the family was increasingly involved with the 

Unitarians. Francis, Melville's youngest daughter, was 

married at All Souls Unitarian Church in New York in 1880, 

and the same church also buried Melville. Lizzie became a 

member of All Souls on March 14, 1906, but the church has no 

record of Herman Melville's becoming a member. Jack Jay 

Boies summarizes the religious affiliation of the Melville 

family in "Melville's Quarrel with Anglicanism," but his 

1963 ESQ article is somewhat dated. 

~ William Braswell, Melville's Religious Thought (1943) 

and Lawrence Thompson, Melville's Quarrel with God (1952) 

are still useful for a general view of Melville's perception 

of theology, but as Jack Jay Boies points out in "Melville's 

Quarrel with Anglicanism," Melville's father and mother were 

not particularly religious, and his criticism of religion is 

almost always directed toward hypocritical behavior rather 

than against specific doctrine or theology. John T. 

Frederick speaks a critical commonplace when he says that 
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Melville's "works afford major reflections and 

interpretations of the religious problems of the nineteenth 

century," (79), but evidence for a religiously oriented home 

during Melville's youth or in the household of Herman and 

Elizabeth is speculative and unconvincing. 

10 Most discussions of Melville and religion are 

focused too narrowly on attempts to discern Melville's own 

particular religious beliefs and attitudes rather than 

examining his particular areas of interest in religion. It 

seems to be a rather obvious but apparently overlooked fact 

in much of the critical literature that a person may be 

interest in the philosophy and sociology of religion without 

being an adherent of anyone religion. Rowland A. Sherrill 

provides an excellent summary of the issues and problems 

relevant to "Melville and Religion" in A Companion to 

Melville Studies (chapter 16). 

11 See The Melville Log (381). Leyda indicates that 

Melville scored passages in the Shaker book concerning 

sexual i ty • and Merton Seal ts includes the book among the 

volumes Melville read (93). Edwin Miller characteristically 

equates Hawthorne's opinion with Melville's in his comment 

on the event: 
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On Jllly 21 [Melville] visited a Shaker colony, 

and, 1 ike Hawthorne, was fascinated by this 

cel iba te sect which decried "the jealousies and 

ev i I sllrmises" arising "from the partial and 

selfish relations of husbands, wives and 

children," and whose guiding saint, Mother Ann, 

testified "against the Illstful gratifications of 

the flesh, as the source and fOllndation of human 

corruption" (179). 

An articl~ by Merton Sealts on "Melville and The Shakers" 

identi fies the passages Melville marked in his copy of ! 

Sllmmary View of the Millennial Chllrch, but while Sealts 

sllggests that the checkings and annotations point to 

Melville's interest in "the prophetic strain in the Shaker 

religion" (114) they also reveal a curiosity abollt gender 

and gender roles in the sect. For example, he marked two 

passages which referred to heavenly revelations being open 

to women as well as men. He marked passages that described 

Ann Lee as the society's "spiritual Mother in Christ," and 

the "second Eve" (l09). He Ilnderlined the key phrase in a 

passage condemning "the lustful gratifications of the 

flesh, as the source and foundation of human corruption, II 

and he double checked the section on Hother Ann's visions in 

which she had 
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a full and clear view of the mystery of iniquity, 

of the root and foundation of human depravity, and 

of the very act of transgression, committed by the 

first man and first woman in the garden of Eden. 

Here she saw whence and wherein all mankind were 

lost from God, and clearly realized the only 

possible way of recovery (113). 

Seal ts points Clut that the phrase "mystery of iniquity" 

which appears in this passage is repeated in several of 

Melville's works: in chapter 2 of Mardi, in "Clarel," and in 

Billy Budd. There are almost no marks in the later pages of 

A Summary View, suggesting that Melville had little interest 

in the detailed theological arguments for celibacy, but as 

Sealts notes, "if he rejected the Shaker "solution," he at 

the same time agreed with much of the Shaker analysis of the 

alienation of mankind from God" (113), for wi thin a month 

after reading the Shaker book he was writing (in his review 

of Hawthorne's Mosses from an Old Hanse") about "that 

Calvinistic sense of Innate Depravity and Original Sin, from 

whose visitaticn;;;, in some shape or other" no deeply 

thinking mind is always and wholly free." Finally, in the 

chapter concerning the "manifestation of Christ in the 

female," Melville marked a discussion in the Shaker book 

concerning Miriam, Esther, and Deborah functioning as the 

Lord's instruments in the biblical accounts. Hawthorne made 
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artistic use of the Shakers in a "The Shaker Bridal," which 

was part of the "Twice-Told Tales" collection. 

12 This revelation is not particularly startling since 

most denominations of traditional Christianity equate 

Original Sin with sexuality, either implicitly or 

explicitly. James Lewis says on this point that "the close 

relationship between, if not the identity of, sin and sexual 

intercourse was a major tradition in Christian thought from 

the time of Augustine through the Middle Ages and into the 

nineteenth century. The Victorian world in which Melville 

lived was not quick to change that tradition" (22). 

1. ~ W. H. Auden sees the gam wi th the Jeroboam as 

concerned with 

Those who make a superstitious idolatry of the 

[tragic mystery of existence] or whom the mystery 

has driven crazy. To Gabriel, the mad 

demagogue who terror izes the Jeroboam, its 

quali ties are similar {to those that Ahab sees}, 

but his attitude is one of positive idolization. 

He worships it as au incarnation of the Shaker God 

(64-65) . 
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104 In chapter 91 of Mardi, however, Taj i and his 

cO:lpanions visi t King Uhia, who had room for "a hundr~d 

attendants" in his palace, "but long since, he had disbanded 

his damsels. Springing from syren embrace--'They shall sap. 

and mine me no more,' he cried; 'My destiny commands me. I 

will don my manhood. By Keevi! no more will I clasp a 

waist'" (275). He then devotes himself and the resources of 

his country to a useless public works project. Leland Person 

comments that "In Uhia's case [Melville] reveals a fear of 

physical and sexual emasculation and the suspicion that 

chasti ty and/or bachelorhood will enhance his physical and 

mental integrity" (62). The idea that coition or any other 

seminal discharge (including masturbatory or nocturnal) 

caused permanent loss of strength in men was common in the 

nineteenth century, and while a number of people advocated 

moderation in diet and life style to prevent "excitement," 

there was also a brisk market for nostrums which were 

advertised as a means of reinvigorating men who had been 

debilitated by excessive loss of semen. The "Omni-Balsamic 

Reinvigorator" (67), hawked by the man in the "snuff

colored surtout" in chapter 16 of the Confidence-Man, sounds 

suspiciously 1 ike one of these :::ures. See al so Barker

Benfield (12) and Hartin (16). 

1.15 The Book of Mormon was among the volumes sent to 

Plotinlls Plinl immon by a certain rich nobleman (Pierre, 
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291). Robert A. Rees suggests that "all of the books or 

authors rejected by Plinlimmon contain teachings 

antithetical to his philosophy or morality" (42). The 

preface of the Book cf Mormon, for example, sets forth the 

purpose of the book as being "the convincing of the Jew and 

the Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, . . . that they may 

know the covenants of the Lord." A central chapter of the 

book also depicts the resurrected Christ appearing among the 

peopl e 0 f pre-Col umbian America immediately after his 

crucifixion to repeat his sermon on the mount and other 

basic doctrines of Christianity. Plinlimmon, on the other 

hand, argues in his pamphlet that if a man tries to live his 

life according to the higher law of Christ he will bring 

"woe and death" upon himself. 

l~ Melville makes at least three references to Mormons 

in The Confidence Man. In the second chapter, the Lamb-like 

man is accused 0 f be ing a "Green prophet from Utah," an 

unmistakable reference to a Mormon missionary. Hundreds of 

missionaries were being sent at that time to various parts 

of the United States, Canada, and Europe in search of 

converts. Many of the missionaries were indeed "green" 

youths in their teens, while others were mature men who left 

behind wives and children. Parley P. Pratt, a high church 

official was murdered in Arkansas in 1857 while serving as a 

missionary. Interestingly, his death was the result of his 
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extralegal marriage (to a twelfth wife) Eleanor HcLean, who 

was still legally married to Hector McLean (Pratt, 233). In 

the same second chapter of The Confidence-Han, Hormons are 

included in the catalog of "all kinds of that multiform 

pilgrim speCies, man" (6). Finally, in Chapter 9, the agent 

of the Black Rapids Coal Company tr ies to interest the 

sophomore in the Cew Jerusalem, which he describes as having 

been "founded by certain fugitive Hormons . . . who had swum 

over naked from the opposite shore" (43). Raymond Muncy, in 

Sex and Marriage in Utopian Communities, describes a city in 

northern Illinois called "New Jerusalem" which had been 

founded by Cyrus Spragg, an excommunicated Mormon (212). 

Muncy goes on to describe 1:'h~ cur~ous sexual practices of 

the community, .but it is difficult to tell how historically 

reliable the information might be since his source is a 1928 

novel by Louis Bromfield called The Strange Case of Miss 

Annie Spragg. Huncy says in a note that "Bromfield does not 

give the sources of his material, other than to say that he 

had access to the writings of Amelia Bossert, who was once a 

member of the community" (267). Conversely, El izabeth 

Foster, in her introduction to the 1954 Hendricks House 

edition of The Confidence-Man, says that the New Jerusalem 

discussion gives "Melville opportunity for witty satirical 

reference to one of the flourishing swindles of the day in 

America, speculation in land-development projects and sale 

of non-existent sites" (309). In reference she cites J. B. 
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McMaster, "Paper Towns," History of the People of the United 

States.. New York, 1883-1913, volume 7, 198-99. She also 

suggests a 1 inkage to the New Jerusalem described in 

Revelation 21 and 22, and she mentions Nichol's conjecture 

in his article on "Melville and the Midwest" that the 

reference is to the founding of Nauvoo, Illinois, by Hormons 

cr i ven au t of Hissour i in 1840 (Foster 309). The New 

Jerusalem of Melville's transfer agent, however, bears far 

greater resemblance to the work of apostate and expelled 

Hormons 1 ike Cyrus Spragg or J. J. Strang than it does to 

Joseph Smith I s city, which for a time disputed size and 

importance with Chicago. Public reaction against the Hormons 

(largely because of the polygamy issue) was so heated in 

185'7 that President Buchanan sent an army of 2,500 men to 

Utah to ensure that the new federally appointed governor 

would be treated with respect. In April, 1857, Robert Tyler, 

the son 0 f a former U. S. pres ident, sent a letter to 

Buchanan suggesting that the current confl ict over slavery 

could be diminished by stoking public sentiment against the 

Hormons: 

The public ~ind is becoming greatly excited 

on the subject of Mormonism. The Popular Idea is 

rapidly maturing that Mormonism (already felt 

slightly in our large Northern cities) should be 

put down & utterly extirpated. 
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I believe that ve can supercede the Negro

Hania with the almost universal excitement of an 

Anti-Hormon Crusade. Should you, with your 

accustomed gr ip, se i ze this question with a 

strong, fearless & resolute hand, the Country I am 

sure vill rally to you with an earnest enthusiasm 

& the pipings of Abolitionism will hardly be heard 

amirlst the thunders of the storm we shall raise 

(Auchampaugh, 180) 

2.7' In a letter to Duyckinck dated February 2, 1850, 

Melville made a present of the recently published London 

edition of Mardi, and noted that the Duyckinck library would 

be giving refuge to a book "which almost everywhere else has 

been driven forth like a wild, mystic Mormon into 

shelterless exile" (see also the "Historical Note" on Mardi 

in the Northwestern-Newberry Edition (670). Robert A. Rees, 

in "Melville1s Alma and The Book of Mormon," gives full 

exposi tion to the arguments for a connection between Mardi 

and The Book of Mormon through the similarities of the Alma 

figure in the "two narratives; however, Merton Sealts does 

not include the book in his catalog of Melville's reading. 

11!1 When Glen and Fred come after Lucy, they justify 

their actions in terms of a well defined nineteenth century 
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theory and rhetoric concerning the supposed status of women 

within alternative marriage relations. They see Lucyrs 

cohabi tat ion as "an outrage to "omen" (315) and they come 

"to protect their sister's honor" (336). Lucy herself 

declares: "I must come I God himself can not stay me, for it 

is He that commands me. --I kno" that all will follow my 

flight to thee; my amazed mother, my enraged brothers, the 

whole taunting and despising ¥orld" (311). See Karen Lynn, 

"Sensational Virtue: Nineteenth-Century Mormon Fiction and 

American Popular Taste," in Dialoaue: A Journal of Mormon 

Thought 14 (3) Autumn 1981. 101-112. 

1~ See Whitney R. Cross, The Burned-over District: The 

Social and Intellectual History of Enthusiastic Religion in 

Western New York, 1800-1850, Ithica, NY: Cornell University, 

1950. 

20 See David Reynolds r discussion of the Fouriest 

movement in Beneath the American Renaissance, 80-81. 

21 Other writers during the American renaissance were 

asking similar questions. Hawthorne, of course, wrote a 

number of novels which explored issues associated with 

women, marriage, and sexuality in explicit terms. Blithedale 

Romance, for example, is about a utopian community which 

permits-d restructuring of relations between men and women. 
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In that novel and in Scarlet Letter the sexual desire is the 

primary motivator of action and source of conflict. Margaret 

Fuller's treatise on NWomen in the Nineteenth CenturyW is, 

of course, a comprehensive statement of contemporary 

concerns, and Emerson's interest in sexuality has recently 

been discussed in the critical literature. See Erik Ingvar 

Thurin, Emerson as Priest of Pan: A Study in the 

Metaphysics of Sex. 

22 Leland Person calls the relationship of Samoa and 

Annatoo "the most important marr iage in the novel and 

certainly the most fearsome .... The fear of emasculation, 

emotional and sexual inadequacy, even the loss of identity, 

associated with marriage to a woman like Annatoo is obvious, 

and in this relationship Melville undoubtedly voiced some of 

his own fears w (62). Stern sees tl':~ story of Samoa and 

Annatoo as wan inverted burlesque of the story of Taji and 

Yillah, placed on a physical and mundane level which hovers 

between, and never reaches, either hilarity or pathos" 

(104). Patterson-Black says that "we may see in Annatoo, 

Samoa's stereotypical termagant wife, Melville's 

displacement of some of his own confused hostility toward 

the wife and family. he felt were tying him down, making it 

necessary, as he wrote his father-in-law, for him to write 

books "as jobs, being forced to it, as other men are to 

sawing wood w (126).' See also Travis, "Mardi: Melville's 
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Allegory of Love,ft 89-91; Miller, Melville, 149; Haberstroh, 

Melville and Hale Identity, 53-66; and Kellner, "Toads and 

Scorpions," 38-41. 

23 The Tartars, of course, were inhabitants of ancient 

Iran or Persia. The "Culmucks" were a closely related tribal 

and cultural group. 

24 The parable describes the Prodigal as "squandering 

his prop~rty" and "leading a dissolute life," Fitzmyer 

points out, in his Anchor Bible commentary, that "We are 

not told what this dissolute manner of 1 ife was," but he 

adds that in verse 30 "the elder son descr ibes it as 

devouring 'your estate with prostitutes'" (1088). Moreover, 

the opening lines of verse 14, "When he had spent," also 

make a suggestive 1 inguistic connection between the son' 5 

economic and sexual dissolution. Of course the religious 

commentary is much more direct than the academic 

scholarship in drawing the moral conclusion. Jamieson, 

Fausset, and Brown, for example, in their nineteenth century 

A Commentary, Critical and Explanatory on the Old and New 

Testaments, say: 

.... 
13. not many days--lntoxicated with his new-found 

resources, and eager for the luxury of using them 

a twill. a far country--beyond all danger 0 f 
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interference from home. wasted, etc. --So long as 

it lasted, the inward monitor (Isaiah 55.2) would 

be silenced (Isaiah 9.10; 57.10; Amos 4.6-10). 

riotous livinq--v. 30, "with harlots." Ah! but 

this reaches farther than the sensualist; for "in 

the deep symbolical language of Scripture 

fornication is the standing image of idolatry; 

they are in fact e~=r spoken of as one and the 

same sin, considered now in its fleshly, now in 

its spiritual aspect" (Jeremiah 3; Ezekiel 16. and 

17). [Trench] (Jamieson 115). 

See Leland Person, for example, says that [Poe, 

Melville, and Hawthorne] depict marked ambivalence toward 

many of their female characters, [and] women in their texts 

are commonl y as soc ia ted with danger and destruction. 

Furthermore, from a feminist point of view, the stories they 

tell about women almost always end in failure and very often 

involve the woman's death" (4). 

21!!. Penthesila. the warrior queen of the Amazons, was 

killed by Achilles at Troy. In eulogizing over her corpse, 

he expresses both sorrow and admiration, and Taji's linkage 

of the two women through allusion functions to foreshadow 

the similarly tragic death of Annatoo. Amazons, of course, 

represent an archetypal threat to manhood, since they 
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possess both the strength and military knowledge of men 

through which masculine will is enforced. Although the 

Amazons do not enter Anglo-American mythology of the New 

World in a very powerful way, the image of the female 

warr ior was an important part of Spanish thought in the 

conquest of New Spain. The Amazon river is an obvious 

example, but less well known is the fact that the name 

"Californian is derived from Califia, who like Penthesila 

was also a queen of the Amazons. Melville has several 

references to the Amazons, such as in the first of the two 

nNotes from a Wr i ting Desk n when the ostentatious narrator 

describes certain timid males of his acquaintance as looking 

like they had been boxed by "some virago of an Amazon." Note 

also Melville's maJ;'king of the name in his Spenser (II, 

561/301) . 

27 Concurrent with the efforts of var lOUS antebellum 

reI igious and utopian movements to restructure conj ugali ty 

and address the evils of domestic life were secular 

movements which approached the same conflicts through the 

political and legal remedies available in a democratic 

society. The laws governing divorce, for example, were a 

prime target in both Great Britain and in America, with John 

Stuart Mill and Margaret Fuller giving voice to the major 

problems associated wi th irrevocable mar i tal contracts. 

Melville clearly demonstrates his awareness of this 
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contemporary debate and evinces a clearly positive attitude 

toward easing contemporary restrictions on divorce. 

2e In a letter to Evert Duyckinck written early in 

1849, Melville made his well-known comment about Fanny 

.Kemble: "She's so unfemininely masculine that had she not, 

on unimpeckable authority, borne children, I should be 

curious to learn the result of a surgical examination of her 

person in private" (Letters 47). 
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Chapter 4. 

wAbandonment, and suddenness, and wantonness: W1 The 

Theme of Sexual Transgression 

The prohibition or taboo against unrestrained human 

eroticism is universal. ~ All societies have rules to 

regulate, licensp., and control sexual behavior between men 

and women, with the most com~on strategy being the provision 

for some form of legalized linking of the two genders in 

marriage. At the same time, however, the boundary line 

separating the acceptable from the ill ici t is always under 

pressure from individual sexual desire which challenges, 

tests, and sometimes changes the margins. The conflict 

between arbitrary law and the limits of transgression, 

between private needs and public pressures, is often played 

out in Melville's work, as for example in Typee and Omoo 

where an eXUberant, eXUltant, joy-filled sexuality among the 

islanders is contrasted with the furtive, exploitative, 

narcissistic, and frequently criminalized sexuality imported 

by the sailors and missionaries. Certainly, the principle 

action of the two related narratives is motivated by 

Tommo/Paul's effort to escape from a line of employment he 

hates and return home as quickly as possible: the islands 

are alluring, but he rarely expresses any desire to remain 

there permanently. The maj or focus 0 f the narratives, 

however, is net on this quest for home; nor is the primary 
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conflict one between savagery and civilization as some 

critics have suggested, for both worlds are ultimately found 

wanting;3 rather, what most exercises the creative 

imagination of the author is the conflict between two 

powerful, competing ideologies of the erotic and the 

question of who shall control the distribution of sexual 

pleasure. 4 The dialectic between ideologies of the erotic is 

even more apparent in ~ than it is in Typee because the 

code of neither side is securely dominant in Tahiti. 

Consequently, the social ideas of both the whites and the 

islanders are constantly be ing compared, questioned, and 

modified from both ends of the spectrum. The whites become 

acquainted with a less restrained ethos of sexuality, and 

the islanders become more aware or self conscious of an 

aspect 0 f existence which they had formerly accepted as 

simply given. Certainly, Tommo successfully agitates for a 

suspension of the Typeean taboo forbidding women in canoes, 

but the dispensation apparently applies only to him and 

Fayaway; his p~rmanent impact on the Typeean social 

structure is nil. However, in Omoo both the islanders and 

whi tes test the 1 imi ts of acceptable sexual behavior, 

adapting and changing as they go along. 

Sexual i ty among the islanders is character ized by the 

kind of openness and excess Tommo witnesses when his ship 

arrives at the island of the Typees and which he finds so 
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radically different from what he has heretofore known. This 

confrontation with the erotic is anticipated by fantasies of 

"naked Houris" and bracketed by the swarms of island women 

who board the ship and who the men "haven I t the heart to 

repulse." Since eroticism in the islands is not linked to 

the problematics of property law and religious edict as it 

is in Western culture, the obtaining of sexual pleasure is a 

legitimate pursuit in itself, and it is freely offered as a 

gift of welcome to the sailors. Even in the Tahitian sttting 

of Omoo, where the people have learned the terrible cost of 

sexual and cultUral intercourse with the E~ropeans, Paul and 

Dr. Long Ghost encounter an old man and woman who still 

re tain the ancient customs. The islanders greet the weary 

travelers with hospi tali ty, "the old lady," as Paul says, 

"to a degree that was altogether superfluous" (254), For 

the whites, the erotic is officially sanctioned only in 

marriage for procrea'tive purposes, and since so few of the 

men in the narrative are married (or have their wives along 

for the adventure) nearly every incident of sexuality in 

which they are involved entangles them in one form or 

another of transgression. They tak.e sex by force or guile; 

they buy or sell it, or they indulge in it secretly to 

circumvent the rules of their own culture, The sailors 

relish their visits to the islands because there they obtain 

gratis that which they must purchase elsewhere. At least 

this is true in the beginning before a conventional system 
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of pimps and prostitutes is introducede as t1l.e Westerners 

organize native practices for greater efficiency. 

Attitudes toward the body also point to the tension 

between ideologies of the erotic. For the islanders, the 

body is not a source of embarrassment or shame,~ but rather 

it is openly displayed, becoming in fact a canvas (through 

the artistry of tattooing) for expressing individual 

personality and taste and for giving aesthetic pleasure to 

others (218-20)."7 Tommo describes the clothing of Fayaway 

and the other girls as "the primitive garments of Eden," 

suggesting not only their· uncovered state but also evoking a 

pre-lapsar ian moment in Western mythological history and 

imagination when shame was not associated with "nakedness. rr 

On the other hand, the covered body of the "intrepid rr 

missionary's wife described in chapter one of Typee is seen 

by the islanders as evidence of deviousness or subterfuge on 

her part. Beset by a mob, she is "stripped of her garments 

and given to understand that she could no longer carryon 

her deceits with impunity" (7). Having been "insufficiently 

evangelized for that kind of treatment, II she departs from 

the island. A second anecdote in the same chapter describes 

a voluntary revelation of flesh by the "beauteous queen of 

Mowanna" which discomposes the French officers. 

Significantly, the emissaries of both the French and island 

na tions conduct the diplomatic meeting according to their 
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own rules and standards of deportment, even though the 

American Commodore had been assured that "the king and queen 

had imbibed proper notions of their elevated station, and on 

all ceremonious occasions conducted themselves with suitable 

dignity" (7). The Frenchmen strut through the ceremony, but 

the queen seeks out a person in the American crew with whom 

she has something in common, the decorated old tar. 

Ultimately, the diplomatic mission is a grotesque failure, 

and "the aghast Frenchmen retreated precipitately [from) the 

scene of so shocking a catastrophe" (8). Clearly, the two 

anecdotes involve conflicts over the nature, significance, 

and interpretation of the body. 

Tbe islanders have few rules and regulations governing 

the erotic, and as a result there are few transgressions. 

Certainly, the taboo system has a number of interdictions 

concerning female sexuality, such as the seclusion of "women 

in an interesting situation" (222), but these are rarely 

linked directly to the erotic and the obtaining of sexual 

pleasure. As Toby and Tommo approach the village of the 

Typees, the first people they see are a boy and girl 

appare!'.t1y caught in sexual play. The young couple is 

startled at the appearance of two white strangers, but they 

show no guilt or embarrassment about what tbey have been 

doing. Premarital sex is not a problem on the island because 

the "singular system of marriage" there provides for the 
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social absorption of young, sexually active couples without 

penalizing them with a life-long attachment should the match 

prove odious or fertile. IS In the second marriage of the 

youthful boy and girl, both male and female are "married" by 

an older man and taken into his home without any divorce or 

dissolution of the first marriage. Likewise, adultery is a 

sort of social game rather than a violation of the 

fundamental order of society as it is in the West where it 

is linked to the ownership of property. In Typee, where 

there is no property to own or inherit, Tommo observes how 

the ease of divorce empowers women so that they don't have 

to put up with abusive husbands (192), and just as the men 

at the Ti pursue extra-marital.affairs (190), so, too, do 

the women. Tinor entertains a man in a "shabby set of 

tatoos" at home without any apparent objections from Harheyo 

(189), and marriage relations in general are so lax that 

Tommo at first suspects that some sort of "Platonic 

affection" (189) exists among the people rather than 

marriage. 

In contrast to this lack of regulatory effort, the 

whites have many laws and, consequently, many possibilities 

for transgression. The sailors find themselves in a 

situation in which all the norma::' rules of their culture 

govp.rning sexual relations are suddenly altered or 

suspended, and they take full advantage of the hiatus: "Not 
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the feeblest barrier was interposed between the unholy 

passions of the crew and their unlimited gratification (15). 

In this moral wilderness, they exploit ("debauch" is the 

term used by Tommo) the island women sexually and leave the 

dubious gi fts of Western civilization: alcoholism, small 

pox, and venereal disease. The failure of the Western code 

to govern behavior when the guardians of morality are absent 

suggests not only the weakness of the code but its 

artificiality as well. Furthermore, the Christianity 

introduced by the missionaries is characterized by a series 

of "Thou shal t nots, II and the primary emphasis of their 

brand of evangelical Christianity is on changing and 

criminalizing the sexual behavior of the islanders. It is a 

religion which, in the words of the Restoration writer John 

Dennis, approaches the challenge of conversion by way of the 

tail rather than through the head or heart; it "opprest and 

persecuted Mens Inclinations, instead of correcting and 

converting them, which afterwards broke out with the same 

Violence, that a raging Fire does upon its first getting 

Vent" (I:154). To "persecute Mens Inclinations," the 

religious police of cmoo are recruited and authorized to pry 

into peoples' homes and lives in search of the illicit. They 

"pop into their houses at all hours,. . forever prying 

into their peccadilloes" (179) and using a whip on 

offenders. The missionar ies themselves, however, 0 ften 

participate in forbidden pleasures while imposing their 
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restrictive code on others: "Pity it was, they couldn't 

marry--pity for the ladies of the island, I mean, and the 

cause of morality; for what business had the ecclesiastical· 

old bachelors, with such a set of trim little native 

handmaidens? These damsels were their first converts; and 

devoted they were" (142). In addition, the missionaries also 

seem insecure in the strength of their moral code since 

those with families keep their children segregated from the 

island youth and ignorant of their language because they 

fear moral contamination (188). They are afraid that if 

their children are confronted with a true choice between the 

sexual abstinence and self-control demanded by Judeo-

Christian belief and the hedonistic sexuality of the 

islanders they will make the "wrong" choice. 

Indeed, the entire mechanism of European religion can 

exist on the island only because it is ratified by the 

threat of violence. No longer awed by the whites, but still . 
cowed by the military, the natives give lip service to 

Christian religion while largely retaining their cultural 

roots. A few of them stoically adhere to the pagan past, and 

in this they are noble, but most of them have been corrupted 

by the loss of the old religion and the inadequacy of the 

new one. At the end of Melville's life, while he was writing 

"Billy Budd," the idea of Christianity's being forced on the 

people of the islands who already had a religion perfectly 
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sui ted to the ir needs was still a powerful image in 

Melville's mind. As the chaplain seeks to instruct Billy 

concerning ~salvation and a Savior," 

Billy listened, but less out of awe or reverence, 

perhaps, than from a certain natural pol i teness, 

doubtless at bottom regarding all ·that in much the 

same way that most mariners of his class take any 

discourse abstract or out of the common tone of 

the workaday world. And this sailor way of taking 

clerical discourse is not wholly unlike the way in 

which the primer of Christianity, full of 

transcendent miracles, was received long ago on 

tropical isles by any superior savage, so called-

a Tahitian, say, of Captain Cook's time or shortly 

after that time. Out of natural courtesy he 

received, but did not appropriate. It was like a 

gift placed in the palm of an outreached hand 

upon which the fingers do not close (121). 

In a similar sense, the erudite preaching of the chaplain on 

the Neversink passes over the heads of the untutored sailors 

who are utterly unchanged in their behavior as a result of 

the sermon (chapter 38). The general response of the 

islanders to the introduction of the Christian moral code is 

hypocrisy and dissemblance, and the erotic "backsliding 
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dance," performed in secret in the remote village of Tamai, 

gives shape and form to the natural impulses and 

inclinations of the people which have been forbidden. Church 

attendance itself becomes a stage for erotic exhibition, a 

place to see and be seen, rather than to worship: 

Kooloo was a blade. Standing up in the 

congrega tion in all the bravery of a str iped 

cal ico shirt, with the skirts rakishly adjusted 

over a pair of whi te sailor trowsers, and hair 

well ano inted with cocoa-nut oil, he oglec the 

ladies wi th an air of supreme satisfaction. Nor 

were his glances unreturned. . . But such looks as 

the Tahitian belles cast at each other: frequently 

turning up their noses at the advent of a new 

cotton mantle recently imported in the chest of 

some amorous sailor. Upon one occasion, I observed 

a group of young girls, in tunics of coarse, 

soiled sheeting, disdainfully pointing at a damsel 

in a flaming red one. "Gee tootai owree!" said 

they with ineffable scorn, "itai maitai!" (you are 

a good-for-nothing huzzy, no better than you 

should be) Now Kooloo communed with the 

church; so did all these censorious young ladies. 

Yet after eating bread-fruit at the Eucharist, I 
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knew several of them, the same night, to be guilty 

of some sad derelictions (177). 

Of course the familiar, colloquial expressions used in this 

and similar passages emphasizes the obvious: the practices 

of the islanders are indistinguishable from those of the 

whites in their native lands, where material possessions and 

sexual de sire give occas ion for dispute and personal 

animosi ty in the Christian community. To minimize the 

co n f 1 i c t, some is lander's have deve loped a form of 

accretional religion. ~ Like Miss Ideea, they differentiate 

be t ween tho se par ts 0 f the ir body wh ich have been 

Christianized, as opposed to those parts which they hold in 

reserve for gratification of desires (178), but for most of 

the people the ideological differences create irresolvable 

problems. Kr istin Herzog accurately senses that "the 

pecul iar savagery of Queen Pomaree and her husband is 

possible only when Western cuI ture is artificially and 

callously grafted onto the native. Grotesque and comic, they 

represent a confusion, rather than fusion, of the two 

cultures. The outlook for the natives is hopeless" (69). 

Sexuality is thus seen by both the islanders and the 

missionaries as a major point for debate. Robert Shulman 

notes that "primal sexual energy is intrinsically subversive 

of conventional order and respectable systems" (187). For 
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the natives, this "primal, sexual energy" is a weapon 

against the missionary ethos, while the Christians see the 

eradication of sexual pleasure on the island as the main 

task in their war against native religion and culture. The 

erotic is easily expressed by the islanders through spoken 

language as well as through movement and dance, but among 

the whites the discourse of sexuality is silenced and 

marginalized except for a highly alimbicat,!d mode of speech. 

Tommo is fascinated by the "abandoned voluptuousness" of the 

women, but he says that he "dare not attempt to describe" 

(15) their actions. Still, at what seem to be unguarded, 

unconscious moments, the erotic erupts forth from his 

language. When Kory-Kory is making a fire, Tommo uses the 

figurative language of coition (or perhaps autoeroticism) to 

de scr ibe his act ions in "mounting" the fireboard and 

laboriously driving "the stick furiously along the smoking 

channel" (Ill). As Foucault suggests, repression of 

sexuality creates "a veritable discursive explosion" (17). 

Similar questions of who shall control the distribution 

of sexual pleasure and how transgression is to be defined 

are present in most of Melville's work. Redburn's 

conversation with a fellow sailor reveals that the man is a 

bigamist, with a loving wife on each side of the Atlantic 

(108). When he confronts the man with objections concerning 

the moral i ty 0 f his domestic arrangements, the sailor 
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refutes him soundly, drawing upon the bible for his defense 

(129) . ZoO This is the same "Holy Guide-Book" which Redburn 

later declares will never lead one "astray," yet it offers 

ambiguous and conflicting advice about what constitutes 

sexual transgression. The comic conversation is one in a 

series of incidents through which the provinciality of 

Redburn is unfolded and he discovers that his sunday school 

morality is utterly ineffectual against the worldly vices of 

his companions. Redburn also records the drama of coquettery 

or incipient adultery among the Irish immigrants on the ship 

when a wealthy but 

luckless tailor was tormented the whole voyage by 

his wife, who was young and handsome; just such a 

beauty as farmers' -boys fall in love with; . . 

She was a sad coquette; and did not turn away, as 

she was bound to do, from the dandy glances of the 

cabin bucks, who ogled her through their double

barreled opera-glasses. This enraged the tailor 

past telling; he would remonstrate with his wife, 

and scold her; anc lay his matrimonial commands 

upon her, to go below instantly out of sight. But 

the lady was not to be tyrannized over; and so she 

told him (265). 
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Daily they would make up, but the next day "the old feud 

would be renewed. . at the first glimpse cf an opera

glass from the cabin" (266). The question dramatized here is 

whether a husband has the right to control the body of a 

wife if she chooses to depose of it herself. The husband is 

enraged because his wife allows the "cabin bucks" to stare 

at her. She "did not turn away" from the eroticized male 

gaze as he believes "she was bound to do," but rather she 

seems to encourage the looking. Bel iev ing that he has 

absolu te propr ietary rights over her, the husband attempts 

to exercise control over this unauthorized distribution of 

sexual pleasure by his wife, her apparent allowing and 

encouraging of men to "look" at her. He first tries to 

attack the men, but restrained by the mate from crossing the 

line between classes, he next goes to work on his wife. He 

remonstrates, scolds, and gives "matrimonial commands," but 

she "was not to be tyrannized" in this way. 

Pierre as a whole is about the problems created by 

sexual des ire in conflict with the demands of a coercive 

social order which regulates and controls the dissemination 

of pleasure. At the climax of the Saddle Meadows episodes, 

just before Pierre leaves the ancestral estate, he and his 

mother confront each other on the stair case: "Ascending 

toward his mother's chamber, he heard a coming step, and met 

her on the great middle landing of the stairs, where in an 
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ample niche, a marble group of the temple-polluting Laocoon 

and his two innocent children, caught in inextricable snarls 

of snakes, writhed in eternal torments" (184-5). By bringing 

the mother and son together en the stairs (which 

tradi tionally suggest movement between planes or levels of 

experience) in front of the highly suggestive Laocoon group, 

Melville provides an instant thematic summary of the 

narrative. Melville's version of the Laocoon :nyth is 

evidently the one wherein Laocoon's sufferings result from 

his having had intercourse before the statue of Apollo; 

consequently, Henry A. Murray is correct in suggesting that 

the statue symbolizes "the dire agonies of Pierre (the son) 

because of the home-polluting sexual transgressions of his 

father" (471). Murray's claim coincides with Melville's own 

assertion in his lecture, "Statues in Rome," that lIthe 

Laocoon represents the tragic side of humanity and is the 

symbol of human misfortune:" 

In a niche of the Vatican stands the Laocoon, the 

very sembI ance 0 f a great and powerful man 

writhing with the inevitable destiny which he 

cannot throw off. Throes and pangs and struggles 

are given with a meaning that is not withheld. The 

hideous monsters embrace him in their mighty 

folds, and torture him with agonizing embraces. 

The Laocoon is grand and impressive, gaining half 
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its significance from its symbol ism--the fable 

that it represents: otherwise it would be no more 

than Paul Potter's "Bear Hunt" at Amsterdam 

(403).11 

The "fable that it represents," the tale of Laocoon, is 

itself part of the archetypal story of sexual transgression 

in Western literature, the Trojan War. 

When the TrOjans discovered the great wooden horse left 

by the Greeks, Cassandra announced that the horse was filled 

wi th armed men and should be destroyed immediately. Her 

prophetic insight was seconded by the seer Laocoon, who in 

anger threw his spear at the horse's flank with such force 

that the weapons and armor of the Greeks inside clashed and 

rattled together when it struck. Sinon, the cousin of 

Odysseus, had rema ined behind after the departure of the 

Greeks to convince 'the Trojans that the horse should be 

dragged into the city and preserved as a sacred image. Priam 

was incl ined to bel ieve him, but Laocoon pleaded for the 

sacrifice of a bull to Poseidon in order to discern the 

truth. Nine years earlier the Trojans had stoned to death 

their priest of Poseidon and vowed not to replace him until 

the war was over. Laocoon, who was already the priest of 

Thymbrean Apollo, was elected by lot to perform the 

sacr i fice, but he had "angered Apollo by marry ing and 
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begetting children, despite a vow of celibacy and, worse, by 

lying with his wife Antiope in sight of the god's image.":l.2 

As Laocoon was preparing the sacr iHce, Apollo sent two 

great serpents from the sea which came ashore and coiled 

around Laocoon's tw in sons, Antiphas and Thymbraeus, 

crushing them to death. Laocoon rushed to save his sons, but 

the snakes also seized and killed him and then took refuge 

in the temple of Athena. This terrible portent convinced the 

Troj ans that Sinon had indeed spoken truthfully about the 

horse and that Laocoon had been punished for throwing his 

spear at the image; consequently, they laboriously dragged 

the horse inside the walls with the well-known result. Thus, 

their misreading of Apollo's ambiguous sign, a punishment 

for Laocoon's sexual transgression years earlier but coming 

at an impropitious moment, resulted in the final destruction 

of Troy. 

The "inevitable destiny" or deterministic fate against 

which both Laocoon and Pierre struggle might be attributed 

to the inscrutable will of the Gods, but in a more direct 

sense the two men are playing out the consequences of their 

own and other's transgressive and forbidden sexual desires. 

Both men are also dealing with complex problems of reading, 

interpreting, and acting on ambiguous evidence. In Book XI 

("He Crosses the Rubicon"), where : .. he Laocoon citations 

appear, Pierre confesses to his mother that he is married to 
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someone other than Lucy, she repudiates him, and he leaves 

the house, tripping as he crosses the threshold (185). The 

consequences of his decisions and actions are destructively 

played out in the remaining chapters of the novel. The snake 

imagery of the Laocoon passage is echoed by the figurative 

language associated with Pierre and I sabel when "coiled 

together, [they] entangledly stood mute" (192). Out of the 

highest of motives, Pierre tries to repair the damage which 

he has come to believe was caused by the sexual 

transgression of his father, but in doing so he himself 

becomes entangled in transgression and brings the wrath of 

the community down on him. As the Laocoon myth suggests, 

hav ing sex at the wrong time and place or with the wrong 

person is what constitutes sexual transgression, but 

Mel v HIe recognizes--in a way that is modern--that the 

quality of "wrongness" in these equations is a constructed 

rather than natural or essential category_ 

Tony Tanner summar izes the problem of transgression 

this way: 

I f society depends for its existence on certain 

rules governing what may be combined and what 

should be kept separate, then adultery, by 

br inging the wrong things together in the wrong 

places (or the wrong people in the wrong beds), 
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offers an attack on those rules, revealing them to 

be arbitrary rather than absolute . [and] 

call ing into question both. the impersonal 

application of the law and the justification and 

rights of the would-legislators (13-14). 

Still, calling the law into question does not mean that 

individual desire and will are going to triumph. Indeed, the 

history of literature is monotonously repetitious and 

depressing in its representation of squelched love. Pierre's 

incoherent letter to Lucy while he is thinking of Isabel 

evokes three such stories: Homer's Helen and Paris, Dante's 

Francesca and Paolo, and their reading about the tragic 

romance of "fatal Lancelot" which inspires them to commit 

adultery (42). 

The putative liaison between Pierre's father and the 

French woman revealed in Isabel's story precipitates the 

main action of the novel, but Pierre is further divided by a 

vast array of conflicting and unsanctioned erotic desires 

and feelings which comes close to cataloging the 

possibilities: he has an adolescent attraction to his mother 

which is interlaced with conventional romantic love in his 

relationship with Lucy. He exhibits familial loyalty to his 

presum~d sister, Isabel, but this is mingled with sexual 
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desire for her as well. There is also clear reference to 

his youthful homoerotic attraction to his cousin. 

The "home-polluting sexual transgressions" of the 

father (471), as Murray suggests, are the original source of 

Pierre's problems, but the elder Glendinning's alleged 

relationship with the mother of Isabel is significantly not 

represented _ in the narrative. Tony Tanner pOints out that 

this sort of ellipsis in the text is characteristic of the 

bourgeois novel where "the invisible, inaudible deed becomes 

a silence and an absence in the text that gradually spreads, 

effectively negating what is made audible and present ft (13). 

The ftaudible present" in Pierre is the desire of Mrs. 

Glendinning to shut down the uncontrolled sexuality of 

others and to regulate pleasure. She wants to expunge memory 

of her husband's priapic youth. Failing to secure control 

over him, she will deny the existence of his tr~ns;ressive 

self. This fact can be seen in her rejection of the "chair 

portrait," which shows his secret, ambiguous smile, and the 

enshrinement of the visual image she prefers of the tame, 

middle-aged married man. In addition, Mrs. Glendinning also 

tr ies to exercise control over the sexuality of her son. 

Much has been made of the incest motif in the novel and the 

supposed sexual attraction between mother and son (which is 

intensified by their cloying brother/sister rhetoric), but 

ultimately the charade functions between them as a device to 
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control sexuality by deliberately deflecting affection to a 

familial configuration in which sexuality is prohibited. 

Mothers and sons like Pierre and Mrs. Glendinning do not 

have sex with each other, but neither do they have sex with 

anyone el se. As Mrs. Glendinning r s sol iloquy makes clear, 

her purpose is to keep Pierre "docile," and part of that 

strategy involves getting him safely married to a tame girl 

like Lucy who can also be controlled. It is significant that 

Mrs. Glendinning is represented in masculine terms at an 

important juncture early in the narrative as she speaks her 

self revealing soliloquy: 

"A noble boy, and docile" --she murmured--"he 

has all the frolicsomeness of youth, with little 

of its giddiness. . Well, good-bye, Pierre, 

and a merry morning to ye!" 

So saying she crossed the room, and --resting 

in a corner--her glad proud eye met the old 

General r s baton, which the day before in one of 

hi::, frol ic moods Pierre had taken from its 

accustomed place in the pictured-bannered hall. 

She lifted it, and. musingly swayed it to and fro; 

then paused and staff-wise rested it in her hand. 

Her stately beauty had ever somewhat martial in 

it; and now she looked the daughter of a General, 

as she was. 
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"Tbis is his inheritance--this symbol of 

command! and I swell out to think of it. Yet tut 

just now I fondled the conceit that Pierr~ was 50 

sweetly docile! Here sure is a most strange 

inconsistency! For is sweet docility a general' 5 

badge? and is this baton but a distaff then (20)? 

The day before this incident, Pierre had taken the baton 

"from its accustomed place in the pictured-bannered hall" 

(20), but he had done so "in one of bis frolic moods," in 

play. Here, however, Mrs. Glendinning is deadly serious~ and 

her masculine actions suggest the patriarchal nature of her 

motives for acting as she does. She lifts the phallic badge 

of authority or "symbol of command," the general's baton, 

and swings it around. She is described as "somewhat martial" 

in her beauty, and as she contemplates the instrument her 

1 anguage is laced with imagery 0 f mal e sexual i ty : "I swe 11 

out," and "now I fondle the conceit." Later, Pierre notes 

that "there was a reserved strength and mascul iness in the 

character of his mother" (180). Mrs. Glendinning's plan is 

to create a totally virtuous community under her 

jurisdiction, a sequestered world of marital chastity and 

regulated or controlled sexual behavior,~3 but she discovers 

in the case of her husband, her servant, and her son, that 

f r u s t r a ted i n d i v i d u a 1 sexual de s ire will erupt in 

transgression. Sexual i ty is a threat because of its 
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potential to disrupt the foundations of herc,orld, her 

patriarchal and aristocratic kingdom, at Saddle Meadows. Her 

concerns are for the preservation and sustaining of those 

aspects of cuI ture and family upon which the patriarchal 

system is based and maintained: purity in patrilinear 

descent to precl ude claims to famil ial weal th; the 

maintenance· of class and economic distinctions and power, 

and the use of the church and the legal system to ratify the 

status quo (Warren 122). This influence extends even beyond 

her immed ia te fami 1 y; she al so wants to ('!ontrol the 

sexuality of those she employs, like Ned and DeIly, and when 

regulation fails she resorts marginalization and expulsion. 

Falsgrave, too, the erstwhile suitor of Mrs. Glendinning, is 

given sufficient encouragement to keep his interest 

perpetually alive, but she never fulfills the desires and 

expectations she arouses. 

La te in the novel, when Glen and Fred show up at 

Pierre's door, their visit is an attempt on the part of the 

patriarchal and class power structure of society to reclaim 

Lucy from the condition of social and moral anarchy into 

which they believe she has fallen by joining Pierre's 

unconventional household. Glen and Fred are the indignant 

representatives of convention and patriarchal order. Glen, 

who is also Pierre I s cousin and possibly his homosexual 

lover some years previously, is an al terna te and more 
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acceptable suitor to Lucy. With the repudiation of Pierre by 

Mrs. Glendinning, he has also become heir to the Glendinning 

millions. Fred Tartan, as the brother of Lucy, acts in the 

traditional brotherly role of protector of his sister's 

honor and virtue, which by extension becomes family honor 

and virtue. The plot ends with a bloodbath of murder and 

suicide which terminates--rather than resolves--the 

tremendous tensions and confl icts generated by the story. 

The hero's cry, "Pierre is neuter now," with its implication 

of castration, clearly indicates the degree to which Pierre 

is driven and motivated by sexual desire and appetite, and 

ul timately his world collapses from the weight of its own 

impossibility. There is, however, another dimension to 

Pierre's transgression involving his artistic creativity, 

and this is a concern to which I will return shortly. 

To be sure, Melville recognizes that transgressive 

sexual i ty, I ike Pierre's, is not al ways motivated by 

affection and performed as a protest against a repressive 

and insensitive moral code, and Melville objects to all 

vicious, exploitative, and inequitable relations which give 

perverse pleasure (erotic or otherwise) to one person and 

cause pain or injury to another. Naturally, in Melville's 

work, the majority of those who are exploited, degraded, 

and abused are helpless young women who are defined or 

identified largely in terms of their sexuality. For 
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Melville, they are natural representatives for suffering 

humanity and the weakness of innocence and virtue in a Wman

of-war world. W This, of course, is the direct opposite of 

the old Miltonic ideal, dramatized in the masque of wComus," 

a f the power of innocence to withstand eVil. 104 Nineteenth 

century reI igious and social propaganda invested innocence 

and purity with power to resist corruption, but Melville 

gives a clear indication that virtue is helpless in the face 

of contemporary evil if it is not bolstered in other ways by 

the power of money, class, and caste. 

Pierre, for example, is c:Jmpletely aware that the 

seduced DeIly will become a prostitute if she is not given 

help: "Milk dropt from the milkman's can in December," he 

says, "freezes not more quickly on those stones, than does 

snow-wh i te innocence, if in poverty, it chance to fall in 

these streets." To which DeIly sobs in response, "Then God 

help my hard fate, Master Pierre" (230). The focus of 

Melville's criticism, however, is not directed toward women 

who "allow" themselves to be seduced, but rather against the 

seducer s and pimps who us e and exploi t women. Ned I s 

seduction of DeIly resul ts in social ostracism directed 

exclusively at her, while Ned goes unpunished. Pierre, 

conversely, condemns and curses Ned, while extending aid and 

shel ter to Delly and defending her against the theological 
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sophistry of the Reverend Falsgrave who seconds his patron, 

Mrs. Glendinning, in evicting the girl from the estate. 

Dr. Long Ghost in Omoo, constantly labors to gr.atify 

his se~llal appeti i:e by fondling and trying to seduce the 

island girls: "There was no end to my long comrade's 

spirits. After telling his stories, and singing his songs, 

he sprang to his feet, cdasped a young damsel of the grove 

round her waist, and waltzed over the grass with her. But 

there's no telling all the pranks he played that night" 

(223). In contrast to the women of Typee who freely give 

themselves to the sailors, many of the women in Omoo have 

been exposed to the benefits of civilization long enough to 

recognize its problema tic features. They have learned to 

either manipulate the sailor's desires for them in order to 

obtain the things they want (just as Kooloo uses "Paul"), or 

they refuse to allow themselves to be sexually used. For 

example, "when the doctor pressed one [of the girls] rather 

hard, she all at once turned round upon him, and giving him 

a box on the ear, told him to "harree perrar!" (be off with 

himself)" (243); similarly, the "cold and haughty young 

beauty" (278), Loo, also rejects his advances (293-4). These 

episodes are offered by "Paul" as humorous events, but we 

should be aware that Loo is only fourteen and the men are 

guests in her parent's house. These facts put an entirely 

different coloring on the "humor" of it all. Paul says 
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"Though soft as doves in general, the ladies of Tamai are, 

nevertheless, flavored with a slight tincture of what we 

queerly enough call 'the devil'" (242). The "devil" to which 

he refers here is the girl's anger at being touched, 

pressed, and squeezed "rather hard" by Long Ghost. 

Similarly, toward the end of the narrative, "Paul" and Long 

Ghost attend several trials to entertain themselves with the 

spectacle. Among these sessions was the case "of a decayed 

naval officer, and a young girl of fourteen; the latter 

charged with having been very naughty on a particular 

occasion, set forth in the pleadings; and the former, with 

having aided and abetted her in her naughtiness, and with 

other misdemeanors" (298). Chapter 88 of Moby-Dick mentions 

the French "country-schoolmaster," Vidocq, and makes oblique 

reference to "those occult lessons he inculcated into some 

of his pupils" (330); in other words, his seduction of the 

young girls in his charge. Robert Kellner calls the women of 

Omoo "sensual creatures who enjoy abusing men physically and 

spiritually" (297), but he does not explain how it is that 

women (or more frequently, young girls) who are defending 

themselves against sexual exploitation are "abusing men.!! 

Rape, which of course implies coercion and violence 

against women {and sometimes men),1~ also appears in 

Melville's work. In contrast to the joy-filled lubricity 

which typically characterizes Melville's erotic anecdotes, 
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there is no pleasure in repeating the details of the assault 

on Hunilla in "The Encantadas" when the Chollo widow is 

raped several times by men from passing ships: "The hal f 

shall here remain untold. Those two unnamed events which 

befell Hunilla on this isle, let them abide between her and 

her God. In nature, as in law, it may be libellous to speak 

some truths" (157-8). Stranded on the island, the Cholo 

widow is subjected to the degrading humiliation of rape; not 

only because she is a lone female in a zone of social 

anarchy ruled by animal instincts but also because she is a 

member of a "lower" class, a Cholo or mixed breed of Spanish 

and Indian blood, and therefore outside of the protective 

aura that nc~~ally surrounds (or was thought to surround) a 

nineteenth century white woman. In other words, she was fair 

same to them. 

The seizure of female bodies for sexual use is also at 

issue in ~. While explaining the dynamics of European and 

Tahitian relations, the narrator tells of two massacres 

precipitated by fights over women: "The natives, at first. 

received them kindly; but one of the men getting into a 

quarrel on account of a woman, and the rest taking his part, 

they were all massacred but Viner" (96). A few chapters 

later "Paul" tells of a dispute which "originated in the 

seizure of a number of women from the shore, by men 

belonging to one of the French vessels of war. In this 
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(124) but could 

not win. In all of these cases vicious transgressive desires 

and arguments over who shall control the distribution of 

sexual pleasure result in destruction and death for those 

invol ved; the whites die in the first incident, and the 

islanders die in the second. 

The critique of human behavior is always important to 

Melville, but there is typically an additional metaphoric 

dimension in his images. "Virginity," then, is not 

associated with potential fecundity and hope for the future 

in Melville's work, but rather it is equated with 

exploitation and with the lack of wisdom or knowledge 

necessary for self-protection in a vicious world. In Moby

Dick, the Pequod encounters several whalers that have 

virginal names, and during one of those gams Stubb "diddles" 

or cheats the French whaler with the delicate feminine name, 

the Rose Bud, out of the rare ambergris. The Frenchman 

doesn't know the hidden value of what he has caught.Joe. 

Similarly, the response of the German Jungfrau to Ahab' s 

re iterated metaphysical question (Have you seen the white 

whale?], that they had never even heard of the beast, is 

somewhat ironic, since German wissenschaft was at the 

forefront of nineteenth-century epistemological studies. 

Thus, sexual innocence is metaphorically related here to 

epistemological innocence. Dean Young points out that the 
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name 0 £ the Jung frau's capta in, Der i ~k de De~r, is 

phonetically equal to "die deern," which in the Low German 

appropriate to Bremen means "girl" (455). By having De Deer 

row to the Pequod to beg for oil to feed his lamp, Melville 

is also clearly alluding to Christ's parable of the "Ten 

Virgins" in Matthew 25:1-13. 1 7' The five foolish virgins 

lacked sufficient foresight, experience, and wisdom to 

conserve their oil while they waited for the arrival of the 

bridegroom. Since the bridegroom is Christ in this 

eschatological parable, the failure to "be ready" has 

momentous consequences. Ultimately, the Germans row away in 

frantic pursuit of a fin back which Ishmael identifies as 

"belonging to the species of uncapturable whales" (304). 

The figurative language of rape and seduction is 

explored in an even more complex manner in Moby-Dick, near 

the end of the novel, at the start of the three day chase, 

when the white whale is described through allusions to the 

assault of Europa in classical mythology. The pleasant and 

beguilinq imagery of "gentile joyousness" and "calm, 

enticing calm" is juxtaposed with the sudden and horrific 

revelation of "two long crooked rows of white, glistening 

teeth" in a "glittering mouth [which] yawned beneath the 

boat like an open-doored marble tomb" (448). Teeth, of 

course, are a traditional symbol of sexuality (Cirlot 332). 

As the men draw near to the whale, Ishmael describes how "A 
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mighty mildness of repose in swiftness, invests the gliding 

whale: Not the white bull Jupiter swimming away with 

ravished Europa clinging to his graceful horns; his lovely, 

leer ing eyes sideway intent upon the maid; with smooth 

bewi tching fleetness, r ippl ing straight for the nuptial 

bower in Crete; not Jove, not that great majesty Supreme! 

did surpass the glorified White Whale as he so divinely 

swam" (447). In Ovid's version of the myth, Europa came to 

the erotic attention of Zeus, who disguising himself as a 

snow-white bull entered Agenor's herd of cattle. Fascinated 

by the beauty of the bull and finding him gentle, Europa 

began to play with him, and eventually climbed on his back 

as he ambled by the edge of the sea. Suddenly, he swam out 

to sea "while she looked back in terror at the receding 

shore; one of her hands clung to his right horn, the other 

still held a flower-basket" (Graves 195). Wading ashore on 

Crete, ZeuE became an eagle and "ravished Europe in a 

willow-thicket beside a spring" (Graves 195). 

The classical ~llusion, with its imagery of seduction 

and rape, evokes at once the problematic relationship that 

Mel ville sees between human kind and "the heartless voids 

and immensities of the universe [which stab) us from behind 

with the thought 0 f annihilation" (169), between the 

infinite human capacity for hope and the overwhelming 

evidence of "indefiniteness[;) ... dumb blankness, full of 
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meaning .•. from which we shrink." To the natural terrors 

of the world, Melville adds metaphysical terrors, showing 

first the "enchanted calm which . . . lurks at the heart of 

every commotion" (325), or as Ishmael puts it, "amid the 

tornadoed Atlantic of my being" (326), and then the reverse 

of the same image, the "calm, enticing calm" which is the 

"vesture of tornadoes" (447). 

To put the case more directly, Ahab had approached 

Moby-Dick with the intention of overpo"ering and "taking" 

the animal by sticking it full of phallic instruments. What 

he discovers, however, is that he is inadequate to the task, 

and he dies impotently poking at the whale with a jackknife. 

Ahab's real and metaphysical confrontation with Hoby-Dick on 

the first day of the chase is dramatized as a sexual act 

which becomes increasingly violent, which moves rapidly back 

and forth between the imagery of seduction and rape. 

"Shooting his pleated head lengthwise beneath the boat," the 

whale "slowly and feelingly" takes the "bows full within his 

mouth" while "obliquely lying on his back in the manner of a 

biting shark." "Every plank and each rib ... thrilled ... 

through and through . . . for an instant" while the "whale 

dall ied with the doomed craft. . . as a mildly cruel cat 

her mouse," and then it "bit the cra~t completely in twain" 

(449). Ahac, in the meantime, is humiliated in the encounter 

and rendered helpless, despite his attempts to grapple with 
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his assailant, and "he fell flat-faced upon the sea." Then, 

"ripplingly withdrawing from his prey, Moby Dick now lay at 

a little distance, vertically thrusting his oblong w~ite 

head up and down in the billows; and at the same time slowly 

revol ving his whole spindled body." Through this maneuver, 

which Mel ville's note calls "pi tch-pol ing" after "that 

preliminary up-and-down poise of the whale-lance," the whale 

is able to "best and most comprehensively view whatever 

objects may be encircling him" (450). The attacker becomes 

the attacked, and the encounter is turned, figuratively, 

into a horr ific sexual assault. Ishmael, too, is tied to 

this metaphoric language of transgressive sexuality, for ill 

the epilogue he describes himself swimming in the debris 

filled vortex following the sinking: "Round and round, 

then, and ever contracting towards the button-like black 

bubble at the axis of that slowly wheeling circle, like 

another 1xion I did revolve" (470). Ishmael's 

epistemological quest is thus summarized in the closure 

through the evocation of the classical myth of 1xion, a 

guest in the house of Zeus who attempts to seduce his host's 

wife, Hera. Discovered, he his condemned to spin forever 

through the skies, bound to a fiery wheel. 1e 

Rape and seduction are crimes against women which 

Melville finds despicable, but there is also a dangerous and 

destructive sexuality to which men fall prey. This problem 
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is dramatized through narratives involving sexual intrigue 

and prostitutes. Since many writers have isolated and 

defined these incidents as examples of Melville's own 

supposed hatred of women and fear of sexual i ty, it is 

important to see them as part of his general critique of his 

cuI ture t s sexual ethos. Moreover, this dangerous and 

destructive sexuality should also be distinguished from the 

fear of fully eroticized wom~n that several of Melville's 

youthful and inexperienced narrators do indeed display. For 

example, Tommo/Paul clearly does not feel sufficient 

confidence in himself to approach women sexually, despite 

his erotic language, and in Omoo Dr. Long Ghost functions as 

a kind of surrogate to act out Tommo/Paul's fantasies of 

nclaspingn women about the waist. L.A.V., Redburn, and 

White-Jacket are also virginal. Nor (except for two or three 

important exceptions) should we necessarily associate 

vicious and destructive sexual intrigue in Melville with 

prostitutes and venereal disease in a manner that was common 

in nineteenth century moral literature written for young 

men.l~ G2~er.lly, prostitution, prostitutes, and casual sex 

are all treated sympathetically by Melville, and he is 

clearly cognizant of the social dynamics which force women 

into the profession and which cause men to seek them out. 

Redburn makes observations of pathetiC streetwalkers in 

Liverpool (176), and he devotes several pages to the girls 

of "Booble Alley" (189-91). Thompson, the cook, continually 
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reads the story of Joseph and Potipher's wife to Lavender, 

but his efforts have 1 i ttle effect on the man's priapic 

behavior ashore (Redburn 83). Aboard the Neversink one of 

the officers enjoys himself so much while on leave that he 

needs to call upon the ship surgeon: an obvious reference to 

venereal disease. In Billy Budd, the narrator distinguishes 

between the moral i ty 0 f sailors who frequent "fiddler's 

green" (52, 142) and more serious lapses in ethical or 

moral behavior such as Claggart exhibits. The Billy of the 

sailor's ballad has a relationship with "Bristol MollyR 

based on the exchange of gifts, and Jack Chase is famous 

among the men of the Neversink as a womanizer. 

These caveats aside, however, Melville hints obliquely 

several times at the potential for sexuality of a certain 

type to be destructive and dangerous. Tastego I s actions in 

opening the "case" of the whale to get at the precious oil 

there are presented in the language of coition, and when he 

fall s in I shmae 1 descr ibes the rescue by Queequeg in 

explicitly obstetrical terms (288).2Q The motif of someone 

probing a cavity for something he desires, falling in, and 

not being about to get out agai?, is repeated later in the 

novel in the anecdote about "the delicious death of an Ohio 

honey-hunter, who seeking honey in the crotch of a hollow 

tree, found such exceeding store of it, that leaning too far 

over, it sucked him in, so that he died embalmed." This is 
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what Mark Hennelly describes as a Itcombination . . of 

seductive and destructive elements, of the womb and the 

tomb W (283). More particularly, this destructive sexuality 

is generally described by Melville in ·terms of female 

se%ual intrigue, as for e%ample in the opening pages of 

"Beni to Cereno" when Delano sees a strange ship enter the 

harbor in which he is anchored: the sun, "wimpled by the 

same low, creeping clouds, showed not unlike a Lima 

intriguante's one sinister eye peering across the Plaza from 

the Indian loop-hole of her dusk saya-y-manta" (47) .:::1 In 

White-Jacket, too, when the officers of the Neversink try to 

determine why Jack Chase deserted, they speculate that it 

was for a woman, for the "love of a worthless signori ta" 

(29), as they call her. In the "Whiteness of the Whale" 

chapter of Moby-Dick, Nature is described as a "painted 

harlot lt (170), although in the "Schools" chapter she is also 

depicted as Itthe best of wives, though she keeps so many 

moody secrets" (330). 

Melville's fullest treatment of the prostitute as a 

pej orative figure occurs in Pierre when the youthful hero 

encounters the denizens of New York's underground during his 

first night in the metropolis. On arriving at the city, 

Pierre argues with a hack driver over the location of Glen's 

house, precipitating a digression on the "fetchers and 

carr iers 0 f the worst city in·famy." "Most habituated to 
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midnight streets, only trod by sneaking burglars, wantons, 

and debauchees; often in actual pandering league with the 

most abhorrent sinks," they are "Charon ferry-men to 

corruption and death" who "hold every man at bottom a fit 

subject for the coarsest ribaldry and jest" (232). Later, 

while searching on foot for his cousin's apartment, Pierre 

is accosted by a prostitute: 

"I say, my pretty one! Dear! Dear! young man! 

Oh, love, you are in a vast hurry, aint you? Can't 

you stop a bit, now, my dear: do--there's a sweet 

fellow." 

Pierre turned; and in the flashing, sinister, 

evil cross-lights of a druggist's window, his eye 

caught the person of a wonderfully beautifully-

featured girl; scarlet-cheeked, glaringly-arrayed, 

and of a figure all natural grace but unnatural 

vi vaci ty. Her whole form, however, was horr ibly 

lit by the green and yellow rays from the 

druggist's. 

"My God!" shuddered Pierre, hurrying forward, 

"the town's Zirst welcome to youth!" (237). 

Back at the watch house where he had left Isabel and Delly, 

Pierre discovers that wh.i1e he was gone the police had 

brought in lithe entire miscellaneous night occupants of a 
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notorious stew, which they ilOld stormed and carried during 

the height of some outrageous orgie" (241): 

In indescr ibable disorder, frantic, diseased

looking men and women of all colors, and in all 

imaginable flaunting, immodest, grotesque, and 

shattered dress, were leaping, yelling, and 

cursing around him. Toe torn Madras handkerchiefs 

of negresses, and the red gowns of yellow girls, 

hanging in tatters from their naked bosoms, mixed 

with the rent dresses of deep-rouged white women, 

and the split coats, checkered vests, and 

protruding shirts of pale, or whiskered, or 

haggard, or mustached fellows of all nations. 

[T]he thieves-quarters, and all the brothels, 

Lock-and-sin hospitals for incurables, and 

infirmar ies and infernos of hell seemed to have 

made one combined sortie, and poured out upon 

earth through the vile vomitory of some 

unmentionable cellar (240). 

Wha t we see here is a representation of a sexual i ty that 

consumes and destroys its devotees and pollutes everything 

it touches. There are no relationships here, no community 

established on sexuality fidelity and trust between 

individuals, nor is there any joy or value evident in the 
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transgression. Pierre soon finds Isabel "struggling from the 

delirious reaching arms of a half-clad reeling whiskerando" 

who he sent "humming" with his fist as he rescued Isabel and 

returned for Delly who had been "seized on each hand by two 

bleared and half-bloody women" (241). 

A similar, but more subtle, example of dangerous and 

destructive sexual intrigue is evident in the late poem "In 

a Bye Canal," in which the narrator rej ects a sexual 

1 iaison. What the narrator refuses here is not sex per se 

but rather the impudicity of the encounter. The poem has 

been read variously in relation to the sexual theme, and 

many cr it ics see "In a bye canal" as representative 0 f a 

repressed sexuality or fear of women because the traveler 

rejects the opportunity for sex,22 but there are problems 

with this reading. There is no indication in the poem that 

women or sexuality are inherently dangerous, but rather that 

particular woman, at that specific moment offers a 

transgression of a mode of sexual conduct which the 

narra tor has chosen to follow. The late poetry generally 

reveals a reaffir:!lation of marital love and fidelity, and 

"In a bye-canal" seems to be part of that moralistic ethos. 

The poem opens with a tone of soporific drowsiness at 

mid-day, "A swoon of noon, a trance of tide," suggesting the 

presence of a moral laxness. Certainly, the word "Peru" is 
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used elsewhere by Melville to suggest a geographic location 

where sexual intrigue and moral turpitude are prevalent, as 

for example in the "Town-Ho" digression in Moby-Dick where 

the proverbial statement "corrupt as Lima" is discussed, and 

Venice is associated with moral laxity. Ishmael refers to 

the Er ie Canal as "one continuous stream of Venetianly 

corrupt and often lawless life" (chapter 54). This moment of 

mid-day, the "dumb noon," is further described as "haunted 

like the night/when Jael the wiled one slew." Jael is the 

wife of Heber the Kenite, an Arab chief in alliance with the 

Israelites. After Sisera was defeated by Jabin's captain, he 

took refuge in Jael's tent and was killed by her in 

fulfillment of prophecy but also in violation of 

traditional sanctions concerning guests and strangers in the 

house (Judges 4; 5:24-27). The gondolier, one of the "hack 

drivers" of Venice, taps his oar against the wall of the 

"palace hoar" (an unmistakable pun) in a seemingly innocuous 

action which is an obviously prearranged signal,23 for the 

response from inside is immediate: riA lattice clicks, and 

10, I see! Between the slats, mute summoning me." 

The narrator is struck by the beauty of the woman he 

sees, but his qualifiers point to the reason for his 

hesitation. "Scintillation" is an ambiguous term which 

denotes "twinkling," as in stars or eyes. The twinkling of 

star sis the ir rapid changes in br ightness caused by 
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turbulence in the atmosphere, while eyes can twinkle with 

either happiness or anger. The "basilisk glance of 

conjuration" in the next line, however, clarifies the nature 

of the look and the encounter. The basilisk is a legendary 

reptile that has a fatal breath and glance, so a nbasilisk 

glance" is a spellbinding or fatal gaze.:::!04 The image has 

been traced.to a reference in Carlyle, but Cowan's 

Melville's Marginalia reveals a specific marking of the word 

in Euqenie Grandet, or The Miser's Dauqhter, a novel by 

Balzac which Melville read in 1870: "His eyes possessed that 

steady and fascinating expression which is attributed to the 

basilisk" (I, 129/106). 

Line 15 digresses from the forward movement of the poem 

to identi £y other moments of danger from the natural and 

human spheres the narrator has experienced. From the natural 

world, the narrator describes being "'Twixt the whale'S 

black flukes and the white shark's fin." In the human sphere 

the dange'r has been more abstract. The "enemy's deserts" is 

an image derived from Melville's experiences in the Middle 

East when his party was shadowed by an unsavory band while 

traveling through a sparsely populated area. However, the 

concrete image of the dangerous place and men is applied 

figuratively in the poem: the "enemies" are identified as 

"Envy and Slander, lepers hand in hand." These 

personifications suggest that assaults against personal 
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honor and integrity are as destructive as threats against 

life. 

Returning to the present moment, the narrator calls to 

the gondolier, "You sleep, my manit Wake up!" With that 

command, they "ran." In the final eight lines the narrator 

muses on his actions and motivations. "Th.is surely now," he 

says, "Confutes the Naturalists, allow! Sirens, true Sirens, 

verily be." The "Naturalist" reference is to the opinion of 

contemporary "Natural" historians or scientists who would, 

of course, claim that the mythological sirens did not in 

fact ezist. But there is a further dimension to the question 

of the "Naturalists" and their views in the late nineteenth 

century. Since 1587, the term "Naturalist" (typically, but 

not always in the upper case) has been used in English to 

describe "one who studies natural, in contrast to spiritual 

thingsi one who regards natural causes as a sufficient 

explanation of the world and its phenomena," or "one who 

studies, or is versed in, natural science" (OED). Darwin's 

biological determinism is an important element of Naturalist 

thinking in the nineteenth century, 2::5 and the term is 

applied to the literary or aesthetic theory of writers like 

Balzac and Zola who saw man through a scientific perspective 

as "an animal in the natural world, responding to 

environmental forces and internal stresses and desires, over 
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none of which he has control and none of which he fully 

understands" (Holman 337). 

What exactly refutes or "confutes" the arguments of the 

Naturalists, then, according the poetic conceit, is not only 

the idea that in some sense "sirens ver By be," but that 

sexual desire can be controlled and regulated by the 

individual. Melville certainly acknowledges from the 

beginning 0 f his literary career to the end that sexual 

desire is an important aspect of human motivation, but he is 

also cognizant of the way in which the human mind and will 

can operate to control desire. Thus, f1 ight from ill icit 

and transgressive sexuality is not, as he says, a "shame." 

On this point, Shurr's assessment of the poem is helpful: 

neither the physical danger of whaling nor the moral 

"desert" "can stand comparison with the psychic danger of 

casual sexuality" (170). Cohen, also, says that the theme of 

the poem "concerns the possibilities for destruction of the 

self which are latent in an irregular sexual relationship" 

(170) . 

The last two lines of the poem draw upon the classical 

example of Ulysses, who also fled from the sirens, but the 

allusion is ironic. Marital fidelity exercises an 

increasingly stronger pull on Ulysses during his protracted 

voyage home so that ultimately he grows tired of 
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cohabitating with Circe and Calypso. Moreover, Ulysses ~lso 

wants to hear the Siren's song as he passes by their island, 

but naturally he doesn't want the experience to be fatal. He 

puts wax in the ears of his men but has himself bound to the 

mast so he can hear and 1 ive. Finally, there is the 

confusion of the last lines of the poem in which Mel ville 

seems to have suffered from a lapse of memory and 

accidentally made Venus the mother of Ulysses. Cohen 

suggests that Melville was simply exercising poetic license 

to exploit the connotative relationship between "Venus" and 

Venice" (243), but there is no ambiguity in the mythological 

record about the nativity of Ulysses: !lis mother was 

Anticleia, wife of' Laertes the Argive and daughter of 

Autoclycus, who was seduced and impregnated by Sisyphus. A 

metaphoric reading, however, might be more helpful. Venus is 

the romanized version of the Greek Aphrodite, a goddess who 

has close connections to the sea. Her name means "foam 

born," and Graves notes that "she rose from a sea 

impregnated by Uranus's severed genitals" (39). The son of 

Venus and Mars is Cupid, and there are sufficient 

similarities between the manipulative, trickster qualities 

of Cup id and U1 ysse s to say that the 1 at ter migh t 

figuratively be described as "Venus's son." Another 

important link is found in the fact that Virgil's Aeneas is 

in fact Venus's son, and his journey from the ruins of Troy 

to find a new home in Italy virtually replicates, in the 
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first six books, the homeward voyage of Ulysses, including 

the confrontation with the Sirens. In book 14 of Ovid's 

Metamorphosis, Aeneas is warned by Achaemenides to stay away 

from Circe, and during the course of their conversation the 

Greek specifically calls Aeneas the "son of Venus" (1. 245). 

The phrase is also an epithet which appears throughout the 

Aeneid. 

Melville's Marginalia reveals several references to 

Ulysses which are important not only because they are 

unexamined "sources" for the figure, but also because of the 

great similarity between the actions and attitudes of 

Melville's figure and the accounts of Ulysses which he read. 

For example, Melville read Three Dramas by the Spanish 

playwright Calderon in 1874, among which was a play called 

"Love the Greatest Enchantment." The focus of the play is on 

the encounter between a "wise" Ulysses and the enchantress 

Circe (I, 389/55). The same episode is heavily marked in 

Melville's Chapman edition of Homer (II, 50/196) in addition 

to the sections on Ulysses and Calypso (II, 41/162; 44/173). 

We might also look for an analogue in book III of Melville's 

Spenser, in which Sir Guyon resists sexual temptations in 

the Bower of Bliss (II, 561-574). 

Several motifs in the narrative poem, published shortly 

before Melville's death, also echo some important features 

• 
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in one of his earliest stories, "Fragments from a Writing 

Desk." In both cases, a male narrator encounters a strange 

and seductive female who is also "mute." In both cases the 

narra tor "fl ees" from the scene. There is a str iking 

difference, however, in relation to the reasons why the two 

narrators run away. In the tale from the "Fragments," the 

mute woman seems to be offering the narrator arcane wisdom, 

an exciting alternative to the knowledge available in the 

dusty "black letter" books he is laboriously studying. The 

youth, however, is inadequately prepared to handle the 

infusion of knowledge, the radically different epistemology 

offered by the woman, and he runs from her presence. On the 

other hand, the narrator in Venice also speaks of knowledge 

acquired through experience in both physical and moral 

confrontations, and he determines that Hector' 5 advice to 

Paris (in Shakespeare's TroUus and Cressida) is right: 

"Leave her brother; she is not worth what she doth cost the 

keeping." 2e. 

A final aspect of transgressive sexuality in Melville's 

work. invol ves the generative metaphor, the 1 inkage 0 f 

sexual i ty to the creative or artistic process. I noted 

earlier the way in which sexuality functions as a means of 

rebell ion against a structure of reI igious and cultural 

authority which approached the conversion process by way of 

the tail rather than through the head and heart. For the 
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missionaries, the eradication of unlicensed sexuality, 

wforbidden knowledge W is essential to the introduction of a 

Judeo-Christian wisdom based on obedience and control 

(repre ss ion) 0 f one's thoughts and actions. In a similar 

sense, artistic creativity is sometimes represented by 

Melville as a form of dangerous sexual knowledge that opens 

up an epistemological dimension heretofore unknown and 

unseen by the poet .. The ultimate ambiguity of sexuality, its 

capacity to create and destroy, is detailed in Pierre where 

transgressive sexual i ty becomes a metaphor for artistic 

creation. When Pierre dreams of Enceladus, he sees Zeus hurl 

an wundoffable incubusW--the two mountains Ossa and Pelion-

upon the giant and wderidingly left him there to bay out his 

ineffectual soul" (387). Pierre then looks more closely and 

discovers, to his horror, that the defeated titan is 

himself. This dream-vision, which occurs just before 

Pierre's death, points to an important figure in the book, 

that of the incubus. Nicolas K. Kiessling writes in "The 

Incubus Figure in British Literature" that the image of the 

incubus is very common and persistent in legend and 

literature, and that it appears in a variety of 

manifestations, such as Lilith in Hebrew folklore; Lamia, 

the eater of children; and Amphrodite, the siren. However, 

for many 0 f the most important wr i ters 0 f the Romantic 

period, he goes on to say, the figure of the incubus became 

a way of expressing "man' 5 creative drive or his ambition 
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to transcend his limited earthly condition" (41). Kiessling 

describes the incubus in its traditional form as "a sexual 

molester who operates in the dead of night against helpless 

victims" (23). For Romantic writers, however, the figure was 

a less threatening and mere ambivalent one. Thus, for 

Coler idge, these potentially dangerous female creatures 

became "symbols of imaginative currents too mysterious for 

even the poet to comprehend;" for Byron, "they promise 

ful fillment of emotional and religious. aspirations to the 

person who is profoundly dissatisfied with the ordinary;" 

for Keats, they personify "aspects of the imagination too 

awesome, sublime, and urgent to be understood in profane, 

rational, and natural imagery" (K~essling 37). The knight in 

"La Belle Dame sans Merci" is left to suffer forever, "alone 

and palely loiter ing" after his dream encounter with the 

"faery's child." Coleridge, whose interest in supernatural 

creatures was documented long ago by Lowes (1927) and 

Nethercot (1937), declared his poetic intention in the 

Biographia Literaria to write about "persons and characters 

supernatural, or at lea~t romantic; yet so as to transfer 

from our inward nature a human interest and a semblance of 

truth sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination 

that willing suspension to disbelief for the moment, which 

constitutes poetic faith" (Biograpbia, XIV). The ambiguous 

"persons ... supernatural," then, which haunt his poetry, 
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are representations of an inner truth and reality. As 

Kiessling puts it, 

Geraldine [in "Christabel] seems in general terms 

a manifestation of Q potentially destructive truth 

of man's "inner nature" and seems a threat to 

Christabel after she had "dreams all yesternight 

of her own betrothed knight" and presently "in the 

miduight wood will pray" for her lover's weal. At 

such an hour, in the silent forest, the vampirish 

Geraldine moans from the other side of the "huge 

oak tree" at which Christabel kneels to pray. It 

is not al together clear whether Geraldine is a 

benign or mal ign answer to Chr istabel' 5 prayer-

she is, i~ fl ashes good as well as bad--and 

Coleridge himself could not finish the poem and 

resolve the ambivalence of Geraldine (38). 

"Kubla Khan," too, gives a clear portrait of one who has had 

a "demon-lover." The poet says that if he could recall the 

song he heard from a night-phantom, "the Abyssinian maid," 

he could do incredible things: "I would build that dome in 

air,/ That sunny dome! those caves of ice!" But the price 

would be his sanity: "all should cry, Beware! Beware! IHis 

flashing eyes, his floating hair!" Clearly, poetiC vision in 

this sense involves a great deal of personal danger. 
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Pierre belongs to this tradition. The hero's attachment 

to a girl who is described as an incubus enables him to 

probe--in his novel in manuscript--the ultimate depths of 

his own mind and human experience,:Z" but this contact is 

also fatal. As Robert Shulman notes, wprimal, sexual energy 

can be horribly destructive; but it is also 

essentially creative since in the natural world it is the 

source 0 fall 1 i fe . [ ;] eros and thanatos are not 

always possible to distinguish from each other (193). The 

incubus figure is invoked at the first meeting between 

Pierre and Isabel in the home of the Hiss Pennies when his 

attention is caught by Isabel's scream. J.E. Cirlot 

describes a particular kind of incubUS, the Melusina, a 

siren who Ngave voice to a screamw when disaster was about 

to come upon the world (p). Similarly, the cry Pierre hears 

is "long-drawn, unearthly" (69), and wOelphic" (73). The 

disaster that is prophesied is, of course, Pierre's own fall 

from the ill usory Eden and seeming pastoral opulence of 

Saddle Meadows to ruin and death in the city. From the 

moment of the scream he talks of "bannered armies of hooded 

phantoms, N which "disembarked" in his once complacent soul 

(73). But worse than the demons is the "silent and tyrannic 

call" (73) that lures him, for he discovers that an 

winscrutable thing" has Nseized him" (75), a thing from 
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which he feels the "unhealthiness" (78) and his own 

inability to control. At his weakest moments, 

the old, original mystic tyranny would steal upon 

him; the long dark locks of mournful hair would 

fall upon his soul, and trail their wonderful 

melancholy along with them; the two full, steady 

overbrimming eyes of loveliness and anguish would 

converge their magic rays, till he fel t them 

kindling he could not tell what mysterious fires 

in the heart at which they aimed (78). 

Moreover, on the night Pierre receives the letter he is 

surrounded by blackness, and the mysterious messenger seeks 

him out as if she knew exactly where he would be. The letter 

itself is significantly called an "accursed dream" (91). 

Pierre's movement toward I sabel is rendered by way 0 f 

imagery which suggests a rapid spiralling downward from the 

sunlit pastoral meadows of the opening pages to a world of 

shapes that becomes progressively darker and more fluid, 

ambiguous, and dream-like, When he sees Isabel, her face is 

"beWitching;" her eyes have a supernatural light. She is "so 

beautiful, so mystical, so bewilderingly alluring" (135). 

Most of Isabel's life history, as she recounts it to 

Pierre, can be tied directly to the imagery traditionally 
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ass oc i a ted with the incubus figure in its var ious 

manifestations. Pierre calls her a "wild girl" (159), and 

Isabel speaks of her earliest memories of being in a "wild, 

dark house" in the deep woods (142). In Jewish mythology, 

Lilith, a night-phantom, lives in the desert with other 

strange creatures of perverse qual i ties. Moreover, Isabel 

says that she was not taught God·, but that rather she 

worships the "summer and the sun" (151). Kiessling notes 

that as Judeo-Christian tradition fused with Classical 

mythology, fauns and satyrs became more closely allied with 

the incubus figure. These creatures are all associated with 

the woods and have special dispensation in the spr ing and 

summer months, hence a clear association wi th a figure 

otherwise thought of only in the context of the night. 

Isabelrs foster father considers his food ruined by her 

touch and casts the bread into the fire. In a similar 

situation in the Aeniad, Harpies, creatures half bird of 

prey and half woman, seize and foul the food of Aeneas and 

his men. "To Pierre, she seemed half unearthly" (145), but 

rather than being repelled by her strangeness he is drawn to 

her. Captured, and in Isabelrs power, Pierre is further 

enchanted by the music of the guitar and her song. 

"Entranced, lost, as one wandering bedazzled and amazed 

among innumerable dancing lights, Pierre has motionlessly 

I istened to this abundant-hairl!d, and large-eyed girl of 
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mystery" (154). The music of the guitar tells the final part 

of her story, for as she says, "not in words can it be 

spoken" (154). But what Pierre hears is not only "swarming 

sweetness," of "infinite significances;" it is also "utter 

unintelligibleness, II and he is mystified but captiua"ted. 

The music is clearly not of the ordinary sort. It fills 

the room "with sounds of melodiousness, and mournfulness, 

and wonderful"2ss." The sounds are "delicious" but 

unintelligible." The sounds "waltzed," but they also "hung 

pendulous like glittering icicles from the corners of the 

room; and fell upon him again and again." Then, the girl 

sings: Pierre hears "the tones above deftly stealing and 

winding among the myriad serpentinings of the other melody. II 

But the sounds, while interlaced, are also "abandonedly free 

and bold," And during all of this, the "hairshrouded form of 

Isabel swayed to and fro with a 1 ike abandonment, and 

suddenness, and wantonness" (126). In the Homeric epic, 

Circe warns Ulysses that the sirens "are enchanters of all 

mankind and whoever comes their way; and that man who 

unsuspecting approaches their., and 1 istens to the sirens 

singing, has no prospect of coming home. [for] the 

sirens by the melody of their singing enchant him" (Odyssey, 

XII, 39-42). In a similar manner, Pierre is deeply affected 

by the music of Isabel: "Now a strange wild beast turned 

upon his brow; he put his hand to it. Instantly the music 
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changed; and dropped and changed and changed; and 

lingeringly retreated as it changed." 

The narrator's description of Pierre's second visit to 

Isabel continues to emphasize her siren effect on him: 

every downward undulating wave and billow of 

Isabel's tossed tresses gleamed here and there 

like a tract of phosphorescent midnight sea; and 

simultaneously, all the four winds of the world of 

melody broke loose, and again as on the previous 

night, only in a still more subtle and wholly 

inexplicable way, PierrE:: felt himself surrounded 

by ten thousand spirits and gnomes, and his whole 

soul was swayed and tossed by supernatural tides; 

and again he heard the monstrous, rebounding, 

chanted words (180)., 

Clearly, Pierre, like Ulysses, is being pulled in a 

dangerous direction. Under the power of music and Isabel's 

persuasive voice and beauty, Pierre is persuaded to renounce 

both his fiancee and inheritance. 

One of the most salient descriptive features of all the 

various incubus creatures is an abundance of hair, and it is 

Isabel's "long scornful hair, that trailed out a disheveled 
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banner" (190), that Melville draws our attention to again 

and again in his descriptions of the girl. We see "her long 

dark curls" fall over the guitar during her interviews with 

Pierre. She is a "girl of all-bewildering mystery" and "her 

ha ir shrouded form. swayed to and fro with 

. abandonmen t, and suddenness, and wantonness." Moreover, 

when Pierre tells her that they will leave for the city, 

Isabel "caught him. so convul~ively, that her hair swept 

over him and half concealed him." The image is forcefully 

reiterated at the end when Isabel "shivered upon the floor; 

and her whole form sloped sideways, and she fell upon 

Pierre's heart, and her hong hair ran over him, and arbored 

him in ebony vines" (405) .:ze Isabel is truly, as she says 

of herself, "an accursing [sic] thing" (190), and Pierre is 

soon given a "terrible self-revelation" (192) that she lS 

more than a sister. In the city, when he fully realizes the 

nature of his love for Isabel, he says, "if to follow virtue 

to her uttermost vista. . . prove but a betraying pander to 

the monstrous vice--then close in and crush me." Isabel's 

caresses in their darkened New York apartment stir him to 

wild excitement. 

But under the influence of Isabel and her music, Pierre 

throws out the dross in his work (309), and instead of 

grinding out a pot boiler as he had planned in order to 

survive economically, he is "moved to write truth" (345), 
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Kristin Herzog correctly sees "Isabel as a symbol for 

Pierre's creativity," but she also says that "he finds his 

relationship to his own creativity to be incestuous, 

sterile, destructive--fictitious, not truth" (90). Pierre, 

however, says he will wr i te "secrets deeper than the 

apocalypse" (310); and Isabel "played her mystic guitar 

until Pierre felt chapter after chapter born of its 

wondrous suggestiveness; but alas! eternally incapable of 

being translated into words; for where the deepest words 

end, there music begins with its supersensuous and all

confounding intimations" (322). Pierre is, like other 

artists, unable to put on paper the full scope of his 

vision. In short, then, Pierre catches a glimpse of what he 

takes to be ul timate truth, and becomes a changed person 

while wr i ting (346). He is in fact, "devoured by the all

exacting theme a f his book II (348), as he discovers the 

"everlasting elusiveness of Truth" (339), and he learns "how 

to live by rehearsing the part of death" (344). 

In the end, however, the situation is much like that of 

the poet in "Kubla Khan" would "build that dome in air,. 

And all should cry Beware! Beware! /His flashing eyes, his 

floating hair!"2~ The book is finished, but "Truth," as the 

narrator of "Billy Budd" notes, "has ragged edges," and 

Pierre's manuscript is trashed by his publisher as 

incoherent and a "blasphemous rhapsody" (398); Glen and Fred 
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arrive to "rescue" Lucy; he develops even greater doubts 

about Isabel's true relationship to him; and he finds Lucy 

working in a room littered with wasted food while she paints 

him as an emaciated, ghostly figure: "the floor was 

scattered with the bread-crumbs and charcoal-dust; he 

looked behind the easel, and saw his own portrait, in the 

skeleton" (357). There is no ambiguity in the oppressed 

Pierre's excited denunciation of his former muses: "For ye 

two, my most undiluted prayer is now, that from your here 

unseen and frozen chairs ye may never stir alive;--the fool 

of Truth, the fool of Virtue, the fool of Fate, now quits ye 

forever!" (400). The massacre 0 f the cast then follows 

qui6kly in a few short pages. 3Q 

It is a critical commonplace to ascribe to Melville the 

atti tude that women are demonic destroyers 0 f men. As 

numerous studies have made clear, there is ample evidence 

for such an interpretation. But at the same time, there is 

also an element of ambiguity in these representations of 

women and transgressive sexuality which suggest an unseen 

dimension of provocative creative power. If potentially 

dangerous and destructive, the lamia is also, as Nicolas 

Kiessling suggests, "a metaphor for man's creative crive or 

his ambition to transcend his limited earthly condition" 

(41). It is a romantic metaphor which Melville understood 
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perfectly, and for which he retained a fascination even into 

his later life.~l 
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NOTES 

1 The title quotation is from Pierre at the end of book 

VI (126). The' scene is taken by some cr i tics as evidence 

that Isabel and Pierre were sexual~¥ involved. 

:;: This assertion, of course, is a sociological 

commonplace, but discussion concerning it has only recently 

appeared in the critical literature. See, for example, Lynda 

Boose in her PMLA article on "The Father and the Bride in 

Shakespeare: II marr iage, as she says, "enables society to 

allow for a limited transgression of its otherwise universal 

taboo against human eroticism" (325). 

~ Robert K. Martin's approach in Hero, Captain, and 

Stranger, requires an insistence on the primitive as a 

positive counter statement to the oppression of civilization 

(33) • 

4 Robert K. Martin has a useful discussion of the way 

in which pleasure i5 controlled through the ethos of work 

(28). On this point, see also Baird (287) and Arvin (56-57). 

o The island women give freely that which is tightly 

controlled in Western Civ 11 iza tion by license or by the 

marketplace. Marriage, as Tony Tanner reminds us, is license 
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to have sex, and prostitution is an economic enterprise 

which functions according to the rigid laws of commodity 

exchange. In Typee and Omoo we can witness the 

transformation of sexuality. Michael Boughn indicates that 

"the white sailors exploit the voluptuousness so 

characteristic of the whole mode of life in Typee Valley, 

so Ie ly for the ir own geni tal sa ti s faction. With the 

assistance of the missionaries, the erotic way of life is 

destroyed and sexuality is turned into a commodity. It 

becomes ~~ object, and, like other objects, is eventually 

bought and sold at the white man's pleasure" (185). In 

addition, transgression is organized in other ways for 

greater efficiency. Tommo notes that 

The Arreory Society--one of the most singular 

institutions that ever existed in any part of the 

world--spread universal licentiousness over the 

island. It was the voluptuous character of these 

people which rendered the disease introduced among 

them by De Bougainville's ships, in 1768, doubly 

destructive. It visited them like a plague, 

sweeping them off by hundreds (192). 

e See James Baird (288). 
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7 As Robert Martin points out, however, it is a canvas 

which can also give offense where none is intended (24). 

IS Another possible response is expulsion and 

marginalization as in the case of DeIly in Pierre. 

~ An accretional religion is one in which a people 

practice two separate religions without feeling any sense of 

philosophic conflict or contradiction in their life. Many 

Native Americans practice accretional religion, accepting 

baptism with the Catholics, Protestants, Mormons, and 

others, but retaining belief in the efficacy of traditional 

practices as well. For example, among the Navajos of 

northern Arizona, a Christian funeral will be held at a 

church for a communicant, but at graveside traditional 

funeral gifts will be offered as the body is buried. 

10 Al though bigamous marr iages or relationships are 

present in several of Melville's works, the theme has rarely 

been discussed or mentioned in the critical literature. 

Bigamy was the focus of a great moral crusade in nineteenth 

century America which spawned a great mass of popular anti

bigamy literature and government sponsored legal and 

mil i tary campaigns against the Mormon Church, the primary 

advocate and defender of plural marriage in nineteenth 

century America. The campaign against what Harriet Beecher 
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Stow called ~the joint remnants of barbarism" (slavery and 

po 1 ygamy) star ted in earnes t in the late l850s, and 

polygamous marriages (as opposed to bigamous arrangements) 

were technically not against the law until Lincoln signed 

the Horr ill Act on July 2, 1862. The bill went through 

congress only after the departure of Southern legislators 

who had opposed its passage because it vitiated the concept 

of popular sovereignty. If polygamy could be outlawed in 

Utah Territory, why couldn't slavery be outlawed in New 

Mexico, they asked. Afte!' the bill was passed, however, 

Lincoln refused to enforce the law in the territories. Few 

people today realize that the final Supreme Court decision 

outlawing the practice was not handed down until May 19, 

1890, when the Edmunds-Tucker Act was held to be 

constitutional (136 U.S. 1.). 

nPolygamy" is the accepted practice in some cultures 

for a man or woman to legally have more than one husband or 

wife. "Bigamy," according to the primary ~ definition, is 

"Marriage with a second wife or husband during the lifetime 

of the first; the crime of having two wives or husbands at 

once." The term has had currency in the language since 1250; 

it is mentioned in the Wife of Bath's Prologue in Chaucer's 

Canterbury Tales, and it appears in Richard III: "To base 

declension and loathed bigamy./ By her, in his unlawful bed, 

he got/ This Edward, whom our manners term the Prince" (III, 
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vii, 189-191). Peter Wagner, in his article on "The 

Pornographer in the Courtroom," discusses the publication of 

Cases of Divorce for Several Causes by Edmund Curll in 1715. 

The book focuses mainly on the life, affairs, and divorce of 

Robert Feilding, whose trial for bigamy is "one of the first 

in the eighteenth century to be exploited for its sexual 

matter" (124). In 1732 Curll published The Cases of 

Polygamy, dealing specifically with bigamy cases and which 

like the 1715 volume also exploited court cases to openly 

publish explicitly sexual matter. This genre of "matrimonial 

or quasi-matrimonial writings" flourished throughout the 

century and well into the next before being shut down (in 

England at least) by the vice societies anC the Matrimonial 

Causes Act of 1857 (Wagner 135). 

The pornographic literature on bigamy, however, points 

to an underlying contemporary confl icts over the licensing 

or authorizing of marriage. Wagner notes that 

Until Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act of 1753, 

bigamy was facilitated by the fact that marriage 

was valid without banns or license, at any time, 

at any place; not even a clergyman was required. 

No wonder then that a trade sprung up in alehouses 

and other places of ill repute. London was a 

paradise for fortune hunters of both sexes and 
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incitement to bigamy as well as fictitious 

marriages for purposes of seduction were common. 

The Marriage Act put an end to this traffic" 

(124) • 

Wagner somewhat overstates the efficacy of the 1753 act, 

since a lengthy review article in the American Quarterly 

Review for September 1827 discusses the continuing legal 

problems associated with marriage and divorce. The anonymous 

article is a review of Reports of Cases Argued and 

Determined in the Consistory Court of London; Containing the 

Judgments of the Right Hon. Sir William Scott by John 

Haggard, and it remarks on the close relationship between 

American and English law concerning matrimony (71), as well 

as on the weaknesses of existing laws. For example, despite 

strict and explicit la~s controlling marriage licensing, "It 

is to be noticed, that none of the statutes of 

Massachusetts, ancient or recent, declare a marriage, not 

solemnized pursuant to their provisions, to be void" (76). 

Moreover, "the Engl ish Marr iage Act doe s no t extend to the 

marriages of Jews or Quakers. They are allowed to conform to 

their own usages" (89). 

As with many other forms of transgressive sexual i ty 

already discussed, Mel ville's attitude toward bigamy is 

curiously ambivalent. The literature of the day was almost 
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unanimous in denouncing polygamous marriage, but Melville's 

references to it are r.onjudgmental or neutral, and there is 

a prevailing humorous or ironic tone. The emphasis of almost 

all the references, seems to be on the liberality of the 

marriage relations involved rather than on the criminal 

aspects of it. Tommo ascribes the felicity of Typeeian 

marr iage to two features: polyandry, and the ease of 

divorce. On the one hand, Tommo observes how nA singular 

system of polygamy exists among the islanders; but of a 

most extraordinary nature,--a plurality of husbands, instead 

of wives; and th i s so 1 i tary fact speaks vol urnes for the 

gentle disposition of the male populationn (191). 

1. 1. For a summary 0 f cr i tical 1 i tera ture concerning 

Melvil~e's interest in the visual arts, see Shirley M. 

Oettlaff, "Melville's Aesthetics" (652-655). 

1.2 For detailed information on Laocoon, see Robert 

Graves, The Greek Myths (331-333), and The Oxford Classical 

Dictionary (578). Virgil's Aeneid. Book II, tells of 

Laocoon's death, but the offense against Apollo is 

apparen tl y an interpretation by ancient commentators. 

Me 1 v ill e marked a passage in his edition a £ Schiller 

concerning the Laocoon in 1849 (II, 305/250). 
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13 See Tony Tanner concerning the ideology of the 

bourgeois home and controlling or channeling of energy 

(espec ially sexual energy) into nuseful n and closely 

regulated activity (149-153). 

104 Melville makes direct refer~nce to "Comus" in the 

marginalia. 

1e Concerning the idea of male rape, see chapter 5 on 

"Negative Homoeroticism" in this work. 

1f!. As Garcia (95) and Bridgman (236) point out, 

ambergris is a primary ingredient in cologne, so it is 

ironic that the Rose bud's captain, a former "Cologne 

manufacturer" doesn't know about ambergris. Of course it is 

possible that Melville may simply have intended to mean that 

the man was a manufacturer from Cologne, and the 

capitalization of "Cologne" as a place name gives credence 

to that idea. 

17 Nathalia Wright calls attention to this analogue in· 

Melville's Use of the Bible (47, 71). 

1e See Ted ~. Weissbuch and Bruce Stillians, "Ishmael 

the Ironist: The Anti-salvation Theme in Moby-Dick «75) 
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1~ Contemporary moral literature targeted for young 

men, painted a bleak picture of what could happen to the 

uncautious youth in the city. Drinking led him to fall into 

the hands of "confidence men and painted women," as the 

title'of a recent book on the subject puts it. Even the so

called "gentlemen's guides" of the period, which gave names 

and addresses (and sometimes pictures) of prostitutes and 

local dives, also provided cautionary and medical advice 

about venereal disease (see Michael Slater, "The Bachelor'S 

Pocket Book for 1851"). "Hunn" Gansevoort, one of Melville's 

favorite cousins and an officer in the U.S. Navy, had a bout 

with venereal disease, so his letter to Melville's son, 

Stanwix, warning him about the dangers of "moral sins," is a 

little ironic. See Leyda, 109, 140, and 161. 

~o See Jay Leyda, The Melville Log (xxvi), concerning 

Melville'S friendship with Augustus Kinsky Gardner, a 

"pioneer in obstetrics and sex hygiene." G.J. Barker

Benfield has a long section on Gardner in The Horrors of the 

Half-Known Life. 

~1 A description of the "saya-y-manto," written by J. 

N. Reynoldos, appears in an account contemporaneous with 

Melville's visits to Peru: 
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Saya-y-Manto, or walking-dress of the Limaian 

ladies I The lower part of this dress, or the saya, 

is, in fact, an elastic silk petticoat, laid in 

vertical folds or plaits, sitting close to the 

figure, the contour 0 f which it gracefully 

exhibits at every step and movement. The Manto is 

a kind of hood of black silk, reaching low enough 

to conceal the top of the saya, and is drawn up 

from behind over the head and shoulders, 

concP ?ling the elbows and arms, and all the face 

except one eye, which just peeps out as a sample. 

The fold in front is held in its place by one 

hand, while the other is extended across the bust, 

holding a rosary or a pocket haudkerchief. IN this 

dress the ladies go to mass at early dawn, and a 

shopping in the forenoon; indeed, it is the common 

walking-dress through the day, but not worn by the 

ladies at night. 

Th i s en try, from Voyage of the Uni ted States Fr iga te 

Potomac, under the command of Commodore John Downes, during 

the Circumnavigation of the Globe. in the Years 1831, 1832. 

1833, and 1834, is cited by Vincent (472). 

22 There is little variation in the published critical 

readings of "In a Bye Canal." Robert Penn Warren says the 
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poem deals with "manrs fear of women" (34). Shurr calls it 

"a description of strong fear of the female and her tempting 

sexual i ty" and compares it with a similar episode in 

"Clarel" (IV xxix, 92ff). The credibility of the narrator is 

questioned by some critics who see only a sel f-r ighteous 

smugness in him. In this regard, Northrop Frye, in The 

Secular Scripture, is suggestive: 

This lower world is a world of increasing 

alienation and loneliness: the hero is not only 

separated from the heroine or his friends, but is 

often further isolated by being falsely accused of 

major crimes. The calumny of the hero is parallel 

to that of the calumniated mother or accused 

queen, but usually comes at a different stage of 

the total story. The hero is often a victim of 

what used to be called the badger game: an 

unscrupulous female tries to seduce him, and when 

he refuses sets up a cry that he has tried to rape 

her. This ordeal is part of Joseph I s descent to 

Egypt in the bible, and figures prominently in 

Heliodorus. Variations of it are still functional 

in Tom Jones, The Hoonstone, and elsewhere, but it 

recedes in twentieth-century romance, in response 

to a convention that a male hero who would refuse 
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sexual intercourse would be neither believable nor 

admirable (115). 

Stein specifically describes the man as a "pander-

gondol ier" (115), and draws further support for his 

interpretation through the "bye/buy" pun of the title and 

the previously mentioned hoar/whore pun. Even so, Stein's 

perception of a sleazy set-up by a pimp and whore is not 

universally accepted. Cohen, for instance, says simply that 

the "faint noise of the boat. . . arouses a response at the 

window of an ancient palace." The narrator, in Cohen's view, 

contemplates the beautify woman, but because of previous 

dangerous experiences he can do so with detachment. "He 

instructs the gondolier, who has been dreaming at his post, 

to speed from the scene of temptation" (243). Shurr's view 

is similar: "the incident seems to be an insignificant one, 

an instant's glance from a lovely woman, taken to be a 

solicitation" (170). 

2~ The term appears elsewhere in Melville's work. The 

narrator of Pierre says that the face troubling the young 

hero seems to Lucy to be a "fixed basilisk" (37). 

2e One of the "Extracts" cited by Melville at the 

beginning of Moby-Dick is from Darwin's Voyage of a 

Naturalist (11). 
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26 The way of the flesh is rejected in Clarel as well. 

See Vincent Kenny, "Clare!" (383-4), and Nina Baym, "The 

Erotic Motif in Melville's Clarel." 

:0:'7' Jud i th Fryer sees I sabe 1 as "the source 0 f 

[Pierre's) creativity" (54), but it is a point she does not 

exp!ain or develop. 

:o:e Concerning "The Power 0 f Women's Hair in the 

Victorian Imagination," see Elisabeth G. Gitter, ~ 99 #5 

(October 1984) 936-954. 

2~ Humphrey House describes "Kubla Khan rl as "a poem 

about the act of poetic creation" (120) and the dangers 

associated with poetic rlfrenzy. n Pierre r 5 failure is not 

poetic, but rather cultural. He has repudiated both 

aesthetic and social convention, and the result is the same 

kind of ritual dread of him and isolation that the poet of 

"Kubla Khan" experiences. 

30 At the start of his career, Melville was exploring a 

variation of this same theme in the second of his two 

"Fragments from a Writing Desk." There, L.A.V., the 

epistolary narrator, is suddenly offered an opportunity for 

the kind of sexual experience he seems to want (in the first 
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"Fragment"}, but he is overwhelmed by the confrontation with 

a fully sexualized woman. In his letter L. A. V. descr ibes 

how, bored with studying, he goes for a walk by the river 

where an enigmatic woman drops a cryptic message at this 

feet. He trails her to a "place that bore the appearance of 

a country villa" (200), and while he follows her, he is 

humiliated by his inability to catch up with her to 

discover her intentions. Al though he had infantalized the 

women at the ball by touching and herding them, in this 

sketch h~ is blindly led through a labyrinthine landscape, 

hoisted in a basket to a second story window, and lifted 

inside by brawny arms. 

At the house, he ul timately encounters a beautiful, 

exotic wom~n who seems to desire him sexually. The fact that 

the mysterious quest is sexually charged is reinforced by 

the iconography associated with both the house and the 

woman. The decor of the apartment, or room, where he is 

finally introduced to the strange woman is similar in detail 

to contemporary brothels. Mark Hennelly, for example, in 

"Ishmael's Nightmare and The American Eve," accurately 

describes the setting as a "rococo boudoir" (276). The room 

is also described as "filled up in a style of Eastern 

splendor" (202), with the "East" suggesting a cultural 

region where radically different attitudes about sexuality 

obtain. The enigma of feminine sexuality is conflated here 
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with the cultural otherness of the Orient. Pictures on the 

walls evoke mythological situations where sexuality is the 

primary concern: wThe loves of Jupiter and Semele, --Psyche 

before the tribunal of Venus, and a variety of other scenes" 

(202). Semele was one of the many lovers of Zeus who fell 

to the wrath of Hera. A rather innocuous painting of wCupid 

and Psyche," by the Transcendentalist painter William Page, 

generated a tremendous controversy in the ear.ly 1840s. 

D'Hilio and Freedman say of that painting that 

Compared to the original, Page's perspective, 

revealing only Psyche's bare back and the couple's 

entwined hands, seem~ modest, almost protective, 

while the idyllic setting places sensuality tamely 

within the natural world. Like other Americans, 

.. Page seemed ambivalent about the sensual. 

[His] representation of sexuality was not 

unequivocally positive, and its reception exposed 

a strong hostility to explorations of any sexual 

theme in American art" (158). 

Like the explicit paintings, there are other standard items 

of brothel furnishing evident in the room, such as the 

"luxurious couches," "chandeliers," and "mirrors of unusual 

magnitude" (202). Richard Harrison, in The Dark Angel. 

provides descriptions of contemporary brothels and hired 
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rooms. For example: nred curtains, wax lights, clean linen, 

a hugb chair, a large bed, and a cheval glass, large enough 

for the biggest couple to be reflected in, were all there" 

(220); and "A typical room in this house was furnished with 

a big four-post bed with handsome hangings, a marble wash

hand stand, a large glass' just at the .foot of the bed, a 

large sofa opposite the fire, a big cheval glass which could 

be turned in any direction, two easy chairs, and a bidet" 

(221) . 

The woman's "profusion of ... silken tresses," further 

calls forth a complex of sexual meanings. Elisabeth Gitter, 

in speaking of "The Power of Women's Hair in the Victorian 

Imagination," says that 

The combing and displaying of hair, as suggested 

by the legends of alluring mermaids who sit on 

rocks singing and combing their beautiful hair, . 

. . constitute a sexual exhibition. And the more 

abundant the hair, the more potent the sexual 

inv i tation impl ied by its display, for folk, 

literary, and psychoanalytic traditions agree that 

the luxuriance of the hair is an index of 

vigorous sexuality, even of wantonness (938). 
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L.A.V. perceives the hair of the mysterious woman as a form 

of clothing: "her hair, escaping from the fillet of roses 

which had bound it, spread its negligent graces over neck 

and bosom and shoulder, as though unwilling'to reveal the 

extent 0 f such transcendent charms PI (203). Suddenly 

confronted by the eminent revelation of female sexuality, he 

is seized with anxiety, for he snivels about how "the kind 

and sympathizing reader will not wonder, when I wished 

myself bestowed in my own snug quarters in ------ street" 

(201). The anticipated love-making between the young man and 

t:r.~ woman... however, is abruptly hal ted by the narrator's 

precipitate retreat when he discovers that he cannot 

converse with her because she is deaf and mute: 

... her lips moved--my senses ached with the 

intensity with which I listened,--all was still,-

they uttered no sound; I flung her from me, even 

though she clung to my vesture, and with a wild 

cry of agony I burst from the apartment!--She was 

dumb! Great God, she was dumb! DUMB AND DEAF! 

(204) 

The equation of sexual knowledge with epistemological wisdom 

is a standard Romantic metaphor, and in the Melville sketch 

the intelligence offered to the youth stands in sharp 

contrast to the kind of ster He academic precepts he is 
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pursuing through his study of dusty "black-letter" tomes. 

L.A.V.'s only question to the silent woman is nAm I Loved?n 

In philosophic terms, this is a question which attempts to 

discern the basic relationship between self and other, self 

and the universe, but at the same time it is also egocentric 

in its ones idedness. He offers nothing in return for the 

confession of all encompassing love from the woman, while 

she seems to be on the verge of revealing some great secret 

or imparting words of profound wisdom. nMy senses ached,ft he 

says, nwith the intensity with which I listenedn (204), but 

when he hears nothing from the oracle he departs bitterly 

disappointed. His failure to obtain any answer, other than 

the silence of the void, or more specifically the ambiguous 

noises the mute woman can make, triggers his melodramatic 

recoil from her. The ~oman's actions, and the great trouble 

she went through in luring the man to the house, hoisting 

him up in a basket and leading him through the labyrinthine 

corridors, make it obvious that she does indeed love him, 

but his insistence on a vocal, audible presence destroys the 

beatific vision. She offers a knowledge ~hich is ambiguous, 

intuitive, and too occult for syntax. If potentially 

dangerous, this wisdom is also infinitely richer and more 

provocative than the ar id academic coursework he is 

pursuing. 
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In the Melvillian universe the epistemological quest is 

typically a failure. Having penetrated to the center of a 

labyrinthine landscap~: ~hich continually promises the 

revelation of knowledge (equated with sexual gratification), 

L.A.V. discovers only blankness and silence. Moreover, there 

are other examples of epistemological failure involving deaf 

and mute sources of knowledge in the Mel ville canon. For 

example, in Typee Tommo observes that "the baby-god (Moa 

Artua) is deaf or dumb,--perhaps both, for never a word does 

he utter" (175). In his visit to the Middle East Melville 

records that he "saw a burial ... Nearby, saw a woman over a 

new grave--. . Such abandonment of misery! Called to the 

dead, put her head down as close to it as possible. 

"Why don r t you speak to me'? My God! --It is I!" . . . . All 

deaf--so much for consolation. --This woman & her cries 

haunt me horribly." In Mardi, Babbalanja argues of the kings 

buried in the rock "whether they ever lived or not, it is 

all the same with them now. Yet, grant that they lived; 

then, if dea th be a deaf-and-dumb death, a tr iumphal 

procession over the graves would concern them not." L.A.V. 

is confronted by one individual woman who would freely give 

him the kind of sexual knowledge he seems to be seeking in 

the first narrative, but he flies from her. Conversely, in 

Pierre is another inartiCUlate woman, Isabel, who seems to 

hold some kind of strange and powerful wisdom: "so 

myster ious [am I to] mysel f: the air and the earth are 
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unutterable to me; no word have I to e%press them (273-4). 

Unl ike L. A. V. who runs away, Pierre stay and learns the 

mystery of Isabel, but it is also a fatal wisdom. 

:51 In the late poem, "Lamia's Song," for example, 

Melville evokes a similar theme. See Stein's excellent 

reading (96-97). In '"Pontoosuce," a more traditional and 

benign female spirit, in the tradition of Urania, visits the 

poet with the gift of perception. See William Shurr, 

"Melville's Poems" (371). 



Chapter 5: 

"I felt a sharp poke in my rear:"1 Negative 

Homoeroticism and Sexual Politics 
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Early in Typee, as Tommo contemplates jumping ship, he 

recounts the fate of The Perseverance, a vessel which 1 ike 

the Dolly had been "unlucky in falling in with whales" (22). 

As he imagines the tattered state of the ship and its aging 

crew of "Greenwich-pensioner-Iooking old salts" hobbling 

about the deck (22), he makes up his mind to leave the Dolly 

at tbe first opportunity, noting in passing that "what 

eventually became of (The Perseverance] I never learned; at 

any rate she never reached home, and I suppose she is still 

regularly tacking twice in the twenty-four hours somewhere 

off Buggerry Island, or the Devil's-Tail Peak"::! (23). The 

apparent homoerotic elements of Melville's work have long 

been recognized in the critical literature,~ but as Robert 

K. Martin warns, there is a need for careful discrimination 

between var ious modes 0 f homosexual expression,o4 and 

especially, I think, between positive and negative 

manifestations of same-sex relationships. As Martin says, 

"homosexual i ty is both buggery and ideal friendship" (32). 

To date, however, nearl y everyth ing wr it ten on the 

homoerotic theme has emphasized either the biographical 

connection (recruiting Melville as a homosexual~ or 

defending him against the accusation) or the literature ~as 
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emphasized the positive human qualities stereotypically 

associated with homosexuality, such as male community, 

sensitivity, and compassion.& However, the dual name of the 

island, "Buggerry Island," or the "Oevil's-Tail Peak,"7 and 

the immediate context of Tommo' s statement (his meditation 

on entrapment) clearly suggest a relation of power and 

exploitation between the captain and the crew, a negative 

relationship which is represented in the figurative language 

of homoeroticism. e Moreover, this is not an isolated 

incident of negative homoeroticism in Melville I s work, for 

many similar configurations of control and abuse can be 

identified in what might be described as a thematics of 

buggery, of violent anality, or of approach and penetration 

from behind, from the rear, to achieve dominance. Ishmael's 

first aSSigned task on the Pequod, turning the windlass to 

raise the anchor, is accompanied by an encouraging kick: 

I felt a sharp poke in my rear, and turning round, 

was horrified at the apparition of Captain Peleg 

in the act of withdrawing his leg from my 

immediate vicinity. That was my first kick. 

(He) moved along the windlass, ... using his leg 

very freely (95). 

La ter, in the "First Lower ing" ch.apter, the whale is 

described as "incessantly tantalizing (the] boat's bow with 
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its tail" (193) before the distance is closed and Queequeg 

is ordered to "give it to him" in "his hump" (194). Stubb 

dreams that Ahab kicks him with his ivory leg, and when he 

tries to kick back he kicks his own leg off. Ahab then 

changes into a pyramid and next becomes a "badger-haired old 

merman" whose "stern" is "stuck full of marlinspikes, with 

the points out" (115). Obviously, what the dream reveals is 

that Stubb is impotent against the will of Ahab. In Typee, 

the missionary's wife beats the backs of her human draft 

animals, and in Omoo the religious police punish offenses 

with the lash. These, and many other examples, suggest that 

in killing whales and in commanding men, a approach from the 

rear is best in the Helvillian world, and the backside is 

often depicted as the place of vulnerability to violence, 

pain, and domination. 

As Kate Millett pointed out long ago in Sexual 

Pol i tics, the pr imary concern in "homosexual oppression" 

(xii) is not the erotic element at all, but rather the "role 

which concepts of power and domination play" (xi) in these 

episodes. Thus, she says, Genet's "homosexuals . . have 

unerringly penetrated to the essence of what heterosexual 

society imagines to be the character of "masculine" and 

"feminine" (17). Just as in "Genet's novels .. sexual 

role is not a matter of biological identity" but rather of 

"class or caste in the hierocratic homosexual society" (17), 
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SO, too, in Mel~illers work is the homoerotic element almost 

always~ linked to an underlying issue of power, with passive 

or weak men be ing subtlely feminized or emphatically 

demasculinized by dominant males. Even in the frequently

discussed marriage bed soene between Queequeg and Ishmael, 

which is most often identified as a positive representation 

of the homoerotic relationship, there is a hierarchial 

division between the two men and a feminization of the 

passive, younger, and weaker Ishmael: he is clearly the 

~wife~ in the marriage. Consequently, their actions mirror 

and reaffirm cul tural stE:"eotyp~s about how gender is 

constructed and defined, of what it means to be male or 

female in patriarchal society. 

The social matrix of much of the action in Melville's 

work occurs within organizations which exclude women by 

interdiction or circumstance, situations where "the 

manip~lability of men is most at a premium" (Sedgwick 216, 

Weeks 12), such as the T1 of Typee, the whal ing ships of 

Moby-Dick, and the naval vessels in White-Jacket and "Billy 

Budd. ~ Within these larger all-male societies there are 

smaller and more exclusive divisions by caste, class, and 

color. Haberstroh, for example, points out that 

The men in the main-top balcony, ruled over by 

Chase in a thoroughly gentle manner, are not only 
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removed from many of the dangers and denigrations 

that their shipmates must face, but they also 

comprise for White-Jacket a kind of private club-

democratic among themselves, but not in relation 

to the larger life of the ship. In Jack's 

presence, as in that of Mehevi at the Ti, those 

whom Jack takes under his benevolent protection 

become an elite brotherbood. This is quite 

satisfying to White-Jacket, an individual with a 

high regard for himself, and a great deal of 

condescension for the ordinary seamen, fact~ t~at 

often undercut his seeming dedication to their 

welfare (86). 

Many writers have commented on Melville'S seeming lack of 

interest in female characters, but as Millett points out, 

gender (as a symbol ic construct) is just as important in 

exclusively male societies as it is in sexually integrated 

ones. The same kinds of political concerns obtain, as do the 

basic principles of patriarchal order everywhere: "male 

shall dominate female, elder male shall dominate youngerll 

(25). It is upon the disempowered and the disenfranchised 

that the onus of this discourse of power falls; that is, 

upon the young, the weak, the passive, and the poor. Power 

is exercised and deployed by either desexing or feminizing 

the men and by making them conform to a stereotypical 
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pattern of female behavior, either through acquiescence or 

violence. Consequently, Melvilie's revelation of the inner 

workings of patriarchal power is also a radical critique of 

the norms and gender rules which characterize nineteenth 

century American familial and social life (Boone, 187). 

At the lowest level in the hierarchial stratification 

of power in men's societies are boys, a term which Redburn 

demonstrates is not age specific: 

you must not think from this, that persons called 

~boys" aboard merchant-ships are all youngsters, 

though to be sure, I myself was called a "boy," 

and a boy I was. No. In merchant-ships, a "boy" 

means a green-hand, a landsman on h~s first 

voyage. And never mind if he is old enough to be a 

grandfather, he is still called a "boy;~ and boys' 

work is put upon him (60). 

In this passage, youth (the inept sailor's "boy-ness") 

functions metaphorically to describe professional inadequacy 

or immaturity in the trade of sailor, and Redburn explains 

in the same chapter how his inexperience makes him the butt 

of jokes on board ship until he learns the skills of his job 

(120). Bolton, in contrast, is a "girlish youth" (253) whose 

~nerves' could not stand it; in the course of his courtly 
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career, be had drunk too much Mocha coffee and gunpowder 

tea, and had smoked altogether too many Havannas R. (256). He 

refuses to learn the trade, refuses even to cl imb the 

r igg ing, and consequen tl y su ffer s endless abuse and 

humiliation during the passage. 

Redburn as a whole is tbe story of a "poor, friendless 

boyR (36) who sees many other individuals like himsel f in 

similar or worse situations during the course of his voyage: 

people wbo are locked out of power and opportunity. As 

Hillett affirms, the bierarchy of a patriarchal society 

promotes not those who are best qualified (27), nor even the 

strongest, but rather those who have class or familial ties 

to the power structure (as is the case of the aristocrat 

Captain Vere) or who (like Jackson and Claggart) "understood 

human nature to a kinkR (57). Redburn's failure is rooted in 

the fact that he has no interested patriarchal mentor to 

protect and instruct him. He is forced to rely on the 

"advice of my best friends, my mother and sisters" 

(51), and when his brother's friend, "Hr. Jones," is 

pressed to help he proves inadequate to the task of securing 

for Redburn eitber an appropriate position or adequate wage 

for the voyage (17). Of course Redburn bimself fails as a 

friend to Bolton (Hartin 40-41). 
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The economic exploitation of Ishmael, in the 

negotiation of his "lay" or share of the profits from the 

whal ing cruise, is the often-discussed classic example of 

youth at the mercy of brutal age and experience in Melville. 

The figurative language of Ishmael's labor contract is 

expl ici tly related to the concept of "intercourse [as] an 

assertion of mastery" in which an older and stronger male 

"announces his own higher caste and proves it upon a victim 

who is expected to surrender, serve, and be satisfied" 

(Millett 20). The OED reveals a cluster of meanings which 

a t tach to the word "lay," in addition to the idea 0 f 

coition, many of them implying personal violence and injury, 

such as in the expressions "lay low," "layout," and "lay 

open." While Bildad piously mouths the scriptural 

injunctions to "Lay not up for yourself treasures," he 

ironically and deliberately cheats Ishmael and commits the 

sin of cupidity himself. He "diddles" Ishmael jQst as Stubb 

later diddles and' cheats the Rosebud I s captain out of the 

rare and costly ambergris (Hoby-Dick, 341). 

Ishmael's lay is metaphoric, but Melville affirms that 

boys are often subject to actual sexual abuse because of 

their vulnerability and weakness in all-male societies, and 

this form of exploitation has long been recognized by 

anthropologists who have studied male institutions. Millett, 

in r"eviewing this literature, notes that 
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In the men's houses boys have such low status they 

are often called the "wives" of their initiators, 

the term "wife" implying both inferiority and the 

status of sexual objects. Untried you·ths become 

the erotic interest of their elders and betters, a 

re I a ~ionship also encountered in the Samurai 

order, in oriental priesthood, and in the Greek 

gymnasium. Preliterate wisdom decrees that while 

inculcating the young with the masculine ethos, it 

is necessary first to intimidate them with the 

tutelary status of the female. An anthropologist's 

comment on Melanesian men's houses is applicable • 
equally to Genet's underworld or Mailer's U.S. 

Army: "It would seem that the sexual brutalizing 

of the young boy and the effort to turn him into a 

woman both enhances the older warrior's desire for 

power, gratifies his sense of hostility toward the 

maturing male competitor, and eventually, when he 

takes him into the male group, strengthens the 

male solidarity in its symbolic attempt to do 

without women. "10 The derogation of feminine 

status in lesser males is a consistent patriarchal 

trait. Like any hazing procedure, initiation once 

endured produces devotees who will ever after be 
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ardent initiators, happily inflicting their own 

former sufferings on the newcomer (49). 

While the relationship of Ishmael and Queequeg is clearly 

pos i t i ve... there is still a hierarchial order at work 

predicated on a dichotomy of strength and weakness, male and 

female: "I found Queequeg's arm thrown over me in the most 

lov ing and affectionate manner. You had almost thought I 

had been his wife" (32). Similar male wives can be found 

elsewhere, as for example in Taji's relationship with Jarl: 

"Like an experienced old-wife, . . . he was quite as bu'sy as 

ever ... veneering our broken garments with all manner of 

choice old broadcloths" (46). The case of Jarl is especially 

interesting, too, because he is an older man subjugating 

himself to the younger Taji. At Taji's initial broaching of 

the desertion plot, Jarl takes a patriarchal stance toward 

the restless youth: "He listened attentively," but 

At last he very bluntly declared that the scheme 

was a crazy one; he had never known of such a 

thing but thrice before; and in every case the 

runaways had never afterwards been heard of. He 

entreated me to renounce my determination, not be 

a boy, pause and reflect, stick to the ship, and 

go home in her 1 ike a man. Ver ily, my Viking 

talked to me like my uncle (17). 
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Jarl evokes the dichotomous categories of boy and man here, 

reminding Taj i of the authoritative voice of his uncle. 

Several cr i tics have noted the importance of Melville's 

uncles in his life,11 but the kinship category is one of 

special significance in Engl ish culture since it was long 

customary in medieval England for boys to be raised in the 

home of their mother's brother. Upon seeing that Taji is 

immovable in his resolution, however, Jarl suddenly reverses 

his relationship and subordinates himself to the youth: "he 

bluntly swore that he would follow me through thick and 

thin" (17). Later, another change in their relationship 

occurs when Yillah joins the party. Jarl looks "upon (her) 

as a sort of intruder, an Ammonite syren, who might lead 

[Taji] astray" (147). He sees her, in other words, as a love 

rival to himself. Thus, there is a constant sliding and 

realigning af order within the hierarchies, and one of the 

pr inciple motifs of Taj i' s voyage through the Mardian 

kingdom is rebellion against patriarchal authority. 

Everywhere he sees people chafing against the rule of those 

who are older or more powerful. The novel opens with the 

ship sailing westward from "Pitcairn's island," where the 

mutineers of the Bounty settled" {3), proleptically 

suggesting that Taji will be exploring issues of authority 

and submission to law beyond those probed by the crew of 

Captain Bl igh. In steal ing the Chamois, Taj i usurps and 
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takes to himself the authority of a captain. even if his 

command is only over a whaleboat with a one man crew. Aboard 

the Park! he disputes power with a woman, and later he gets 

into trouble when he kills Aleema, who is at the center of 

three intersecting lines of patriarchal power. He is literal 

father to the "youthful and comely set" aboard the war 

canoe; he is high priest of the culture's religious order, 

and he functions as father or "guardian" (140) to Yillah. 

Small wonder, then, that the vendetta against Taj i is so 

vehement and sustained, for these three categories are a 

catalog of the spheres dominated and controlled by 

patriarchal authority. 

Other cases, however, where "boys" are subordinated to 

patr iarchal power, are more erotically and insidiously 

charged. Redburn meets only one "genuinely kindly older 

male" [Miller, 158) while in Liverpool, "a bachelor, who 

kept house all alone ... and there we sat together like a 

cOllple in a box at an oyster cellar" (167). The s!c.ipper 

1 ikes to drink his ale and entertain young boys, whom he 

invites in for dinner and some drinking. followed by "a nice 

little nap" (168). Miller says in relation to this incident 

that "the young men in Melville's books are most active when 

avoiding sexual commitment" (158), but for all the kindness 

the old man shows to Redburn, the youth feels uncomfortable 

in being there ("my conscience smote me," he says), and he 
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does not return for further entertainment despite his 

hunger and loneliness while at Liverpool,~2 

Similarly, White-Jacket is frightened by the "goggling 

glances" of the yeoman, "Old Revolver," "lest he should drag 

me down into tarry perdition in his hideous storerooms" 

(128). The young sailor is especially fearful of the old 

man's "unaccountable bachelor oddities" (128), and as in the 

earl ier statement in Typee about Buggerry Island, gothic 

imagery of claustrophobic entrapment is again evoked: 

keeping the yeoman's account b~oks was "an odious business" 

since one was immured all day in a bottomless hole 

among tarry old ropes and villainous guns and pistols" 

(128). These suppli2s, of course, are suggestively phallic, 

and the imagery is decidedly negative. Clearly there is 

little evidence in these passages to support the commonly 

held notion that Melville sees homosexual practices in a 

positive light, but in fairness, a distinction should be 

made between the affectional/ sexual preferences and 

orientations of consenting adults (as we now say) and the 

problems of violence and exploitation which frequently 

accompany pederasty or pedophi~ia, This issue, of course, is 

one which is still debated between Feminist and gay 

theorists (Sedgwick, 6, 220), 
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Exploi tative pederastic behavior is also implied in 

other places in Mel ville's wr i ting, as, for example, in 

Whi te-Jacket' s anger at being called Jack Chase I s "pet" 

(197). In addition to its more common meaning as "a 

favor i te," the term had contemporary currency as "a fond 

designation for a female favorite" and "one who is kept for 

fondling" (OED). Billy Budd, the youthful and "handsome 

sailor," is described by Miller as "an erotic magnet" (361) 

to the crew. Tommo attracts the male gaze of Harnoo, and his 

discovery (in Omoo) that the captain of the ship is 

effeminate as well ciS incompetent causes him to desert a 

second time. In short, the state of boyhood in the "man-of

war world" depicted by Melville is "cabined and cribbed in 

by all manner of iniquities". . and "full' of most 

melancholy examples of early dissipation, disease, disgrace, 

and death" (222). The novel also makes thinly veiled 

reference to "the sins for which the cities of the plain 

were overthrown" being practiced "in some of these wooden

walled Gomorrahs of the deep" (353). 

Besides attracting unwanted erotic attention to 

themselves because of their youth and simplicity, some of 

Melville's young men are also feminized or subjected to 

gender confusion by more powerful or more fully entitled 

men. As a result of these acts of definition, men can be 

used and valued as women, and they are not seen as a threat 
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to the patriarchal power structure which controls the social 

context of the narratives. wh~n ~ne youn9 and inexperienced 

Redburn joins the crew of the merchantman, he is given the 

sexually ambiguous name of "Buttons" (28) to signify his 

gender status. Hiller puts the point as follows: 

the greenhorn loses his identity as Well ington 

Redburn, and even his sexuality, when one of the 

sailors christens him: "Who had the baptizing of 

ye? Why didn't they call you Jack., or Jill, or 

something short and handy. But I'll baptize you 

over again. D'ye hear, sir, henceforth your name 

is Buttons." And so Redburn discovers that his 

impressive-sounding name does not impress the crew 

and that in virile eyes he is an epicene, either 

Jack. or Jill as the sexually indeterminate name of 

Buttons suggests (157). 

Obviously, his diminutive stature (121) and sk.ill don't 

match his fussy, pretentious, polysyllabic, and heavily 

mascul ine name, so he is renamed with a more fitting 

appellation. 1 ::t The glass ship, with its foreign and 

feminine name, represents the ideal, delicate, romanticized 

world of dream wish fulfillment into which he desires to 

escape, but at every turn in his quest he is confronted by a 

world of brutal, masculine reality which defeats the dream. 
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All of Redburn's attempts to find a place and identity 

~ithin any of the several patriarchal systems that control 

advancement in his world are rebuffed. He seeks his identity 

by retracing the path of his father, but he finds that his 

guidebook is faulty and inadequate, offering no information 

about the construction of homo social bonds. He is rejected 

both by the aristocracy of officers on board ship and by the 

ar istocracy of the forecastle, "so that at last I found 

myself a sort of Ishmael in the ship, wi thout a Single 

friend or companion" (62). Thinking that Riga "would in some 

special manner take me under his protection and prove a kind 

friend and benefactor to me" (67), he attempts a social 

call. But the code of behavior which governs the ritual of 

social calls on shore and through which a young man 

establishes a foothold in the old boy network, violates 

shipboard protocol. Similarly, his aristocratic pretenSions 

bring him into contempt with the men, and particularly with 

Jackson, who on the first day of the voyage threatens to 

pitch Redburn overboard if he comes near him in the rigging 

(52). Ultimately, he returns to the destitute and powerless 

home of his mother and sisters, still unsure of his own 

s e 1 fhood and inadequate to the task 0 f forg ing or 

establ ishing the kind of sel f-created identity we see, for 

example, in Ishmael. 
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Indeed, the one masculine friendship Redburn makes on 

the voyage, with Bo 1 ton, another "girl-l ike" boy, is 

repudiated the moment he touches shore so he can return to 

his mother's house. Bolton had introduced him to a world 

radically di fferent from his own dur ing the ir tr ip to 

London, but it is a precarious world which depends for is 

sustenance on a positive network of male relatives and 

friends, and, most importantly, on the possession of money. 

When the network and the money fail, Bolton is in the same 

pos i tion as Redburn (Baird 291). Both are almost at the 

lowest rung in a predatory, demonic world which feeds on 

itself, devouring the weak and helpless. Even lower than 

they, however, are the women and children, who constantly 

draw Redburn I s attention and helpless pity. 14 While still 

in America he sees a woman pawning baby clothes; later, in 

Liverpool, he sees the starving mother and children in 

Lancelott I s Hey and realizes the stunning truth about the 

nature of class, power, money, and gender: 

I felt an almost irresistible impulse to do them 

the last mercy of in some way putting an end to 

their horrible lives; and I should almost have 

done so, I think, had I not been deterred by 

thoughts of the law. For I well Knew that the law, 

which would let them perish of themselves without 

9 i v ing them one cup 0 f water, would spend a 
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thousand pounds, if necessary, in convicting him 

who should so much as offer to relieve them from 

their miserable existence (184). 

Of course not all of the women in the novel are shabby and 

starving. Redburn also sees the captain's ward and the 

beautify women taking passage on the ship, but he recognizes 

that those women who are well dressed and have plenty to eat 

are also under the protection of males. He sees, too, women 

who understand how to manipulate and use their own sexuality 

and the sexual desire men have for them to obtain what they 

want or need, such as the coquettish woman on the return 

passage, but for the most part women are utterly dependent 

on men, utterly helpless. 

Hen who are physically attractive, sensitive, younger, 

weaker, or more passive than other men, in other words, 

those who exhibit behavior which is stereotypically defined 

as ~female," frequently deploy or identify themselves as 

female in Melville's world as part of a strategy for them to 

advertise their subordinate nature and thus gain the 

approval of dominant males. In doing so they find a place in 

the hierarchial stratigraphy of patriarchal society. 

Tommo, for example, talks about himself as a female 

when he is snubbed by Marnoo: ~Had the belle of the season, 
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in the pride of her beauty and power, been cut in a place of 

public resort by some supercilious exquisite, she could not 

have felt greater indignation than I did at this unexpected 

slight" (136). And when Jackson extends his control over 

the crewmen, they feel compelled to perform "female" tasks 

for him: 

They all stood in mortal fear of him; and cringed 

and fawned about him like so many spaniels; and 

used to rub his back, after he was undressed and 

lying in his bunk; and used to run up on deck to 

the cook-house, to warm some cold coffee for him; 

and used to fill his pipe, and give him chews of 

tobacco, and mend his jackets and trowsers; and 

used to watch, and tend, and nurse him every way 

(59). 

He, in turn, probes their teeth with a jack-knife in an 

action which is not only symbolically sexually charged but 

is also a means he has of determining a hierarchal order 

among the sailors based on age (Martin 45). 

At a more insidious and subtle level, however, are the 

strategies of sexual politics used by the male ruling 

classes in Melville's novels against other men (rather than 

against naive boys) to control and regulate their behavior. 
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On board the Neversink, every movement of the men is 

directed and compelled by the ruling oligarchy of office~s. 

This infantilization reduces the crewmen to a childish state 

of complete helplessness and dependence: "all the meals of 

the twenty-four hours are crowded into a space of less than 

eight! Sixteen mortal hours elapse between supper and 

breakfast; including to one watch, eight hours on deck! This 

is barbarous" (41). The men are told when to eat, sleep, 

and work. The off-duty activities of the crew are similarly 

regulated and controlled in every aspect of life, 

regardless of how trivial, such as in playing checkers, 

writing, and producing theatrics.1~ While in Rio harbor the 

men are allowed liberty only after Jack Chase, "wi'trl hat in 

hand" (207), eloquently pleads their case. Captain Claret, 

for his part, "was rather indulgent to his crew, so long as 

they were perfectly docile" (170). In the merchant service, 

as Redburn tells us, "it is a rel igious maxim to keep the 

hands al ways employed at something or other, never mind 

wha t, dur ing their watch on deck II (122)' and Captain 

Delano's advice to Benito Cereno for maintaining order among 

the slaves is similar: "keep all your blacks employed 

no matter at what useless task" (273). White-Jacket recounts 

the narrative of Shakings, the former convict, who compared 

his prison experience with life one "man-of-war,. . a 

sort of state prison afloat:" 
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when fortune would go hard with him,. . he 

almost wished he was back again in Sing-Sing, 

where he was rel ieved from all anxieties about 

what he should eat and drink, and was supported, 

like the President of the United States and Prince 

Albert, at the public charge. He used to have such 

a snug little cell, he said, all to himself, and 

never felt afraid of house-breakers, for the walls 

were uncommonly thick, and his door was securely 

bol ted for him, and a watchman was all the time 

walking up and down in the passage, while he was 

fast asleep and dreaming (172). 

As a final act of arbitrary control before the ship 

returns home, the captain symbolically castrates the men and 

affirms his power over the crew through his gratuitous order 

for beards and hair to be trimmed. As White-Jacket says, the 

order came about because Ha cruel thought entered in to the 

heart of [the] captain" (335). The linkage of hair and 

beards to male sexual i ty and fecundity is 0 ften made in 

literature in terms similar to those ~vo~~~ in the text. 1e 

Jack Chase says to the barber: 

Two summers have gone by since my chin has been 

reaped. I was in Coquimbo then, on the Spanish 

Main; and when the husbandman was sow ing his 
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autumnal grain on the vega, I started this blessed 

beard; and when the vine-dressers were trimming 

their vines in the vineyards, I first trimmed it 

to the sound of a flute .... This beard has been 

caressed by the snow-white hand of the lovely 

Tomasita of Tombly--the Castilian belle of all 

Lower Peru. 

off my manhood, . 

Though you are about to shear 

. I forgive you". (340). 

Every incident here in the history of Chase's beard is 

related to fecundity or eroticism. The luxuriant growth was 

started at the same time as the fields were being sown with 

grain, and the careful nurturing and trimming of it are 

equated with the husbanding of a vineyard. Both the product 

of the vineyard and the flute which accompanies the trimming 

of the beard on that occasion are traditionally associated 

with Pan, the pastoral god of fertility (Oxford 773). The 

amorous history of the beard in the hands of Tomasita is 

also recounted. Still, the beard comes off, but Haberstroh 

notes that Ushant's more obstinate refusal to shave off his 

beard "directly challenges the arbitrary but absolute 

authority of Captain Claret. For this, he, like White

Jacket, is brought forward to be flogged. Jack 's' first 

impulse is to threaten violence; but he is finally reduced 

to impotent tears" (89). Haberstroh adds that "the structure 

of the Neversink makes everyone ineffectual; and, like 
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Hamlet, Chase compensates for his acquiescence with great 

amount~ of rhatoric and self-dramatization, all very 

attractive to the men, because they themselves are in the 

same impotent state that Jack is in" (90). 

As the massacre of the beards indicates, violence and 

the threat of violence is the mainstay of arbitrary 

patriarchal power in Melville's novels as it is elsewhere. 

It is the kind of power which Foucault says 

is poor in resources, spar ing of its methods, 

monotonous' in the tactics it utilizes, incapable 

of invention, and seemingly doomed always to 

repeat itself. Further, it is a power that only 

has the force of the negative on its side, a power 

to say no; in no cond i tion to produce, capabl e 

only of posting 1 imi ts, it is basically anti

energy. This is the paradox of its effectiveness: 

it is incapable of doing anything either, except 

to render what it dominates incapable of doing 

anything either, except for what this power 

allows it to do. And finally, it is a power whose 

model is essentially juridical, centered on 

nothing ,more than the statement of the law and the 

operation of taboos (8S). 
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The discipl inary floggings on the naval vessel, and the 

general beatings which are a prominent motif in several of 

Melville's novels, are of special significance in relation 

to the theme of negative homoeroticism in his work. Although 

the f1 ogg ing is frequently discussed in the critical 

literature as simply a despicable form of human behavior,17 

it has very ancient 1 inks to erotic sadism1e in both 

artistic representations and in 1 i terature. The instrument 

of flagellation, the whip, red, birch, cane, cat-o-nine

tails, or whatever, has long been used as an instrument for 

enforcing merali ty and authority, 1" and it is said to be 

der i ved from the repre sen ta t ion 0 f the phall ic gods 

worshipped by those who were first punished by this 

method. 20 The "ratan," the master-at-arms' badge of office 

(39, 136), is also one of these traditional instruments. 

The sexual and pol i tical dimens ions evoked by the 

flogging scenes in Melville's work are echoed by the 

extensiv2 literature of flagellation produced during the 

Victorian period (Marcus, 253). Steven Marcus identifies a 

number of stan:1ard motifs in this literature, and in the 

descr iptive and explanatory detail below I combine his 

commentary on homosexual sado-masochistic practices with 

statements from Melville concerning the application of 

corporal punishment. 
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Marcus writes that "A person is accused of some 

wrongdoing. This person is most often a boy; sometimes he's 

a man acting as or impersonating a boy" (255). Like the 

sailors on board the Neversink, the victim is infantilized 

and reduced to the state of a child. It is therefore 

significant that the only person upon whom the flogging 

doesn't work. is old Ushant, and the factor of his age is 

frequently reiterated. Similarly, White-Jack.et is saved from 

flogging only because representatives from two important 

political spheres on the ship, the marine corporal and the 

captain of the fore-top, step forward to defend him. 

The triviality of the offense for which the flogging is 

administered is important because of the symbolic value (or 

more properly, synecdochic structure) of the punishment. As 

Eve Sedgwick. suggests, 

the gap between the rationalization of terrorist 

acts and their actual execution was not an 

obstacle to, but an important part of their 

efficacy as terror ism . There is coercive 

value in not providing a way for the men to 

calculate whether or not to expect to be an object 

of legalized violence (49). 
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Marcus says that "The misconduct [the victim] is charged 

with is sometimes unspecified; . . . sometimes he is accused 

of general disobedience, insubordination, or impertinence, 

in a few instances he is supposed to have been caught at 

some kind of childish sexual misbehavior" (255). John, 

Peter, Mark, and Antone on the Neversink are accused of 

being "engaged in one of those tangled, general fights 

sometimes occurring among sailors" (135). Ishmael's 

childhood offense, for which be begs to be given his 

customary "whipping" (32) or "slippering" (33) rather than 

sent to bed supperless, is climbing up the chimney, an act 

which a number of writers have described as a sign of sexual 

curiosity. 

White-Jacket's offense for which he is arraigned at the 

mast is also trivial. As Melville says, "You see a human 

being, stripped like a slave; scourged worse than a hound. 

And for what? For things not essentially criminal, but only 

made so by arbitrary laws" (139). There is at least one 

case in the novel in which flogging is directly I inked to 

homoeroticism. White-Jacket mentions the punishment of a 

sailor "at the complaint of a midshipman,. . a youth who 

was apt to indulge at times in undignified familiarities 

with some of the men, who" sooner or later, almost always 

suffered from his capriciolls preferences" (210). As Whi te

Jacket says, "The story itself cannot here be related; it 

would not well bear recital" (210). The official reason for 
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the punishment is not given, but rather it is described as 

"indirectly proceed[ingl from the mere wanton spite and 

unscrupulousness of the midshipman in question" (210). 

The accuser, Marcus emphasizes, may be a mother, or 

"some surrogate" for her such as a stepmother or governess, 

or "an adult male figure:" father, schoolmaster, priest, or 

military officer. But in all cases, it is "a person who 

represents or "stands as a substitute for" patriarchal 

authority. If "the figure of [al female . is doing the 

whipping, . she is. . unmistakably the terr ible 

mother, the phallic mother of childhood" (256). 

"The confrontation," as Marcus says, "may take place 

between these two persons alone; or other auxiliary figures 

in the scene may be enl isted, who multiply the number of 

mother-surrogates" (255). Billy Budd's initial interview 

with Vere is more or less private, while White-Jacket and 

his colleagues appear in public at the mast. As White-Jacket 

passes through the gangway, he sees "the quarter-master 

rigging the gratings; the boatswain with his green bag of 

scourges; the master-at-arms ready to help off some one IS 

shirt" (267). 

Next, "the accusation or admonition is delivered in 

ritual form, accompanied by dire threats" (Marcus 255-6): 
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"'You John, you Peter, you Hark, you Antone,' said the 

captain, 'were yesterday found fighting on the gun-deck. 

Have you anything to say?'"(136). "The antiphonal response," 

says Marcus, "is either defiance or supplication; if it is 

defiance it soon gives way to supplication. These pleas for 

mercy go unheeded" (~56). Brought before the judgment bar, 

John's explanation "was cut short by (his] being made to 

confess, irrespective of circumstances" (137), and "to 

[Peter'sl supplications the captain turned a deaf ear" 

(137). 

During the whole process, the accuser "swells up with 

anger and ezcit~ment;" his "eyes sparkle," and other 

physical signs of excitement appear, such as heavy breathing 

or twitching (Marcus 256). Thus, 

While these executioners were employed 

[making the necessary preparations for Ushant], 

the captain's excitement had a little time to 

abate; and when, at last, old Ushant was tied up 

by the arms and legs, and his venerable back was 

exposed .... the captain seemed to relent. 

"You are a very old man," he said, "and I am 

sorry to flog you; but my orders must be obeyed. r 

will give you one more chance; will you have that 

beard taken off?" 
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"Captain Claret," said the old man, turning 

round painfully in his bonds, "you may flog me, if 

you will; but, sir, in this one thing I can not 

obey you." 

"Lay on I I III see his backbone!" roared the 

captain, in a sudden fury (344). 

On command, as Marcus says, "the instrument 0 f 

punishment is then fetched or summoned to be brought forth. 

This is usually a bunch of birch twigs,21 invariably called 

"a rod" or "the rod." It is described in great detail, often 

it is decorated with a ribbon. If other instruments are 

used, as they occasionally are, they too are described at 

length" (256). In White-Jacket, "The boatswain stood 

solemnly on the other side, with a green bag in his hand, 

from which taking four instruments of punishment, he gave 

one to each of his mates; for a fresh "cat," applied by a 

fresh hand, is the ceremonious privilege accorded to every 

man-of-war culprit" (137). 

"The accused is then seized. He is either placed across 

the lap of his accuser, tied down to a bed, horsed upon the 

back of one of the auxiliaries, or bound to some article of 

furniture especially made for the purpose, a block, horse, 

or trestle as they are severally named" (256). White-Jacket 

describes the equipment this way: 
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the gratings are square frames of barred woodwork, 

sometimes placed over the hatchways. One of these 

squares was now laid on the deck, close to the 

ship's bulwarks, and while the remaining 

preparations were being made the master-at-arms 

assisted the prisoners in removing their jackets 

and shirts" (137). 

Similarly, in the sado-masochistic practice, the "clothes 

are then lowered or raised, as the case may be, . . . and 

the whipping takes place" (256). On the Neversink, "the 

first boatswain's mate advanced, combing out the nine tails 

of his cat with his hand, and then, sweeping them round his 

neck, brought them with the whole force of his body upon the 

mark" (138). 

All of this action, as Marcus points out, is 

"invariably accompanied by talk, usually dialogue" (256), as 

is the case in Ushant's punishment: 

"Well, sir, will you have that beard taken 

off? you have slept over it a whole night now; 

what do you say? I don't want to flog an old man 

like you, Ushant!" 
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"My beard is my own, sir!" said the old man, 

lowly. 

"Will you take it off?" 

"It is mine, sir!" said the old man, 

tremulously. 

"Rig the gratings!" roared the captain. 

"Haster-at-arms, strip himl quarter-masters, seize 

him up! boatswain's mates, do your duty!" 

Finally, "the figure who performs the whipping is said 

to exper ience unalloyed pleasure:: (Marcus 257). White

J a c k e t ex pIa ins t hat ina d d i t ion tot he" for rna 1 

administering of the "cat' at the gangway for petty 

of-fenses," sailors are also "1 iable to the 'col t' or rope' s

end, a bi t of ratt1 in-stuff, indiscr iminately applied-

without stripping the victim--at any time, and in any part 

of the ship" (140). The colt is particularly used by 

lieutenants who "in a sudden outburst of passion, perhaps 

inflamed by brandy, or smarting under the sense of being 

disliked or hated by the seamen" order them to "undergo the 

indignity of the colt" (140), and the pleasure they derived 

from doing this is clear from their bi tter rail ing at 

Bancroft for "snatching the colt from their hands" (141). 

Conversely, in masochistic acts it is the person" being 

whipped who experiences this "unalloyed pleasure;" indeed, 
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as the 1 i terature indicates, it is impossible for them to 

have an orgasm without first being brutalized. Obviously, I 

am not suggesting here that the men who are being flogged on 

the Neversink like it, but there is a curious disparity in 

their responses to the punishment, ranging from Ushant I s 

stoic silence, to John's defiant mutterings: "One dozen 

lashes being applied, the man was taken down, and went among 

the crew with a smile, saying 'D----n me! it's nothing when 

you're used to it! Who wants to fight (l38)? Peter, however, 

"the mizen-top lad," "howled, leaped, and raged in 

unendurable torture" (139). 

The dynamics of homosocial relations and the problems 

of negative homoeroticism were never far from Melville 's 

mind, even after he gave up his professional career as a 

writer. The theme remains important in much of the poetry 

which occupied his aesthetic attention during the years he 

worked for the custom service,:!::!: and it is central to the 

enigmatic, incomplete manuscript of "Billy Budd, Sailor" 

which he was fine-tuning at the time of his death. Very 

Ii ttl e has been said in the cr i tical Ii tera ture about the 

relationship between Melville's late writing and the 

cultural climate at the end of the nineteenth century, but 

one of the great concerns of that period was the dichotomy 

between want and. plenty and the rising power of labor 

movements throughout the world. Even though the novella is 
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set win the time before steamshipsN (43), or more properly 

Ntoward the close of the last decade of the eighteenth 

centuryN (44), it is tightly connected with the contemporary 

issues of the control and use of labor and paranoic fear of 

an aroused proletariat. In this light, Billy is a counter or 

cipher in a class based struggle between three forces: an 

entrenched aristocratic upper echelon (which sees itself in 

the role 0 f national conscience), an upwardly mobile and 

amoral middle class, and a working class labor force cowed 

into submission through legalized terrorism and violence. 

As we have already seen, the lash and the noose (--and the 

author i ty to use these tools of oppression--) maintain a 

disproportionate leverage against the great mass of men on 

the ship necessary for the labor intensive and dangerous 

work to be done on a military sailing vessel. At the same 

time, however, these men are locked out of the possibility 

for advancement to positions of real power and authority, 

except in the most 1 imi ted sorts 0 f ways (gunners, 

boatswains, and !1top" captain:s like Jack Chase) and for only 

a sl ight fraction a f the total number 0 f crewmen. The 

midshipmen, of course, are scions of the aristocracy who are 

be ing educated and trainee for careers as naval officers, 

and references to senior officers who "worked their way up 

through the ranks" are Ilsually not very clear about the fact 

that there is a great deal of difference between starting 
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with the rank of "midshipman" and starting with the rating 

of "boy." 

The central issue in "Billy Budd" is the use of men by 

other, more powerful men, and the range of ways in which 

sexuality functions as a signifier for power relations. The 

triangular relationship between Vere, C1aggart, and Billy, 

in which two, more fully empowered males dispute for use and 

control of a third, echoes the structure of the class 

divisions on the ship which separate the men.~~ Moreover, 

the sexualization of Billy is what makes this economic and. 

political conflict visible, since sex is an important point 

for the exchange of meaning between gender and class. Rene 

Girard pOints out that in triangular conflicts a person 

(usually a woman) acquires value or desirability through the 

valuation others (one's rivals) put upon her (7~; 

accordingly, the possession of Billy is a source of 

political power to whomever can best assert their ownership 

of him, whether it is Vere, Claggart, or "the people," the 

common sailors. So Billy is used, like a woman, as an object 

of exchange, as a counter of value, for the primary purpose 

of cementing relationships between or with other men. Squeek 

uses Billy to gain favor with Claggart (79); Claggart uses 

Billy to gain favor with Vere, and Vere uses (or anticipates 

using) Billy to gain favor with the men. The sailors 

themselves appropriate Billy after his death, venerating him 
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as a kind 0 f proletariat saint or working class hero and 

carrying around pieces of the spar on which he was hoisted. 

Claggart attempts to get close to the sources of 

empowerment and to gain leverage through the use of Billy, 

for whom he also feels some erotic desire. But the master

at-arms miscalculates the effect of Billy on Vere and the 

development of a curious affinity between the captain and 

the sailor which is described in paternal terms and which 

makes the captain an advocate of Billy's interests. Still, 

this interest in Billy has limits: it does not extend so 

far, for example, that Vere will subordinate other, more 

important homosoeial bonds for it. Indeed,. when the confl iet 

of interest becomes apparent, Vere is equally prepared to 

sacrifice the youth he had momeuts earlier been prepared to 

treat like a much-loved but unacknowledgable son. The 

preservation of aristocratic power, camouflaged as national 

interest and patriotic enthusiasm, is his first concern. 

Vere is an obvious exemplar of the aristocracy in his 

attitudes and actions, and his loyalties are ultimately to 

the class "tc ~hich by birth he belonged" (62). In his 

reading he prefers "those books to which every serious mind 

of superior order occupying any active post of authority in 

the world naturally inclines: bOOKS treating of actual men 

and events no matter of what era" who "philosophize upon 
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realities" in the "spirit of common sense" (62). Through his 

reading he had "found confirmation of his own more reserved 

thoughts" and established some "positive" and "settled 

convictions" which he felt would always "abide in him 

essentially unmodified." Thus, "his settled convictions were 

as a dike against those invading waters of novel opinion, 

social, political, and otherwise, which carried away as in a 

torrent no few minds in those days" (62). Clearly there is 

little room here for the middle class novel or for the 

romantic poetry of Coleridge and Wordsworth, since these 

challenge the ideas of order Vere seeks to confirm through 

his reading. Vere opposes the new theories not (he thinks) 

because they are "inimical to the privileged class," but 

"because they seemed to him insusceptible of embodiment in 

lasting institutions" and "at war with the peace of the 

world and the true welfare of mankind" (63). Ultimately, 

following a fight wi th a French warship, the mortally 

wounded Vere dies saying Billy's name. The name of this 

French ship, the Athee, captures at once the spirit of the 

French revolution against a regime of aristocrats and kings 

which, 1 ike the Engl ish, had used traditional Christianity 

to justify its "divine right" to,rule. 

Vere sees in Billy a useful tool for the enhancement of 

his own power: "the Handsome Sailor," the "young fellow who 

seems to be so popular with the men," had "attracted the 
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captain's attention from the first,~ and ~he had thought of 

recommending him to the executive officer for promotion to a 

place that would more frequently bring him under his own 

observation, namely, the captaincy of the mizzentop" (95). 

Billy bad noticed Vere's attention: When Albert comes to 

summon him to the main cabin, Billy thinks "Yes, the 

captain, I have always thought, looks kindly upon me. Wonder 

if he's going to make me his coxswain. I should like that" 

(98). Conversely, Vere dislikes Clag9art. The sight of this 

officer standing by the mainmast awaiting an interview 

"provokes a vaguely repellent distaste" (91), and during 

their discussion about Billy the captain threatens the 

master-at-arms with "a yardarm end for the false witness" 

(95). 

Claggart is a portrait of bourgeois values and 

aspirations unchecked by the stabilizing influence which 

Victorian ideology imputed to home and family. Melville 

offers tantalizingly few clues about Claggart's personality 

and character. He is called a cheval ier (65), which is 

glossed by Hayford and Seal ts as meaning "one who lives by 

his wits, an adventurer, swindler, sharper" (155). He is on 

the make in the navy after having been forced to abandon 

shore life for some unspoken reason. The men speculate that 

there is some sexual transgression involved, but the very 

silence itself evokes a complex matrix of the unarticulated 
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which surrounded nineteenth century attitudes concerning 

homosexuality. He is advancing rapidly in the service 

largely because he knows human nature to a kink, and he uses 

that knowledge to his advantage. Claggart's strategy is to 

get closer to the men of greater prestige and power on the 

ship by. fabricating a plot calculated to chafe at a most 

vulnerable point, the threat of class revolution against 

aristocratic privilege. Claggart is also sexually attracted 

to Billy. 

Most of the other staff officers on board the ship are 

also part of this same middle class, tenuously balanced 

between the upper and lower spheres, jealous of the ground 

they have gained, and not anxious to put their privileges in 

jeopardy. As a result, they handsomely serve the purposes of 

the ar istociacy. Vere manipulates the court so that the 

officers participating in it understand exactly how they are 

expected to vote. Like the first lieutenant, they are 

"overralingly instructed by a glance from Captain Vere, a 

glance more effective than words" (108): 

Loyal lieges, plain and practical, though at 

bottom they dissented from some pOints Captain 

Vere had pu t to them, they were wi thou t the 

facul ty, hardly had the incl ination, to gainsay 

one whom they felt to be an earnest man, one too 
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not less their superior in mind than in naval rank 

(113). 

Vere, of course, helped these practical men by pointing out 

the "practical consequences to discipline . . should a 

man-of-war's man's violent killing of a superior in grade be 

allowed to pass for aught else than a capi tal cr ime 

demanding prompt infli~tion of the penalty" (113). But more 

importantly, to counter sympathetic and compassionate 

feelings for Billy, the Captain evokes the latent gynophobia 

and misogyny which Eve Sedgwick says is always part of 

homosocial bonding. The attitude of sympathy is 

metaphorized as the "feminine in man" and therefore to be 

subjugated: 

Ashore in a criminal case, will an upright judge 

allow himself off the bench to be waylaid by some 

tender kinswoman of the accused seeking to touch 

him with her tearful plea? Well, the heart here, 

sometimes the feminine in man, is as that piteous 

woman, and hard though it be, she must here be 

ruled out (111). 

Like Claggart, the purser and surgeon are also middle 

class characters, and in one of the several sequels which 

tatter the closure of th-e "inside narrative" these two are 
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found involved in a curious conversation. The purser, 

described as a better accountant than philosopher, asks the 

surgeon about Billy r s failure to have the characteristic 

"muscular spasm" of a hanged man, an involuntary erection 

and spontaneous ejaculation. The purser, evidently, is 

disconcerted by this failure of Billy to act in a 

predictable manner, and he attributes the lack of a "spasm" 

to "will power," meaning either that Billy refused to allow 

himself to do the so-called "dance" of the hanged man while 

he was being asphyxiated by the noose, or that he "willed" 

his own death. 

The surgeon, however, has no answer for the purser I s 

question; indeed, the phenomenon is of no apparent interest 

to him, in part, perhaps, because Billy's "failure" seems to 

imply that there was something wrong with his 

"scientifically conducted" hanging. He sidesteps the issue 

by announcing that he must leave becausa a situation 

involving a conflict of power where his authority mi~ht be 

superceded. As he puts it, there is a case he must attend to 

in the sick bay which he would rather not leave in the hands 

of his assistants (125). In White-Jacket, the brutality of 

Cadwallader Cuticle, Surgeon of the Fleet, is foreshadowed 

by his insensitivity in exhibiting the cast of the "horned 

woman." In that casa, there is an eruption of a symbol of 

the erotic from the head of an otherwise non-erotic old 
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woman. As Melville pOints out, "no pang of pain, nor the 

sl ightest touch 0 f concern, ever crossed the bosom of 

Cuticle when he looked on this cast" (239). Similarly, for 

the surgeon in "Billy Budd," the sailor is primarily an 

object for scientific spectacle, and he has no more concern 

for the failure of sexual eruption where such is expected to . 

take place than Cuticle has for the eruption of sexuality 

where ~ is to be expected. 

As for Billy himself, he is often described as 

androgynous in the critical literature, but it is clear from . 
the text that Billy's gender valuation changes from person 

to person. There are many sailors who feminize themselves to 

be near him, performing for him traditioL3l womanly tasks: 

Some of 'em do his washing, darn his old trousers 

for him; the carpenter is at odd times making a 

pretty 1 i ttle chest of drawers for him. Anybody 

will do anything for Billy Budd; and it's the 

happy family here (47). 

Conversely, there are others who see Billy himself as 

effeminate or feminized. For example, the narrator describes 

him as looking "younger than he really was, owing to a 

lingering adolescent expression in the as yet smooth face 

all but feminine in purity of natural complexion" (50)' and 
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the narrator also calls attention to his "ear, small and 

shapely, the arch of the foot, the curve in mouth and 

nostril" (51). When Billy is introduced into shipboard 

society, he immediately becomes an object for erotic 

attention. His "position," the narrator says, is "something 

analogous to that of a rustic beauty transplanted from the 

provinces and brought into competition with the highborn 

dames of the court" (51), and the perception of this 

situation provokes "an ambiguous smile in one or two harder 

faces among the bluejackets" (51). Claggart, too, is one of 

those for whom Billy becomes the object of an eroticized 

gaze: 

.hen Claggartrs unobserved glance happened to 

light on belted Billy rolling along the upper gun 

deck in the leisure of the second dogwatch, 

exchanging passing broadsides of fun with other 

young promenaders in the cro~d, that glance would 

follow the cheerful sea hyper ion with a settled 

meditative and melancholy expression, his eyes 

stran~ely suffused with incipient feverish tears. 

Then would Claggart look like the man of sorrows. 

Yes, and sometimes the melancholy expression would 

have in it a touch of soft yearning, as if 

Claggart could even have loved Billy but for fate 

and ban. But this was an evanescence, and quickly 
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repented of, as it were, by an immitigable look, 

pinching and shr i vel ing the visage into the 

momentary semblance of a wrinkled walnut. But 

sometimes catching sight of the foretopman coming 

in his direction, he would, upon his nearing, step 

aside a little to let him pass, dwelling upon 

Billy for the moment with the glittering dental 

satire of a Guise. But upon any abrupt unforeseen 

encounter a red light would flash forth from his 

eye like a spark from an anvil in a dusk smithy. 

That quick, fierce light was a strange one, 

darted from orbs which in repose were of a color 

nearest approaching a deeper violet, the softest 

of shades. (S8) 

I quote this passage at len;th because of the emphasis it 

places on the acts of looking, gazing, and seeing, not only 

by Claggart, but by others looking at Claggart looking at 

Billy lo'ok at other sailors in an infinite regress of 

looking and be ing seen. Eve Sedgwick confirms that "both 

aristocratic and middle-class English male homosexuality 

seems to have been organized to a striking degree around the 

objectification of proletarian men. . at the same time, 

there is no evidence . of a homosexllal role or 

subculture indigenous to men of the working class, apart 

from their sexual value to more privileged men" (l74). The 
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narrator notes earlier that it is Billy's "significant 

personal beauty" which "first moved" Claggart against the 

sailor (77), but when Vere stages a confrontation between 

accuser and accused in his cabin, the gaze turns deadly: 

the accuser's eyes, removing not as yet from the 

blue dilated ones, underwent a phenomenal change, 

their wonted rich violet color blurring into a 

muddy purple. Those lights of human intelligence, 

losing human expressiQn.. were gel idly protruding 

1 ike the al ien eyes 0 f certain uncatalogued 

creatures of the deep. The. first mesmeristic 

glance was one of serpent fascination; the last 

was as the paralyzing lurch of the torpedo fish 

(98). 

Just as the captain and Claggart want to expropriate 

the person of Billy and use him to promote their own 

purposes, so too does the collective personality of the 

sailors extend a claim. Their "general estimate of his 

nature and its unconscious simplicity eventually found rude 

utterance from another foretopman . gifted. as some 

sailors are, with an artless poetic temperament" (131), and 

the work of the "tarry hand" is offered as the closure of 

the "inside narrative." As several critics have pointed out, 

the view of Billy offered in the ballad is different from 

the one described by the narrator. His gull t is somewhat 
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less ambiguous, and the poem hints at a heterosexual 

relationship between Billy and "Bristol Molly" which 

con tras ts with Vere' s bachelor status and Claggart' s 

homosexual sado-masochism. But a main theme of the ballad is 

the bond of fellowship, the homosocial relationship, between 

the sailors. A messmate extends "the last parting cup," and 

"Donald" stands by the plank to shake hands "ere I sink. II 

The loss 0 f another friend, "Taff, the Welshman" is also 

remembered. In her study of "Male Homosocial Desire, II 

Between Men, Eve Sedgwick discusses the plight of a 

prostitute, Arabella Calvert, who appears as an important 

character in James Hogg's Private Memoirs and Confessions of 

a Justified Sinner: 

The truth of her situation--passed literally from 

male hand to hand and repeatedly left to be 

punished "in the place of" the men who have owned 

her . --is far too brutal for the man's 

intended, Yorick-style pathos and recuperation. 

Its most memorable emblem is her vision of her 

death by hanging as a thief: "I think of being 

hung up, a spectacle to a gazing, gaping 

multitude, with numbers of which I have had 

intimacies and connections" (108). 
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Billy, too, has this kind of vision of himself as a 

spectacle to his friends, some of whom may be required to 

assist in "the hoist and the belay:" "Heaven knows," he 

says, "who will have the running of me up!" "A jewel-block 

they'll make of me tomorrow,/ Pendant pearl from the yardarm 

end." But the comparison of Billy as a "Pendant pearl" with 

the "the eardrop [he] gave to Bristol Molly" draws a clear 

relationship between the eroticism implicit in the gift to 

the woman and the final ironic service of the homosocial 

group for the condemned male companion. The men turn their 

heads away from the duty they must perform in hanging their 

friend, and in doing so they sanctify the act and make it 

holy. 

Ultimately, however, the sentimental and romanticized 

version of Billy represented in the broadside ballad is 

highly indicative of the distance between the sailors' 

hagiographic idealization of him and the somewhat less 

conscious Billy portrayed by the omniscient narrator. Taken 

as a group, the several contradictory sequel~ suggest that 

the radical energy represented by Billy is not contained by 

either the legally sanctioned violence of the navy or by the 

verbal formul as meant to e s tabl ish and contro I his 

significance. Indeed, Billy's very fluidity is a threat to 

hierarchical society, since such a society requires that 

rigid and fixed meanings (associated with class and caste) 
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be assignable to individuals. The Handsome Sailor, however, 

resists definitive placement in anyone group. He is at once 

a source of labor, a pol i tical symbol, and an object of 

sexual desire, but he refuses Claggart's definition of him 

as a traitor, and he orchestrates a death for himself which 

undermines the navy's 0 fficial closure to the quelled 

mutiny. Even after the execution he overflows death in an 

infinite regress of interpretation. 

Since "Billy Budd" and the issue of negative 

homoeroticism may seem to be somewhat distant from the 

declared focus of a study on "women, marriage, and 

sexua1ity,1I there now only remains the task of relating this 

chapter to the previous sections with some closing comments. 

First, the site of conflict in "Billy Budd" is the 

sexualized human body, just as it is the focus of attention 

and dispute in so much of Melville's work from beginning to 

end. Indeed, there is a sense of symmetry in the perception 

of L.A.V. 's youthful, frightening confrontation with female 

sexual i ty in the 1836 "Frag:nents from a Writing Desk II and 

Billy Budd's complex collision with competing trajectories 

of erotic desire in the 1891 novella. From the first to the 

last work, sexuality in Melville's world is clearly a source 

of inexplicable and irresistible motives and actions. 
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Sexual desire, however, is a mere fact of biology and 

uninteresting in itself except as pornography. Melville's 

depiction of sexuality is important because of his probings 

into the symbolic dimension of it. He understands that such 

things as gender, eroticism, marriage, and reproduction are 

all symbols invested with meaning by culture. Because gender 

asymmetry is present in all cultures, women's perspectives 

are largely const~ainp~ ~nd conditioned by the dominant male 

ideology. Consequently, the study of gender relations is 

inherently an inquiry into the conditions of asymmetrical 

power and opportunity. 

In Melville'S writing, the primary source of conflict 

over the sexualized body concerns exactly the kinds of 

questions about meaning and control which are inextricably 

connected with the dynamics of culture. Billy's refusal to 

be inscr ibed clearly suggests a powerful tension between 

ind i v idual will and society's rage for order, between 

freedom and all the forces of society which press for 

conformi ty in an attempt to instill a dull predictabil ity 

into human behavior. The conflict represented by the 

struggle over the Foretopman' 5 sexual ized body is the 

conflict between freedom and authority which is constantly 

reiterated in Melville's work and persistently represented 

through the depiction of women, marriage, and sexuality. 
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NOTES 

1 The title quotation is from Moby-Dick (95). 

2 Melville read about the relationship between devil's 

tails and the phallus in Tristram Shandy when Tristram 

equates the noise he made upon sustaining his penile injury 

with the sound made by docked demons: "fifty thousand 

loads of devils . . . with their tails chopped off by their 

rumps, could not have made so diabolical a scream of it, as 

I did when the accident befell men (289). The devil's tail 

is occasionally represented as a phallic instrument in 

accounts of witchcraft, and devil's tails are mentioned 

again in Moby-Dick as an appendage to Fedallah. He is 

suspectcC of being a devil to whom Ahab has bargaiLed his 

soul and doomed both himsel f and the crew. In a re ference 

that echoes Tri~tram Shandy, Stubb fantasizes about pulling 

the tail off (277). 

;:, The homoerotic theme in "Billy Budd II was first 

explored in 1933 by Grant Watson, and numerous critics since 

that time have also discussed it. What the proliferation of 

literature on this topic most probably indicates is that 

Melville has been appropriated by the homosexual community 

as a writer who seems to lend support to an alternative 

sexuality. For example, the editors of the recent 

Northwestern/Newberry edition of The Piazza Tales say that 
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"The Elf edition (New York, 1929) is of no textual 

significance but is worth noting because it contains 

illustrations (showing, in their gratuitous suggestiveness, 

that Melville had become a cult figure among some 

homosexuals) " (542). Rodger Aasten says, ir.. Playing 

the Game: The Homosexual Novel in America, that Melville is 

the "nineteenth-century godfather of homosexual fiction in 

this country" (17). My concern, however, is with the 

political dimension of Melville's homoerotic themes, the 

nexus of power associated with concepts of the masculine and 

feminine in his work. 

4 See Robert K. Martin (12-16) and John Seelye's review 

of Hero, Captain, arH3 Stranger. Martin makes tacit 

acknowledgment of a negative homoeroticism, bat does not 

explore the problem. For example, he says that "The dark 

stranger . . offers the possibility of an alternative 

sexuality, one "that is less dependent upon performance and 

conquest. Its forms are a nonaggressive homosexaality, most 

characteristically manifest in figares of masturbation and 

idealized male friendship" (0). Later. he asserts that 

"Melville distinguished between homosexual practices such as 

might occur on shipboard, frequently involving force and 

arising more out of necessity than out of affection, and a 

passionate love of men that he repeatedly described as an 

ideal and sought a place for" (26). 
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IS Robert K. Martin, for example, says th~t "Like 

Whitman, Melville seriously believed in tbe radical social 

potential of male homosexuality as a force in the creation 

of a more egalitarian society" (6). 

~ See James A. Doyle I s excellent discussion of 

stereotypes associated with homosexuality and his review of 

literature (258-279). 

7 Of course the p~s~ibility of a joke here should not 

be excluded. Humor has long been recognized as a strategic 

rhetorical device for diverting attention. As Stanley Cavell 

puts it, "joking is a familiar specific for brazening out 

shame, call ing enlarged attention to the thing you do not 

want naturally noticed" (277). Hence, the prevalence of 

jokes abcut homosexuality among sailors and soldiers told by 

the mil i tary men themselves, and the marginalization and 

isolation of certain groups of men (cooks, musicians, etc) 

who function as lightening rods for homophobic expression. 

See al so Susan Wh i te 's discuss ion a f "Male Bonding, 

Hollywood Orientalism, and the Repression of the Feminine in 

Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket. Joke or not, the passage was 

deleted in tte second, sanitized edition of the novel. 
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e Al though Robert K. Martin says that his study is 

concerned with Melville's nanalysis of power and its 

operationft (10), he emphasizes the way in which a positive 

homo sexual i ty functions as a cr i tique of contemporary 

society. In contrast, I examine the way in which a negative 

homoeroticis~ operates as a means of coercing obedience and 

exercising po~er among and between men. 

~ Of course there are some important exceptions to this 

negativism. Same sex friendships were an important cultural 

phenomenon of the nineteenth century among men as well as 

women, and as Eve Sedgwick points out, homosocial bonding 

does not necessarily imply homosexuality. Emerson's essay on 

nFriendshipn offers a clear articulation of the antebellum 

ideal in America. 

10 The source of this quotation cited by Millet is H. 

R. Hays, The Dangerous Sex, (56). 

11 For example, Melville's Uncle Peter often provided 

support and help, and he financed the printing of Clarel. In 

Mardi we read: ftA fat uncle, with a fat paunch, and a fat 

purse, is a joy and a delight to all nephews ft (291). 

12 In other words, Miller seems to be suggesting that 

there is something wrong with Redburn for not wanting to 
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make a sexual commitment, for "avoiding" it as he says. My 

contention is that any intercourse that is not desired, 

whether it is homosexual or heterosexual, becomes a 

discourse of power or exploitation. Thus, there seems to be 

a clear distinction between the old man's exploitation of 

the boys he brings. home for personal gratification, and 

Ahab's action, for example, in taking Pip into his cabin as 

an act of sympathy and protection. Even . Robert K. Martin' 

notes that Melville's "literary se::ual ideal involves a 

love between two men, and not a man and a boy, or a man and 

a pseudo-woman" (49). 

~~ "Buttons" is a richly complex nickname, and the OED 

1 ists several suggestive connotations associated with the 

appellation in the nineteenth century: "a type of anything 

of very small value;" a "boy in buttons" is a "boy servant 

in livery." The word "buttons" is specifically listed as "a 

boy in buttons." "To have a soul above buttons" is said "of 

persons who consider their employment unworthy of their 

talents. The "testes of an animal" are also referred to as 

"buttons, as is "the dung of sheep" and other animals. 

Hence, in obscene phrasing, one who is in great terror is 

said to be "making buttons." 

1~ See Robert K. Martin's excellent discussion of the 

pawnbrokers in Redburn (44). 
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1~ See Robe!"t K. Hartin concerning the world of work 

and production contrasted against freedom and leisure (27). 

1 e. See J. E. Cirlot IS discussion 0 f the symbol ic 

implications of hair (134-5). Of minor interest in relation 

to the homoerotic theme of this chapter is the fact that the 

beard style referred to as "love-curIes" in the novel (333) 

was also described in contemporary parlance as "buggers 

grips." See Eric Partridge's Dictionary of Slang. 

17 Howard Vincent, for example, in discussing the 

floggings says that "it was, apparently, Dana'S moral stance 

which strengthened Mel ville's resolution to propagandize 

against the evil of flogging" (89), and "man's inhumanity to 

man is now unreservedly Melville's resounding theme--the 

unpardonable sin" (lBS). H. Edward Stessel, in "Melville's 

Whi te-Jacket; A Case Against the Cat," looks at the novel 

from a similar humanitarian perspective. 

11:, In Like a Brother, Like a Lover, Georges-Hichel 

Sarotte describes "Sadism as a defense mechanism" (79). In 

other words, it occurs when men refuse to yield to their 

"natural" homosexual impulses. "Contact is frustrated--as it 

is in every love-hate novel--because one of the two partners 

(or both) draws back or fails to understand what is going 
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on. Sadism grows out of frustratio~" (86). It is not my 

purpose here to examine the etiology of sado-masochism, but 

rather to examine the suggestive relation between the 

Melvillian beating scenes and relevant analogs in 

1 i terature. In other words, my theme is not homosexual i ty 

but rather the associated issues of power and exploitation. 

Useful studies of sadism and sadomasochism, especially in 

relation to 1 i terature, are offered in Jean-Paul Satre, 

Beinq and Nothinqness, 517-534, and in Rene Girard, Deceit, 

Desire, and the Novel, 176-192. 

1~ See With Rod and Whip: A History of Flagellation 

Among Different Nations for a discussion of flagellation as 

a means of enforcing religious precepts. 

20 William Ober describes the phallic nature of ·the 

instrument itself in his essay "Bottoms Up! The Fine Arts 

and Flagellation"' (4). 

21 The epithet "faggot" is derived from the "bunch of 

birch twigs" characteristically employed in the sado

masochistic practices of flogging or being flogged. See 

illustrations in Oberts article and entries in Partridge and 

the OED. 



3~5 

22 "The Scout Toward Aldie, n for example, with its 

M~sby refrain, suggestively points to the power of a 

dominant male in the imagination of other men, and it talks 

about the negotiations for power within an all-male 

organizations. See Stanton Garner, "Melville's Scout Toward 

Aldie." 

23 Concerning Melville'S attitudes toward class, and 

especially toward the working class, see Milton R. Stern's 

summary in "M~lville, Society, and Language" (470). 
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